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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Natural systems are extremely well adapted to their environments. In nature we 
find that the structure of all organisms has been designed to provide the capability of 
solving a multitude of complex problems for both survival and growth, through instinctual, 
experiential, and intellectual means. Over the millennia, it is these capabilities that have 
proven an effective method of sustaining the existence and the propagation of natural 
organisms. Even as environmental conditions change, it is the continuous adaptation 
process of natural organisms adjusting to their environment, through evolutionary 
processes, which sustain life. As nature itself has proven its development of robust system 
design, the biologically inspired evolutionary process is here applied to the synthesis and 
minimization of digital hardware circuits. 
Both Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Programming techniques provide a means for 
applying the evolutionary process within an artificial system. The Genetic Algorithm is a 
process which evolves problem parameters directly; the Genetic Programming technique is 
a means of developing software functions through the evolutionary process of natural 
selection. As an extension of the Genetic Algorithm (GA), the distinction of Genetic 
Programming (GP) is that an artificial evolution is applied to (software) data structures, 
consisting of functions (mathematical operations) and terminals (variables), to develop 
algorithms (rather than particular solutions) capable of problem solving. Through a 
process of emergent intelligence, both the GA and GP formulate engineering solutions 
based on an accumulated knowledge of the problem and the merit of potential solutions. 2 
In recent years, Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming, as machine learning 
techniques, have been successfully applied to a wide range of engineering problems as 
diverse as neural network design, economic trend prediction, control theory, and firmware 
development. However, with the realization of computer designed algorithms, very little 
research to date has applied these concepts to digital logic. Within this thesis, original 
automated techniques of logic design and minimization are developed. Exploring the 
application of evolutionary optimization techniques, three approaches are taken herein to 
the new application of "Genetic Hardware" development. 
First as a new method of logic synthesis, the Genetic Program offers a unique 
approach to automatic logic design or "evolvable hardware". The logic is designed by 
evolutionary means and the process is entirely "hands-off' for the user. The beauty of the 
method is that problems can be solved without explicit computer programming to do so! 
A single technique is applicable to solving all logic design problems. As the GP can 
facilitate any computation when provided an adequate set of logic gates, the capability for 
the development of complex logic is assured and is a natural extension of the learning 
theory. As a new method for automatic logic design, it is notable that irregardless of the 
function size and type, the GP-Logic Synthesis software implementation is very similar. 
First, the logic function to be synthesized is specified by a truth table. The input signals 
and defined gates for the logic are then simply encoded as binary strings. Finally, the 
synthesized logic function is derived. This solution results from the evolutionary process, 
"breeding" and evaluating a number of designs (encoded binary strings) over a period of 
time (generations). It is this broad application of the Genetic Logic 
Synthesis/Minimization and automation of the design process, which differentiates it from 
other circuit design techniques. 3 
This Genetic Hardware design technique is also a multipurpose design method, 
offering great flexibility. In contrast to other means of logic synthesis, the GP-Logic 
Synthesis method of circuit design can be completely customized to optimize for virtually 
any cost function, i.e. circuit area, power, delay, number of gates, number of inputs, circuit 
speed, etc. The desired optimization goals and their relative importance need only be 
described to the Genetic Program by a numerical judgment of the proposed solution's 
merit. Both correct logic functionality and a minimization of logic gates are optimized in 
this research. Since the GP evaluates expressions based on user definitions, any type of 
logic, i.e. multiple-valued or Boolean logic, could be implemented with ease. However 
only Boolean logic is demonstrated at this time. Additionally, it would be very easy to 
change the implementation such that the user may compose new and complex gates 
(macros), which need only be defined by truth tables. As the evolutionary mechanisms 
remain unchanged, there is no differentiation of problem difficulty based on these criteria. 
Secondly, an XOR Correction Circuit Algorithm in conjunction with the GP-Logic 
Synthesis has been developed to assure complete function coverage of the derived logic. 
This algorithm is shown to produce complete function coverage on the conducted 
experiments and a technique to mathematically guarantee the quality of the logic produced 
is described for further future research. Using the XOR Correction Circuit algorithm, the 
coverage of the (GP) synthesized logic is first measured. Points of differentiation from the 
specified outputs are then flagged and a new set of GP synthesized equations are 
developed. These new "correction" equations are then combined with the previously 
derived logic using XOR logic gates. The process is reiterative and continues until 
complete (or sufficient) function coverage has been achieved. 
Thirdly, the Genetic Algorithm was used for logic minimization. The equation 
type chosen for this research was the Generalized Reed-Muller (GRM) form; it requires a 4 
general, canonical expression of the exclusive-or sum-of-products (ESOPs) form, while 
allowing complete freedom of all term polarities. The AND-XOR implementation has 
been shown to be economical, generally requiring fewer gates and connections than that of 
AND-OR logic. The gate structure also provides for an ease of testability, making it 
desirable for FPGA designs. Other research has shown the GRM equation form to be 
difficult to minimize. To date, the few exact minimization algorithms developed have 
required exhaustive searches and are quite time consuming. The goal of using the Genetic 
Algorithm for GRM minimization was to create a non-exact heuristic minimization 
algorithm which would be an improvement in the quality of optimizations produced by 
other heuristic techniques. 
It is shown that both in the logic synthesis and minimization processes the genetic 
operators determine an efficient circuit implementation or reduction, often different in 
appearance from that which a human designer would produce. Because the genetic 
techniques incorporate the logical testing into the design-build process, one can be assured 
that the circuit will function as derived on completion. Design verification is incorporated 
into the circuit development algorithm, thus reducing the need for test-vectors and time 
consuming simulations. 
This thesis explores the new application of the Genetic Program and Genetic 
Algorithm (known evolutionary optimization methods) to logic synthesis and logic 
minimization. For all genetic hardware applications demonstrated, the effects of a number 
of evolutionary parameters on the genetic operators' problem solving capability will be 
examined. Throughout this research, resulting logic and logic minimizations derived from 
the genetic operators have been compared with both arbitrarily defined functions and well 
known logic synthesis benchmarks. It has been shown that the genetic operators applied 5 
to digital logic can effectively find good solutions for digital design, both in logic synthesis 
and minimization. 6 
CHAPTER 2 - PHILOSOPHY & LITERATURE REVIEW
 
2.1 Philosophy of EHW 
Recent interest in the field of evolvable hardware (EHW) has been shown in the 
research community. The field has emerged as an outgrowth of the development of 
computational and artificial intelligence learning techniques, as well as advances in 
artificial life theories. The ultimate goal of the evolvable hardware research is to 
automatically produce highly complex electronic hardware circuits which can 
architecturally adapt to environmental variables, as necessary. The promises of this 
currently infantile-stage technology, once mature, are that the developed circuits will be 
highly fault tolerant, quick to implement (eliminates device reprogramming and re-design 
time), operate at higher speeds than software learning technologies, and produce highly 
advanced architectures which are quite different from the traditional design partitioning 
schemes (a combination of synchronous and asynchronous designs, different types of 
"module" divisions, etc.). When the EHW theory is fully developed, this new technology 
should allow a completely automated development of highly complex circuits (currently 
requiring thousands of man hours development time, or perhaps, circuits even more 
sophisticated in design), which are self-learning, highly robust and can be modified as 
needed. In the future, as electronic circuits become increasingly complex, perhaps 
consisting of billions of nodes with hundreds of thousands of internal interconnections, 
evolvable hardware may be the only design tool for practical development. The 
implications for such a powerful technology, which is capable of self-directed learning and 
adaptation, will also present some interesting philosophical questions for our 
understanding of life and our own intelligence. The genetic evolution of circuit design is 
the first step in the development of this powerful technology. 7 
2.2 Review of EHW Research Literature 
Evolvable hardware (EHW) is a very young research topic, and as such, practical 
or theoretical (rather than philosophical) research has only very recently been published. 
The earliest literature found proposing this subject idea was dated 1993, with the most 
significant work on this subject being conducted in the large research laboratories in 
Japan. The Evolutionary Systems Department at the ATR Human Information Processing 
Research Laboratories and the Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) of Japan are both at the 
forefront of the research. It was Hugo de Garis of the Brain Builder Group at ATR, who 
originally proposed the development of "Darwin Machines": 
a device which evolves its own architecture directly in hardware... (which 
is) useful because... 
1. The execution speed of the evolved system will be extremely fast (at 
least three orders of magnitude faster than a software implementation) 
because the result of adaptation is the hardware itself. 
2. Fault tolerant design is realized because evolvable hardware can change 
its own structure in the case of hardware error or environmental change'. 
de Garis' original proposed technology implementation ideas were to construct a Genetic 
Algorithm in actual hardware (versus a software implementation), which would control 
(both develop and evolve) the hardware architecture of an integrated circuit as necessary. 
Within the same group another researcher, Higuchi, first proposed environmental signals 
as a learning reinforcement for the evolving hardware architecture. 
In the research literature two methods of EHW research are most often discussed. 
The first method being referred to as "extrinsic" evolvable hardware, 
1Tetsuya Higuchi, Tatsuya Niwa, Toshio Tanaka, Hitoshi lba, Hugo de Garis, and Tatsumi Furuya, 
"Evolving Hardware with Genetic Learning: A First Step Towards Building a Darwin Machine", From 
Animals to Animats 2: Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Simulation of Adaptive 
Behavior, Editors: Jean-Arcady Meyer, Herbert L. Roitblat, and Stewart W. Wilson (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1993). 8 
...an evolutionary algorithm produces a configuration based on the 
performance of a software simulation of the reconfigurable hardware. The 
final configuration is then downloaded onto the real hardware in a separate 
implementation step.2 
The second method for the implementation of the technology is known as "intrinsic" 
evolutionary hardware. This implementation is more powerful than extrinsic technology 
and is thought to be the direction of future research. In this method, 
...each time the evolutionary algorithm generates a new variant 
configuration, it is used to configure the real hardware, which is then 
evaluated at its task. Consequently, an implemented system is evolved 
directly; the constraints imposed by the hardware are satisfied 
automatically, and all of its detailed (difficult to simulate) characteristics 
can be brought to bear on the control problem.3 
As specialized integrated circuits for EHW have not been made to date and it is quite 
difficult to develop circuits in hardware using current off-the-shelf silicon, most early 
experiments have been with extrinsic evolvable hardware techniques, conducted using 
software configurable hardware technologies such as FPGAs (field programmable gate 
arrays) and HDPLDs (high density programmable logic devices). Integrated circuits 
designed specifically for evolvable hardware technology will provide better research and 
development platforms in the future. 
As an early implementation of EHW theory, the ETL Research Group also 
implemented combinational logic for a 4:1 multiplexor (logic which given four inputs and 
two control signals, selects the appropriate input to be given as an output signal) with a 
Lattice GAL16Z8 chip. A Genetic Algorithm was used to evolve the design, with a bit 
string "chromosome" representing the device fuse array patterns and logic cell functions. 
This "chromosome" then defined both the architectural and functional operation of the 
2Adrian Thompson, "Evolving Electronic Robot Controllers that Exploit Hardware Resources", In 
Advances in Artificial Life: Third European Conference on Artificial Life, Granada, Spain, June 4-6, 
1995, Proceedings, Editors: F. Moran, A. Moreno, J. J. Merelo, and P. Chacon (Germany: Springer-
Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 1995). 9 
programmable device. A software simulation of the GAL device was implemented to 
measure the design functionality and relate this information back to the Genetic Algorithm 
evolutionary operations. Experimental results produced a correct and functional software 
for the PLD configuration. ("Learning the 6-multiplexor is considered to be difficult 
because Boolean concept learning belongs to the NP-complete class."4) 
Other research conducted by Higuchi, et al.5 in 1994, reports on the successful 
evolution of a small four-state, one input, one output, finite state machine. This design 
was also evolved with genetic learning. During the evolutionary process, the merit of the 
genetically proposed logic circuit was measured by a GAL simulator (implemented in 
software). Following the evolution of a functional design, the logic was then programmed 
into a GAL16V8 device. Although this design was for a very small finite state machine, 
the experiment was highly significant in that it proved that EHW could produce an 
effective means for developing realistic engineering, digital state machine designs. 
Still another direction of EHW study has been in evolutionary robotics, originating 
from the University of Sussex, in England6'7. An experiment with the objective of 
producing a 1 kHz square wave oscillator utilizing up to 100 nodes (digital gates), 
produced an effective implementation of a 4 kHz oscillator within 40 generations 
(evolutionary cycles). The schematic diagram for this circuit was highly interesting in that 
"the entire network contributes to the behaviour, and meaningful sub-networks could not 
be identified". These results indicated that the evolutionary design technique exploits and 
4Tetsuya Higuchi, Hitoshi Iba, and Bernard Manderick, "Evolvable Hardware", In Massively Parallel 
Artificial Intelligence, Chapter 12, Editors: Hiroaki Kitano and James A. Hendler (Menlo Park, 
California: AAA' Press / The MIT Press, 1994), pp. 411-415. 
5lbid.
 
6Adrian Thompson, Inman Harvey, and Philip Husbands. "Unconstrained Evolution and Hard
 
Consequences", School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences, University of Sussex, Brighton BN1 9QH,
 
UK. (Electronically available from: http://www.cogs.susx.ad.uk/users/adrianth.)
 
7Adrian Thompson, "Evolving Electronic Robot Controllers that Exploit Hardware Resources".
 
8Ibid.
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organizes logic in different ways than that of a human designer. Further research from this 
group developed a simple robotics control system with a dynamic state machine 
architecture. This control system directed the on and off signals of small left and right 
turn-control motors, whose guidance gave the robot good wall avoidance capability. 
Finally, other goals of the Sussex team were (and still are) to further study the influence of 
"noise" in the robustness of evolutionary design, to more fully exploit the physical 
properties of individual pieces of silicon, and better understand the advantages of design 
without the traditional constraints imposed by classical "modularity" and decomposition 
methods necessary for human designers. 
Through these early research studies the future promise of EHW for design of both 
combinatorial and sequential digital circuits, including small but practical state machines 
and control systems has been revealed. As VLSI designs become increasingly complex 
and this technology matures, evolvable hardware has the potential for revolutionizing the 
engineering circuit design process. Highly effective robust designs, having a high fault 
tolerance and adaptable architecture, with the fast operation speeds of a silicon 
implementation, combined with self-teaching qualities make this technology the ultimate 
dream for the realization of any type of hardware circuit. As progress is made, design 
"blocks" could also be learned, stored in memory, and re-used as needed on new designs, 
making each successive design better. The evolutionary hardware circuits can then be 
converted into any other type of design, i.e. a "chameleon computer"9. The implications 
of such a technology hint that the mature field of evolvable hardware could provide 
fantastic cost savings as a "one-size fits all" replacement for microprocessor and controller 
based designs, as well as offer a huge reduction in engineer hardware and firmware design 
man-hours. The philosophical implications of such a self learning technology, which can 
9Murray Disman, "Stalking the Chameleon Computer", Computer & Communications OEM Magazine, 
Volume 3, Number 23 (December/January 1996), pp. 67-73. 11 
independently adapt to its environment, have vast implications for the fields of artificial 
life, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. The Genetic Logic Synthesis and 
Minimization research discussed in this thesis is a first step towards automated design by 
"growing" digital circuitry; it is a significant advancement in the production of Evolvable 
Hardware, thus distinguishing it from all other published literature at this time. 
2.3 Scope of Thesis Research 
The purpose of the research within this thesis is to examine the applicability of 
using genetic operators to evolve digital logic, representative of that which would be used 
in a logic device. The approach is software based, representative of a hardware only or a 
combined software-hardware implementation. The logic is designed for a number of 
functions, both from known benchmarks and some unique truth tables. The performance 
of the derived logic, giving merit to the evolved hardware, is measured as per its ability 
(when given the function inputs) to produce the function outputs. In further exploring the 
application of genetic algorithms/programming to logic development, a number of 
experiments are conducted with changes in the evolutionary operation variables. 
Additionally as complete function coverage cannot be guaranteed with this initial method 
of genetic logic synthesis, another method of logic development using an XOR Correction 
Circuit was invented. Finally, the genetic logic synthesis paradigm was applied to the task 
of logic minimization. In this application a correct function is given and the task of the 
genetic operator is only to find the minimal solution among all correct logic expressions. 
The merit of this approach was measured against other minimization techniques for 
Generalized Reed-Muller equation forms. It is from these initial applications, of logic 
synthesis and logic minimization, that the merit of applying the genetic algorithm and 12 
programming to evolving logic hardware can be determined. These exploratory 
experiments are the first of their kind, to the best of this author's knowledge. 
The findings of this initial research will ultimately lead to further developments for 
evolving hardware in the future. Currently the logic derivation is conducted completely in 
software. This implementation has the advantages of being easy to change and observe, 
making it much more practical for experiments, theory, and ground-work. The software 
implementation is a necessity before a hardware implementation can be developed. The 
biggest disadvantage of a software implementation is that it is slow to run. But, in the 
future as the theory of genetically developing logic is better understood, the process could 
be conducted within specialized hardware, i.e. an integrated circuit developed for this task. 
This could lead to an on-board, real-time system in which the logic could be evolved as 
needed to adapt to the environmental variables. An alternative future development path 
may be to continue to implement the hardware evolution in software, but to change the 
output logic format into a type which could be down-loaded directly into an FPGA. Or, 
perhaps in another format the logic could be thoroughly tested with other elements of a 
system design, i.e. a microprocessor, memory, and evolved logic FPGA simulated together 
on a Mentor Graphics workstation or even an Ikos hardware accelerator. (In this example 
some of the system elements could be both schematically drawn and/or represented with 
VHDL coding.) 
Future research will also inevitably lead to the evolutionary synthesis of larger and 
more complex logic. Libraries of functions and logic blocks will need to be created and 
accessible to the evolutionary synthesis process. As only combinational logic is 
encompassed by the research within this thesis, full research and experimentation will be 
necessary for sequential logic. Following the capability of sequential logic synthesis, 
perhaps complete system architectures could be developed. First the architectural blocks 13 
of a system would need be defined, (ultimately by the genetic operators), followed by the 
development of the logic within these design blocks. This work could be done either with 
hardware logic or VHDL functions10. 
Still other future research must lead to a proof of complete guaranteed logic
 
function coverage. With this verification, the full learning capabilities of the method can
 
be determined and better understood.
 
Finally, the grandest future goal for the development of this technology is to make 
hardware (or suitable software to download into hardware) that can be "evolved" to 
appropriately adapt to environmental variables. 
The research within this thesis simply explores the concept of the genetic evolution 
of circuit synthesis and minimization. It is hoped that this early research will enable future 
advancements in evolvable hardware technology. 
2.4 GP Application to Logic Synthesis 
The genetic programming code serves as a framework for the artificial 
evolutionary process. The foundation of the software code used for this research is a 
public domain genetic programming system. The research was conducted with public 
domain software, rather than with a personal GP coding, specifically because the software 
is publicly available and others can repeat or verify the research. This software was 
obtained from Jim McCoy at the University of Texas (mccoy @ccwf.cc.utexas.edu).  It is 
10Seals, R. C. and G. F. Whapshott, "Design of HDL Programmes for Digital Systems Using Genetic 
Algorithms", In Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on the Applications of Artificial 
Intelligence in Engineering (Southampton, United Kingdom: Southampton Computational Mechanics 
Publications, 1994). 14 
available via anonymous ftp to ftp.cc.utexas.edu in the /pub/genetic-programming/code 
directory. The particular code which was chosen, "Genetic Programming in C++, Gpc++ 
Version 0.40" was written in C++ by Adam Fraser, then a third year Ph.D. student at the 
Department of Electronic & Electrical Engineering - Cybernetics Research Institute, 
University of Salford, Salford, UK. It is simply the best written most thorough and 
flexible, as well as best documented, public domain genetic programming code found to 
date. (For code details, see the document "Genetic Programming in C++: (A Manual in 
Progress for gpc++, a public domain genetic programming system)" by Adam P. Fraser.) 
This software is a very general evolutionary workhorse for any type of genetic 
programming application because it consists of the basic GA/GP operators, that is, 
Reproduction, Crossover, and Mutation applied to binary strings. However, since this 
code was specifically written for two famous genetic programming problems (the Santa Fe 
Trail - Artificial Ant problem and the Lawnmower problem), it has required extensive 
modifications to be useful for logic synthesis operating in a Windows environment. (It 
would be necessary for anyone applying this public domain software to any other 
application than that specified, to write a software interface.) This customization of the 
software mostly dealt with encoding/decoding strings to represent the problem of logic 
synthesis for the initial experiments with "Types of Logic Gates", "Population Sizes", 
"Mutation Rates", and "Don't Cares vs. Function Coverages". Software modifications are 
detailed by extensive comments shown in the code. 
For the XOR Correction Circuit experiments, the public domain GP engine was 
also employed. However a fair amount of new software, in addition to an 
encoding/decoding interface, was also written to perform the algorithm detailed in the 
flowchart of Figure 4.1. This software also contains extensive comments. 15 
For the Genetic GRM Minimizers (GA-GRM and GA-GRM+BB) detailed in 
Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the Portland State University (PSU) 1GRMMIN Code was employed 
as a Generalized Reed-Muller equation form minimizer, with the purpose of a genetic 
optimization being to develop good starting vector "seeds". (It is from these seed-polarity 
vectors that the PSU software then starts a minimization search.) There were some 
problems integrating the public domain GP code with the PSU Software. For example, 
the public domain GP code was written for a personal computer, while the PSU code was 
written on the mainframe at the university. For the interface with the PSU Software, it 
was found that the task did not need a Genetic Program, but a Genetic Algorithm, instead. 
The differentiation being that the Genetic Program has a tree structure detailing an 
instruction set, while the Genetic Algorithm directly encodes problem parameters. The 
PSU code only needed to be given a "string" which was an encoding for the equation 
polarity vectors, a specific problem parameter. The public domain GP code was simply 
not a good match for the PSU GRM minimization code. In its place, a very basic, 
personally written Genetic Algorithm was used. So, for the GRM minimization software, 
both the genetic evolutionary engines and the interface software were written personally. 
The PSU 1GRMMIN Code was already complete, written by students at PSU, so the 
internals of it were not modified. 
2.4.1 Overview 
Genetic Programming utilizes the process of natural selection, i.e. survival of the 
fittest over a period of time, to develop robust computer code, representative of functions. 
Using this technique, hierarchical data structures are encoded as binary strings, analogous 
to biological chromosomes, to which the standard operations of a Genetic Algorithm are 
applied. These operations are modeled after natural processes and include reproduction, 
crossover, and mutation. As the structure of the Genetic Program has been implemented 16 
with a "rooted, point-labeled tree with ordered branches", this provides a generic model 
for any function or program. Within this model, data structures are divided into the 
categories of "functions" (i.e. AND, OR, XOR, etc.) and "terminals" (input-signal-A, 
input-signal-B, etc.). Thus, when applying the Genetic Algorithm operations to the 
Genetic Program, special care is taken to retain the integrity of the tree structure. 
Through the evolutionary process, the symbolic (or "S") expressions represented in the 
tree structures improve in their problem solving abilities or "fitness" values. Finally, the 
size, shape, and structure of the best solution is determined. This general process is 
diagrammed below, and is followed by a brief discussion of the operation and its 
implementation particular to the logic synthesis. 
(For a complete description of the unmodified code for "Genetic Programming in 
C++" see Adam P. Fraser's "A Manual in Progress for gpc++, a public domain genetic 
programming system".) 17 
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2.4.2 Creation of Random Population of S-Expressions/Logic Trees 
The genetic program performs its operations on S-expressions. An S-expression is 
a term commonly used in Genetic Programming for specifying a set of program 
instructions, which can be diagrammed in a structured tree. The individual tree, defined 
by a symbolic (S) expression (notation), in conventional GP literature denoted a LISP 
program. For example, (* (-5 6) 4) would denote the program ((5-6)*4). Although LISP 
code is not used in this research, this terminology for the programs organized into 
structured trees has remained. 
LISP contains not only the mathematical (+,  *, /) and logical operators (AND, 
OR, NOT, etc.), but also conditional and relational operators such as (<, >) and "IF". In 
"mapping" the Genetic Program to the logic synthesis problem, the function set was re­
defined to consist only of logical operators (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR), while 
the terminal set was also re-defined as digital input signals having only discrete "0" and "1" 
values over a period of time. (As a similar idea, Koza implemented an 11-bit multiplexor 
design with Genetic Programming, however the standard LISP functions were used") 
Both the functions and terminals were then defined and encoded in the GP-Logic 
Synthesis Software. For example in the bit string 0010111, "001" might represent the 
function "OR", while "01" would represent (the terminal) Signal A and "11" would 
represent the terminal, Signal B. Thus by decoding 0010111 can be divided into 
(001)(01)(11) representing (OR A B) which translates into the expression "A OR B". 
Within the Genetic Program, bit strings encoding S-expressions are initially, simply 
generated randomly. When the software starts up, the string length and the number of 
strings within a population grouping are pre-specified. These bit strings are then filled 
11John R. Koza, Genetic Programming: On the Programming of Computers by Means of Natural 
Selection (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1992), pp. 170-186. 19 
with completely randomly generated "l's" and "0's ".  It is on these strings that the genetic 
operators of Reproduction, Crossover, and Mutation are performed. (It is important to 
note that in the Genetic Algorithm, the bit strings (or chromosomes) are also created 
randomly, in this same manner. However, these bit strings have a very different 
representation. When the decoding takes place (before the solution evaluation), the 
Genetic Algorithm is flat, i.e. the bit string simply specifies the particular application 
parameters, rather than a set of instructions denoted by an S-expression. But, all other 
genetic operations (Reproduction, Crossover, and Mutation) are conducted in a similar 
manner for both the Genetic Algorithm and the Genetic Program.) 
In the Genetic Program, S-expressions are constructed such that the program tree 
is syntactically correct. In choosing the Function Set, care must be taken such that there is 
sufficiency; there must always be a possible combination of functions with terminals such 
that the function definition can result. Several simple rules are followed in constructing 
the S-expression trees: the output must be a function, input branches to functions may be 
selected from either the function or terminal set, and finally, the roots (bottom) of all trees 
must be terminals, at which point the branch ends. These rules ensure adherence to the 
closure property; all possible trees can be evaluated. (Both the function and terminal sets 
are encoded as binary strings, for ease of manipulation.) A simple example can be shown 
for the tree diagram representing the logic function [A!B  (C + D)]. 20 
Figure 2.2 Tree diagram representing [A!B G (C + D)] 
Although the initial population in the GP is created with random "l's" and "0's" 
there are a number of different methods for determining the tree size and structure of the 
S-expressions. For the GP-Logic Synthesis, a method developed by Koza'2 called 
"Ramped Half and Half' is implemented. In this method, half the population is created 
with an even distribution of S-Expressions ranging in length from the minimum to 
maximum depth allowed. The other half of the population contains S-expressions of the 
maximum depth only. For example, if the population size is ten members, five members 
would be created using a Ramped-Grow Method and five members would be created 
using a Ramped-Variable Method. Given that the maximum tree depth is six levels deep, 
the Ramped-Grow method would create one tree each, having a depth of two, three, four, 
five, and six levels. The Ramped-Grow method creates an even population distribution 
over the range of allowable tree depths. The Variable-Grow creation method creates trees 
which can be of any depth allowable, ranging from the specified minimum  to maximum 
limits (hard-coded into the software). In this example, the Variable-Grow Method will 
create five trees, having randomly selected depths, ranging from two to six levels. The 
12Koza, p. 93. 21 
purpose of the creation methods is to start the evolutionary process from a point of initial 
solution diversity, providing a number of avenues for evolutionary exploration. 
2.4.3 Evaluate Fitness of Population 
To enable the evolutionary process to improve the "survivability of the species" 
over the generations, the solution merit of each "individual" S-expression, within the 
current population, must be measured. Solutions exhibiting high amounts of fitness are 
bred to produce offspring with ever more desirable traits. For logic synthesis, a particular 
solution's performance is measured against its ability to satisfy the truth table. For each 
set of inputs, fitness points are added when the derived function produces the correct 
output(s). With the fitness for each "individual" in a population determined, this provides 
a mating criteria which will lead to improvement within the next generation. 
It is then shown that within a minimal number of generations, an emergent 
structure is demonstrated as complex functions are formed which represent some circuits. 
As the GP converges on a solution, it becomes sensitive to additional constraints, other 
than just satisfying the truth table, which would produce a more optimized circuit. This is 
largely due to the arbitrary method of fitness scoring implemented in these experiments, 
i.e. +100 points is given for each correct logic output, over the entire truth-table, 
produced by the derived equation, while -1 point is subtracted for each gate and terminal 
used in the logic equation. Thus as the best derived equations yield similar coverages, the 
fitness scale of competition changes by a factor of 100 and the objective becomes 
searching for a minimal expression which still maintains the function coverage. While the 
current research only seeks to achieve function coverage and some logic minimization,  any 
other fitness evaluations could be easily incorporated into the measure of the solution 22 
merit. These include speed of operation, circuit area, power consumption, etc. and can be 
achieved with modifications to the fitness function. 
2.4.4 Reproduction: Selection of Parents 
In the genetic programming reproduction process, "parent" solutions are selected 
based on their evaluated fitnesses. It is from these "parents" that the "child" functions will 
be formed. The parent selection process is asexual and is the basic mechanism for the 
Darwinian natural selection based on the theory of "survival of the fittest". 
There are a number of commonly used schemes for selective breeding. The GP-
Logic Synthesis problem uses Tournament Selection, one of the most common methods of 
"parent" string selection. In this breeding method, two "individuals" (S-Expressions, or 
encoded binary strings) within a population are randomly selected. The fitness values of 
these solutions are compared. The more fit solution is chosen and copied into an 
"expectant parents" category. (The theory originating this type of selection is loosely 
based on mating contests found in the wild animal kingdom.) Particularparent solutions 
may be selected a number of times, and this is desirable, as the process is biased by the 
fitness. Parent selection is repeated until the number of selected S-expressions is equal to 
the generation size. 
As a simple example of the genetic operations, the following problem is given and 
will be used to demonstrate the central points of the evolutionary process. First a 
population of five bit strings, each having five bits in length are given with their respective 
fitness values. 23 
Table 2.1 Example genetic population 
Bit Strings  Population  Fitness 
1  10011  300 
2  00011  300 
3  11100  400 
4  10010  200 
5  11110  600 
Total Fitness = 1800 
Average Fitness = 360 
Table 2.2 Example genetic population showing reproduction operator 
Reproduction  Tournament New Generation 
Case  Selection  (Winners) 
1  string 4 vs. 2  string 2 
2  string 2 vs. 3  string 3 
3  string 1 vs. 5  string 5 
4  string 3 vs. 4  string 3 
5  string 4 vs. 1  string 1 
2.4.5 Crossover: Genetic Recombination for Creation of Children 
The crossover operation is the sexual recombination of the previously selected new 
generation. Because these selected S-expressions have demonstrated some propensity to 
satisfy the fitness criteria, it is theorized that their desirable traits can be passed to 
offspring. It is further observed that in some of the offspring these desirable traits from 
both parents will combine to produce a superior solution. Accompanying this 
phenomenon, offspring produced with low fitnesses have very low reproduction rates in 
following generations. Therefore, the fitness of the population improves over a number of 
generations. 24 
The combination (or crossover) of the parents is performed by selecting tree nodes 
from each of the S-Expressions. The entire branch, starting from the node  chosen for the 
crossover reference and proceeding to the root of the tree, is then swapped and joined to 
the selected node of the opposite parent. This is best observed from an example diagram. 
(Note: This example detailing the S-expression trees has no relation to the example given 
for the reproduction process in Section 2.4.4.) 
Figure 2.3 Crossover of S-Expressions 
Parent 1: 
Output 
NOR 
/ \ 
NOR XOR
/\  / \ 
A C NORNOR 
A A 
BC AB 
Note: The branch selected for crossover is shown in bold. 
Parent 2: 
Output 
OR 
/ \ 
NOT AND 
/ 
A  B C 25 
Figure 2.3 (Continued) 
Resulting Children:
 
Output
 
1 
NOR 
/ \ 
NOR NOT
I\ 
A C  A 
(NOR (NOR A C)(NOT A)) 
Output 
1 
1 
OR 
/ \ 
XOR AND
/\  / \ 
NOR NOR B C 
A A 
BC AB 
(OR (XOR (NOR B C)(NOR A B))(AND B C)) 
As can be observed, Parent 1 and Parent 2 are acted on by the crossover operator 
to produce two children. The lower right branch of Parent 1, (XOR (NOR B C) (NOR A 
B)) is selected as a breaking point for the operation. The lower left branch of Parent 2, 
(NOT A), was also selected. The "children" trees are produced by replacing the selected 
branch of one parent with the selected branch of the other parent. Thus the original lower 
right branch of Parent 1 is removed and placed in the position of the original lower left 
branch of Parent 2. In this example, the result is a new "child" tree specified by the 
function (OR (XOR (NOR B C)(NOR A B))(AND B C)). Also in the crossover 
operation, a second "child" tree is created. The second "child" is formed as the original 26 
lower left branch of Parent 2 replaces the original lower right branch of Parent 1. In this 
example, the new "child" tree is specified as (NOR (NOR A C)(NOT A)). 
Further illustrating the crossover operation with bit strings (which may either 
represent the S-expressions in the case of Genetic Programming or represent problem 
parameters in the case of Genetic Algorithms), the example from Section 2.4.4 is 
continued. String "mates" and crossover sites are chosen randomly. Note that in this 
example only the first "child" string is selected for the next generation. (Both "children" 
strings could be selected if the mating process were reduced by half. Either method is 
commonly employed.) 
Table 2.3 Example genetic population showing crossover operator 
New Generation  String  Chosen  Mate  Crossover Resulting  Fitness of 
(Offspring)  Population  Mate  String  Bit Site  String  Result 
string 2  00011  string 3  11100  4  01100  400 
string 3  11100  string 4  10010  1  11100  400 
string 5  11110  string 5  11110  4  11110  600 
string 3  11100  string 4  10010  3  11010  200 
string 1  10011  string 4  10010  2  10010  200 
Total Fitness (after Crossover) = 1800 
Average Fitness (after Crossover) = 360 
2.4.6 Mutation: A Genetic Diversity Factor 
Genetic mutations are random changes in the (binary) genetic coding of the S-
expressions, which can introduce some variation, particularly needed as a population may 
be converging prematurely. Within a bit string, this enables a site to be selected at a given 
probability, and the selected bit is then inverted (i.e. a "1" is changed to a "0" and a "0" is 27 
changed to a "1"). As a precaution against undefined tree structures, in the GP-Logic 
Synthesis Software, the code is written such that a function is exchanged for another 
function, whereas a terminal is altered to indicate another terminal. So as not to interfere 
with the evolutionary process, mutation is very much a secondary function in genetic 
programming. In several GP studies it has been shown that effective rates of mutation are 
very low13,14,15. As "survival of the fittest" determines the outcome of the evolutionary 
process, the effects of mutation which are shown to be harmful are quickly eliminated, 
whereas those which are beneficial are propagated through the population. 
Continuing with the example, let us give the population a mutation probability rate 
of one bit in twenty-five (0.04). Thus for the sample problem, one bit, in the population of 
five bit strings, consisting of five bits each, will be inverted. 
Table 2.4 Example genetic population showing mutation operator 
Crossover  Result  Mutation  Gen=1  Fitness 
Population  Fitness  String  Population 
01100  400  xxxxx  01100  400 
11100  400  xxxxx  11100  400 
11110  600  xxxxx  11110  600 
11010  200  xx1)or  11110  600 
10010  200  xxxxx  10010  200 
Total Fitness (after Mutation Operation) = 2200 
Average Fitness (after Mutation Operation) = 440 
The mutation operator is the final step in the creation of a new generation of 
strings.  It can be seen that the total and average fitnesses of this example problem are 
13Koza, pp. 599-600.
 
14Koza, pp. 105-106.
 
15David E. Goldberg, Genetic Algorithms in Search. Optimization, & Machine Learning (New York:
 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc.), p. 33.
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improving with the use of the genetic operators, from the initial to the first generation. 
The Schema Theorem explains why the evolutionary process is effective. 
2.5 Schema Theorem: The Success Theory of Genetic Algorithms 
The theory behind the success of the genetic operators is based on pattern 
recognition and probability theory. Taken as a group, each generation's population of 
strings contains a great deal of information regarding the potential application solutions. 
This information is stored in the population and is conveyed from one generation to the 
next through similar bit patterns or schemata, that represent shared string types. (Schema 
is the singular form, schemata is the plural form.) For example, with a binary string 
encoding, all patterns are represented by the elements (0,1, * }, where *don't care. For 
example, the following strings match the schemata {*1*01}  .  The matching elements are 
underlined. 
Strings  Schemata 
01001  *1*01 
01101 
11001 
For a string with length 1, and cardinality k (k=2 for binary encoding), there are (k+1)1 
schemata. For a population of size n, there is an upper bound on the number of schemata 
of n21 where the bound depends on the particular population's diversity. Within the 
genetic operations, it is these schemata which work in a parallel processingmanner, 
carrying "clues" or traits, which promote the derivation of effective solutions throughout 
the generations, during the evolutionary process. 29 
Each of the genetic operators effect the evolutionary parallel processing of 
schemata16. Reproduction is the sole genetic operator effecting the propagation of 
schemata or pattern traits. In the reproduction operation, strings with the better fitness 
values are selected as "parent" strings for the next generation at a probability proportional 
to their fitness. The inherent qualities which make these parent strings superior are 
contained in the schemata, i.e. the patterns are inheritable and when decoded represent 
certain solution features. In summary, "a particular schema grows as the ratio of the 
average fitness of the schema to the average fitness of the population" 17. The poor quality 
parent strings (and consequently their schemata) rapidly decline in number as their 
populations decline in the breeding process. Goldberg" gives the Reproductive Schema 
Growth Equation, for all the schemata existing at one time within a population, as the 
following: 
m(H,t +l) = m(H,t) f(H) /avg. f 
where, 
m(H,t+1)  m samples of a unique schema H, within a population AN, at a time t +1 
m(H,t)  m samples of schema H at time t 
RH)  average fitness of the strings in schema H, at time t 
avg. f  average population fitness 
To demonstrate with the example problem, certain arbitrarily chosen schemata 
patterns can be observed and traced through the processing done by the genetic operators. 
It is shown that schemata patterns named A, B, C, D, and E apparent in the initial 
population are propagated and combined in the Reproduction Operation (which after the 
Crossover and Mutation Operators, will produce generation 1). 
16Goldberg, pp. 30-33. 
17Goldberg, p. 30. 
18Ibid. 30 
Table 2.5 Arbitrarily chosen schemata for example genetic population 
Schemata  Pattern 
Schema A  10"** 
Schema B  000** 
Schema C  *11*0 
Schema D  *001* 
Schema E  11*** 
Table 2.6 Example genetic population showing original schemata membership 
Bit  Population  Schemata
 
Strings  Membership
 
1  10011  Schemata A, D
 
2  00011  Schemata B, D
 
3  11100  Schemata C, E
 
4  10010  Schemata A, D
 
5  11110  Schemata C, E
 
Table 2.7 Example genetic population showing schemata propagation with the 
reproduction operator 
Reproduction  Winners  Schemata 
with  Membership
 
Tournament
 
Selection
 
String 4 vs. 2  String 2  Schemata B, D
 
String 2 vs. 3  String 3  Schemata C, E
 
String 1 vs. 5  String 5  Schemata C, E
 
String 3 vs. 4  String 3  Schemata C, E
 
String 4 vs. 1  String 1  Schemata A, D
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Applying the Reproductive Schema Growth Equation to the example problem 
gives a more intuitive understanding of its meaning. Let us examine the schema 
propagation from the initial population through the reproductive process. Using the 
Reproductive Schema Growth Equation, the expected number of schema propagated from 
one generation to the next can be calculated, (m(H,t+1)). Assume that time t is the initial 
population, where t=0. Also assume that time t+1 is the first increment of time, 
immediately following the reproduction operation (before the crossover and mutation 
operations). The propagation of Schema A is first analyzed. At time t=0, there are two 
samples of Schema A in the initial population, giving m(H,t)=2. The average fitness of 
these strings is (300 + 200)/2 = 250 = f(H). The average initial population fitness is (300 
+ 300 + 400 + 200 + 600)/5 = 360 = avg. f Therefore for Schema A: 
m(H,t+1) = m(H,t) f(H)/avg. f 
m(H,t+1) = 2 * 250/360 
m(H,t+1) = 1.4 
So, approximately one copy of Schema A is expected in generation 1. Next the 
propagation of Schema B is analyzed. In the initial population, there is only one 
occurrence of Schema B, so m(H,t)=1. The average fitness of the strings containing the 
schema, in this case are 300/1 = 300 = f(H). The average initial population fitness is the 
same as previously calculated, avg. f = 360. Therefore for Schema B: 
m(H,t+1) = m(H,t) gH)/avg. f 
m(H,t+1) = 1 * 300/360 
m(H,t +1) = 0.8 
Schema B is expected to have a single copy in generation 1. For Schema C, m(H,t)=2 and 
f(H)=(400 + 600)/2=500. Thus, for Schema C: 
m(H,t+1) = m(H,t) f(H)/avg. f 
m(H,t+1) = 2 * 500/360 
m(H,t +l) = 2.8 32 
For Schema D, m(H,t)=3 since the schema is found in bit strings 1, 2, and 4. The average 
fitness values for these strings is f(H)=(300 + 300 + 200)/3=266.7.  Therefore for Schema 
D: 
m(H,t+1) = m(H,t) f(H)/avg. f 
m(H,t+1) = 3 * (266.7)/360 
m(H,t+1) = 2.2 
For Schema E, m(H,t)=2 since the pattern is present in bit strings 3 and 5. The average 
fitness of these strings is f(H)(400 + 600)/2 = 500. Thus for Schema E: 
m(H,t+1) = m(H,t) f(H)/avg. f 
m(H,t+1) = 2 * (500)/360 
m(H,t+1) = 2.8 
This is summarized as:
 
m(H,t+1)A = 1.4
 
m(H,t+1)B = 0.8 
m(H,t+l)c --- 2.8 
m(H,t+1)D = 2.2 
m(H,t+1)E = 2.8 
Therefore from the Reproductive Schema Growth Equation it can be understood 
that in the next generation, it is expected that there will be approximately one copy of 
Schema A, one copy of Schema B, three copies of Schema C, two copies of Schema D, 
and three copies of Schema E. By examining the schemata as a group in more detail, we 
can see that some of the schemata may actually be combined since a "*" indicates a "don't 
care" variable state. With this analysis it can be shown that Schemata A and D combine, 
Schemata B and D combine, and Schemata C and E combine.  Looking at the "winners" 
from the reproductive Tournament Selection, the resulting strings nearly meet these 
expectations. The "winning" Strings 1 and 2 represent the Schemata A, D, D and B 
(expected 1.4, 2.2, and 0.8 copies, respectively) and Strings 3, 5, and 3 (again) represent 
Schemata C and E (expected 2.8 and 2.8 copies). With a small amount of variation from 
the calculated expectations, Schema B is not present following the reproduction operation. 33 
Within the crossover operation, "children" strings are formed from the re-pieced 
portions of cut "parent" strings. 8(H) is the schema defining length which is specified as, 
8(H) = [bit position of the last (definitely) specified bit] - [bit position of the first specified bit] 
The location of the cut(s) in the "parent" strings determines the likelihood of whether a 
particular schema will survive the operation. If the cut occurs outside the schema defining 
length 8(H) (distance between the first and last non-don't care bits), the schema continues 
into the next generation. Generally, schemata of short defining length 8(H), are more 
likely to remain intact. As an example, (not related to the previous genetic population): 
Parent 1:  101001011 
Schema 1:  101***** 
8(H1) = 3 - 1 = 2 
Parent 2:  001101100 
Schema 2:  0* *1* *00 
8(H1) = 8 - 1 = 7 
where I indicates the "cut" location 
Child 1:  101001100 
Schema:  101***** 
Child 2:  001101011 
Schema:  from neither parent 
Here we can observe that due to the defining length, Schema 1 has a greater probability of 
surviving into the next generation than Schema 2.  It should also be noted that compatible 
schema may be combined, as the evolutionary processes comes closer to a solution 
derivation. For example: 
Parent 1:  101010011 
Schema 1:  101***** 
Parent 2:  001110100 
Schema 2a:  ****0100 34 
Child 1:  10100100 
Schema 1 and 2a 
combined:  101*0100 
The probability for survival of a schema, ps, i.e. the likelihood that a schema 
pattern will remain intact and be a pattern for the next generation following the Crossover 
Operation, is given as19: 
ps  (1 - pc) * {8(H) / (/-1)} 
where, 
Pc  probability of crossover, when not always performed
 
Pc  0 for simple crossover (always performed)
 
6(H)  defining length of schema H
 
/  string length 
Continuing with the example from previous sections, the effect of the Crossover 
Operation on the schemata propagation can be analyzed. 
Schema A: 10*** 
where, 
8(H) = 5  4 = 1 
/ = 5 
ps  (1 - pc) * {8(H) / (1-1)1 
ps  (1 - 0) * {1 / (5-1)} 
Ps  0.25 
This means that Schema A has a 25% or greater chance of survival after the Crossover 
Operation. 
Schema B: 000** 
where, 
6(H) = 5 - 3 = 2 
/ -- 5 
ps  (1 - pc) * {6(H) / (/-1)} 
ps  (1 - 0)* {2 / (5-1)} 
ps  0.50 
19Goldberg, p. 32. 35 
Schema C: *11*0 
where, 
8(H) = 4 - 1 = 3 
/ = 5 
Ps > (1  Pc) * 18(H)  (/-1)} 
Ps  (1 -0) * {31(5 -1)} 
Ps  0.75 
Schema D: *001*
 
where,
 
6(H) = 4 - 2 = 2
 
/ = 5
 
Ps  (1  Pc) * {5(14)  (1-1)} 
ps  (1 - 0) * {21(5 -1)} 
ps  0.50 
Schema E: 11***
 
where,
 
6(H) = 5 - 4 = 1
 
/ = 5
 
Ps  (1  Pc) * {8(H)  (1-1)} 
ps ?_ (1 - 0) * {1 I (5-1)} 
ps  0.25 
Summarizing, the survival probability after the Crossover Operation for the schemata is: 
Schema A: ps  0.25 
Schema B: ps ?_ 0.50 
Schema C: ps  0.75 
Schema DI ps  0.50 
Schema E: ps  0.25 
Now we can observe the schemata propagation for the sample population. 
Following the crossover operation compare the actual and calculated schemata 
memberships. 36 
Table 2.8 Example genetic population showing schemata membership following 
reproduction operation 
Case  Reproduction  Schemata  Mate  Cross 
Population  Membership  String  Site 
1  00011  Schemata A, D  11100  4 
2  11100  Schemata C, E  10010  1 
3  11110  Schemata C, E  11110  4 
4  11100  Schemata C, E  10010  3 
5  10011  Schemata A, D  10010  2 
Table 2.9 Example genetic population showing schemata propagation with the crossover 
operator 
Case  Crossover  Schemata  Result 
Result  Membership  Fitness 
Strings 
1  0 1 100  Schema C  400 
2  11100  Schemata C, E  400 
3  11110  Schemata C, E  600 
4  11010  Schema E  200 
5  10010  Schemata A, D  200 
These schemata survival probabilities have some relation with the results from the 
example. In Case 1, neither schemata A nor D survive crossover, as can be expected. In 
Cases 2, 3, and 4, Schema C (with ps ... 0.75) can be expected to survive better than three 
in four crossovers. The results show that Schema C survives two out of three crossovers 
(0.66), a close correlation for such a small sample. Schema E, additionally appearing in 
these cases survives in three out of the three crossovers, in spite of its low calculated 
survival rate. But, it must be noted that each probability is independent of all other trials 
and that this is a very small sample. Finally in Case 5, both Schemata A and D survive. 37 
The genetic mutation operator increases the diversity by inverting bits at a given 
probability rate, among the population strings. This operation may effect a schema if it 
occurs at any of the fixed bit positions. Thus the schema probability of survival over the 
mutation operation is given as20: 
Pmutsury > (1 Pm)o"
 
but for pm«1,
 
Pmutsury > 1  o(H)pm
 
where,
 
o(H) = order of schemata, (the number of fixed bit locations)
 
pm = probability of mutation 
Once again, the theory is applied to the example continued from previous sections. 
The probability rate of mutation is given as pm=0.04, since one bit, in five strings of five 
bits each, will be inverted (1 inversion / 25 bits). 
Schema A: 10***
 
where,
 
o(H) = 2
 
Pmut_sury > (1  Pm)°(11)
 
Pmut_sury  (1  - 0.04)2
 
Pmut sury  0.92
 
This indicates that Schema A has a 92% chance of surviving the mutation operation.
 
Schema B: 000***
 
where,
 
o(H) = 3
 
Pmut_sury > (1 - pm)o(H) 
Pmut_sury > (1  0.04)3 
Pmutsury > 0.88 
20Ibid. 38 
Schema C: *1 1*0 
where, 
o(H) = 3 
pm)o(H) Pmut_sury > (1 
Pmut_sury > (1 - 0.04)3 
Pmut sury > 0.88 
Schema D: *001* 
where, 
o(H) = 3 
pm)o(H) Pmut_sury > (1 
Pmut_sury > (1  0.04)3 
Pmutsury > 0.88 
Schema E: 11*** 
where, 
o(H) = 2 
Pmutsury > (1 Pm)o" 
Pmut_sury > (1  0.04)2 
Pmutsury > 0.92 
Observing the resulting strings from the mutation operation in the example, only a 
single bit in the entire population was effected by the mutation operator. The bit inversion 
can be seen in Case 4, string bit 3. In this particular circumstance, Schema D (pmutsury 
0.88) did not survive the mutation operator. All other schemata (with pmutsury  0.88 
and 0.92) survived. 
Table 2.10 Example genetic population showing schemata membership following 
crossover operation 
Case  Crossover  Schemata  Result 
Population Membership  Fitness 
1  0 1 100  Schema C  400 
2  11100  Schemata C, E  400 
3  11110  Schemata C, E  600 
4  11010  Schema E  200 
5  10010  Schemata A, D  200 39 
Table 2.11 Example genetic population showing schemata propagation with the mutation 
operator 
Case  Mutation  Gen=1  Schemata  New 
String  Population  Membership  Fitness 
1  xxxxx  0 1 1 00  Schema C  400 
2  xxxxx  11100  Schemata C, E  400 
3  xxxxx  11110  Schemata C, E  600 
4  xxlxx  11110  Schemata C, E  600 
5  xxxxx  10010  Schemata A, D  200 
Total Fitness (after Mutation Operation) = 2200 
Average Fitness = 440 
As Generation 1 is now complete, it is apparent through the evolutionary process 
that there has been progress toward achieving better results. The initial population for this 
example (Generation 0) had a total fitness of 1800 with an average fitness of 360. At 
Generation 1 the total fitness is 2200 with an average string fitness of 440. (Note: This 
example was contrived for the sole purpose of illustrating the concepts in this text. It was 
not actually run on a computer as part of a Genetic Algorithm implemented in software.) 
As the Reproduction, Crossover, and Mutation Operations are the entirety of the 
functions for the Genetic Algorithm, their combined effect on the schemata give rise to the 
Schema Theorem, otherwise known as the Fundamental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms. 
This equation is given conclusively as21: 
m(H,t+1)  m(H,t) * {f(H) I (avg.)f} * [1  pc * 16(H) / (l -1)} - o(H)pm] 
This is summarized as the Building Block Hypothesis of Genetic Algorithms.  The basis of 
the theory is that "short, low-order, and highly fit schemata (building blocks) are sampled, 
recombined, and re-sampled to form strings of potentially higher fitness"22. 
21Goldberg, p. 33. 
22Goldberg, p. 41. 40 
A body of research has been conducted on "GA deceptive/hard" applications23, i.e. 
problems for which Genetic Algorithms have difficulty finding adequate solutions. It has 
been found that these applications are generally functions in which short, low-order 
schemata do not usually relate to good solutions due to the isolated and irregular nature of 
the best solutions in the total search space. For these types of problems, it is difficult to 
determine whether the GA deception is due to the function, the problem coding, or 
perhaps simply requires additional GA computation time. However, it should be noted 
that most natural functions for engineering applications do exhibit regularity. Research at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base on "Pattern Theory"24 measured the degree of pattern as 
the "Decomposed Function Cardinality" (DFC) ofover 800 non-random functions 
(numeric, symbolic, string based, graph based, images, and files). The findings revealed 
that 98% of these functions exhibited low DFC, or a high degree of patterns; the same was 
true for only 1% of the random functions. It is this function regularity commonly 
demonstrated in natural functions that is theoretically highly exploitable by the GA, based 
on the Building Block Hypothesis. 
23Goldberg, p. 42. 
24T. Ross, M. Noviskey, T. Taylor, D. Gadd, Pattern Theory: An Engineering Paradigm for Algorithm 
Design, Report #WL-TR-91-1060, (Applications Branch, Mission Avionics Division, Avionics 
Directorate, Wright Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 26 
July 1991). 41 
CHAPTER 3: THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS & VERIFICATIONS TO GENETIC
 
LOGIC SYNTHESIS
 
3.1 GP-Logic Synthesis Experiments in Binary Logic 
The GP-Logic Synthesis was applied to a number of randomly selected 4, 5, 6, and 
7 variable binary equations as a means of obtaining empirical results regarding optimal run 
parameters for digital design. Parameters which varied in this study included the types of 
logic gates, population sizes, mutation rates, the number of input variables, and the 
percentage of truth table "don't care" outputs. Only one input parameter (i.e. population 
size, types of logic gates, mutation rates, etc.) was allowed to change for each experiment 
within a category, so the GP's behavior could be judged as directly attributable to the 
variable under study. Additionally, every attempt was made to maintain similar 
experimental parameters and graphing scales between the different categories of 
experiments, allowing them to be roughly comparable. Complete data, appearing on both 
spreadsheets and graphs, is included for each experiment. 
For the experiments in this research a very simplistic view of function minimization 
was taken: the fewer terms and logic gates (considered equivalent), the better. In 
actuality, this "counting" of terms and gates is only a very rough measure of the circuit 
minimization. The real cost and quality of a logic synthesis design depends on its 
matching with the technology of implementation (PLA, FPGA, etc.). 
The following empirical experiments are not to be viewed as a substitute for 
testing the GP-Logic Synthesis against benchmark standards in logic synthesis, as this type 
of testing will be fully treated in a subsequent section. These empirical trials serve as an 42 
initial experimental indicator of the relation between GP performance and the control
 
variables in the artificial evolution system.
 
3.1.1 Definitions of Run Parameters 
There are a number of run parameters involved with GP-Logic Synthesis. Only 
some of these parameters were varied for experimentation. Following are definitions of 
the terminologies. (For a more complete explanation of code parameters, see "Genetic 
Programming in C++: (A manual in progress for gpc++, a public domain genetic 
programming system)", by Adam Fraser, University of Salford, Cybernetics Research 
Institute, Technical Report 040.)25 
Population Size: The number of individuals in a population. 
Number of Generations: The number of generations (complete population cycles) for 
which the GP Code is allowed to run. 
Number of ADFs: The number of Automatically Defined Functions (see Koza, Genetic 
Programming II). This parameter is not used in the GP-Logic Synthesis experiments. 
Creation Type - Ramped Half and Half This parameter is defined26 as follows: 
...(Ramped Half and Half) is the creation mechanism used in the
 
majority of the genetic programs developed in Koza's Genetic
 
Programming. The algorithm permits half the population to be
 
created with ramped variable and the other half to use ramped
 
grow... 
25Adam Fraser, "Genetic Programming in C++: (A manual inprogress for gpc++, a public domain 
genetic programming system)", Technical Report #040, (University of Salford, Cybernetics Research
 
Institute, 1994).
 
26Ibid.
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Where these terms are defined as: 
Variable:  The GP tree is allowed to be of any length, less than or equal to 
the maximum depth specified for creation. 
Grow: Where the creation mechanism can only choose functions until the 
maximum depth is reached when a terminal must be chosen. This causes 
the size and structure of the genetic program to be the same in all random 
creations... 
Ramped: Either variable or grow. This changes the standard methods so 
the population is broken into smaller blocks and the creation mechanism 
attempts to produce genetic programs with increasing possible depths up to 
the maximum depth for creation. For example, a population of 10 with a 
maximum depth of 6 using the ramped grow method would have 2 
members of the population with depths of 2, 2 members of the population 
with depths of 3 and so on up to a depth of 6... 
Maximum Depth at Creation: The maximum number of levels of the S-expression.
 
Maximum Depth at Crossover: This is the maximum depth of tree (levels of branches)
 
allowed following the crossover operation.
 
Number To Mutate: This indicates the probability of a mutation, i.e. a value of 1000
 
indicates that it is probable that 1 string (tree) out of 1000 will have a single-bit mutation.
 
3.1.2 Types of Logic Gates 
The following experiments were conducted on arbitrarily composed 4, 5, 6, and 7 
variable functions, to empirically determine which types of logic gates are effective for 
GP-Logic Synthesis. At the outset of this study, it was unknown whether the GP would 44 
prefer to solve problems with a small, yet complete set of functions, such as AND, OR, 
and NOT (which are a closure set for all logic problems), a larger set of gates (AND, OR, 
NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) for a range of choice and efficiency, or some compromise 
subset. It was also a point of exploration to determine if this parameter was function 
dependent. Notably, a handicap which was artificially placed on all GP-Logic Synthesis 
experiments, for ease of coding, was that all functions (with the exception of NOT) only 
take two inputs. (Further experiments should be conducted in the future, without the two 
input logic gate limitation.) The investigation was conducted as follows: 
Table 3.1 Test parameters for logic gate experiments 
Objective:  To determine optimum logic gates for GP-Logic Synthesis 
problems. 
Terminal Set:  4 Variables: A, B, C, D 
5 Variables: A, B, C, D, E 
6 Variables: A, B, C, D, E, F 
7 Variables: A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
Population Size:  1000 
Mutation Probability 
Rate  1/1000 
Function Set:  Case 1: AND, OR, NOT 
(all 2-input gates,  Case 2: NAND, NOT 
except the 1-input  Case 3: AND, OR, NOT, NAND 
NOT gate)  Case 4: AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR 
Case 5: AND, NOR 
Case 6: AND, OR, NOT, XOR 
Case 7: AND, OR, NOT, XOR NAND, NOR 
Case 8: NAND 
Fitness Measure:  +100 points for each correct truth-table output, 
-1 point for each logic gate and terminal in synthesized equation 
(for optimization of structural complexity) 45 
Table 3.1 (Continued) 
Criterion:  Goal: to achieve fitness as close as possible to 2^n 
Perfect fitness is (2 ^n) - number of gates/terminals 
(where n is the number of input variables) 
Termination:  50 Generations 
3.1.2.1 4 Variable Functions 
For all four variable input logic synthesis problems, the perfect fitness, without 
account for the number of functions or terminals, is 1600. 
3.1.2.1.1 Example: f(a,b,c,(1) = E(0,4,5,7,8.9,13,15) 
Types of Gates: 
Results: The best equation, which completely solved the problem with a minimal 
number of inputs and logic gates, was obtained using Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, 
NAND, NOR) gates. It completely solved the logic equation, and scored a fitness of 1584 
(for the four input equation, sixteen correct outputs scored at 100 points each, totaling 
1600, from which the "structural complexity" or number of logic gates and circuit inputs, 
16, are subtracted). This derived equation for gates AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, 
NOR was: 
( ( or ( and term_D term B ) ( nor ( and ( xor term_A term_D ) ( xor ( nand term_B 
term_B ) ( not term_D ) ) ) term_C ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 1584 
Structural Complexity : 16 46 
This synthesis produces a very interesting, five level circuit, rather different from 
that which a human logic designer would produce for the problem. Other run parameters 
such as the population size, mutation rate, etc. were not optimized in this experiment. 
Figure 3.1 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d) = E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) using 
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d) = Z(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) 
Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of ga,b,c,d) = E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) 
using AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d) = 
E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15)
)D D 
D  >  D 47 
In this and the subsequent experiments in this thesis, the results are raw and have 
not been optimized by a post-processor, i.e. there is some redundant and easily simplifiable 
logic such as "B NAND B". In the future however, a logic post-processor could be 
designed such that the equation outputs are simplified, either during the GP evolutionary 
process or at the conclusion of the experiments, prior to the user reviewing the results. 
Further experimentation would be necessary to determine the effects of this addition. 
Equations which solved the given function with correct outputs, but had higher 
structural complexities were found in several other experiments.  Results from Case 4 
which used the AND, OR, NOT, NAND, and NOR gates were: 
( ( or ( or ( and term_D term_B ) ( not ( nand ( not ( or term B term_C ) ) ( or term_C
 
term_A ) ) ) ) ( nor term C ( or term D term A ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 1581
 
Structural Complexity : 19
 
Case 5 (AND, NOR) produced an equation with the same fitness. 
( ( nor ( and ( nor term A term B ) term D ) ( nor ( nor term_C ( nor ( nor term B 
term_C ) ( nor term A term C ) ) ) ( and term_B term_D ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 1581
 
Structural Complexity :  19
 
The next best results were found in Case 6 using AND, OR, NOT, and XOR gates. 
( ( or ( xor ( not ( xor ( and term_B term_C ) ( and ( not term_C ) term D ) ) ) ( or ( and 
( xor term_B term_C ) ( or term C term_A ) ) ( and ( or term D term_D ) ( or term C
term_A ) ) ) ) ( and term_D term_B ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 1571 
Structural Complexity : 29 
These results all look quite different than that which would typically be designed 
by a human engineer. Using a simple K-map and creating a SOP expression, the results 
are: 48 
Figure 3.3 K-map for f(a,b,c,d) = E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) 
CD 00  01  11  10
AB
 
00
 
01 
11 
10 
(term_B and term D) or (term_A and not term_B and not term_C) or (not term_A and 
not term_C and not term D) 
This is more recognizable as: 
BD + A!B!C + !A!C!D 
(Note that the GP-Logic Synthesis presently uses only 2-input logic gates. 
Therefore in illustrating the conventionally (human) designed circuit, 2-input gates are also 
used. This feature could easily be changed in the GP software, in the future.) 49 
Figure 3.4 Tree diagram for f(a,b,c,d) = E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) 
f(a,b,c,d) =E(0,4,5,7,8,9,1 3,1 5) 
Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d) = E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) 
C > 
f(a,b,c,d) = 
E(0,4,5,7,8,9,1 3,15)
A 
° 
(It should be noted that the ease of human recognition does not effect the quality 
of a circuit.) 50 
The entire results from this experiment, over the function f(a,b,c,d) = 
E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) are detailed in the following chart. The key denotes the performance 
of the different types of gates, over a number of generations, in achieving "perfect fitness". 
"Perfect fitness" denotes that the derived equation solves the expected function 
completely, i.e. 100% function coverage, with all l's and 0's output correctly, as specified. 
In this problem, a perfect fitness score is 1600 points and is denoted by the straight line of 
red diamonds. 
Figure 3.6 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d) = E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) using 
different logic gate combinations 
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3.1.2.1.2 Example: f(a,b,c,d) = 44,6,7,151 
Types of Gates: 
Results: This equation was easy enough to be completely solved by all test cases. 
The best equation, which completely solved the problem with the smallest structural 
complexity was again found in Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, and NOR) gates, 
but also in Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, and XOR) gates, both with a fitness of 1590. (Note: 
For the best experimental synthesis results, circuit tree diagrams and schematics have been 
drawn, for all trials in this research.) These cases provide the GP-Logic Synthesis with the 
widest selection of choices, to which the evolutionary process can be applied. Other 
results which yielded quite good equations were Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) with a fitness 
of 1589, Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) with a fitness of 1588, Case 5 (AND, NOR) 
with a fitness of 1587, Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) with a fitness of 1585, 
and Case 2 (NAND, NOT) with a fitness of 1582. Since these results have a very close 
correlation of fitness values, it is impossible to determine if the results are actually due to 
gate selection, or some other factor, possibly even as obscure as the different random 
number seed which started each experiment. 
The following graph details the results for the different groups of logic gates acting 
upon the function f(a,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15). The perfect fitness value is 1600. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
52 
Figure 3.7 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d) = I (4,6,7,15) using different
 
logic gate combinations
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The best GP for Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( nor ( not term B ) ( nor ( nor term_A term_D ) ( and term_C term_D ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 1590
 
Structural Complexity : 10
 53 
Figure 3.8 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d) = E (4,6,7,15) using AND, 
OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d) = E(0,4,5,7,8,9,13,15) 
Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d) = E (4,6,7,15) using 
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) 
> 
The best GP for Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) was: 
( ( and term_B ( xor ( and term_C term_D ) ( not ( or term_D term_A ) ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 1590 
Structural Complexity : 10 54 
Figure 3.10 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d) = E (4,6,7,15) using AND, 
OR, NOT, XOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) 
AN1D 
Figure 3.11 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d) = E (4,6,7,15) using 
AND, OR, NOT, XOR gates 
A
 
D
 
C 
f(a,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) D 
B 
The best GP for Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) was:
 
( ( and term B ( or ( and term_D term_C ) ( and ( not term_D ) (not term_A ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 1589
 
Structural Complexity : 11
 
The best GP for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) was:
 
( ( nand ( nand term D ( and term_C term_B ) ) ( or ( not term_B ) ( or term_A term_D )
 
) ) )
 
Fitness  : 1588 
Structural Complexity : 12 55 
The best GP for Case 5 (AND, NOR) was: 
( ( nor ( nor term D term B ) ( nor ( and term C ( and term B term D ) ) ( nor term_D
term A ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 1587 
Structural Complexity : 13 
The best GP for Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( and ( nor ( not ( or term D ( not term_A ) ) ) ( nor ( nor term_A term_D )
 
( and term_C term_B ) ) ) term_B ) )
 
Fitness  : 1585
 
Structural Complexity : 15
 
The best GP for Case 2 (NAND, NOT) was:
 
( ( not ( nand ( not ( nand term_B ( nand ( nand term_D term_B ) term_A ) ) ) ( nand (
 
nand term_C term_D ) ( not ( nand term B term_D ) ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 1582 
Structural Complexity : 18 
The best GP for Case 8 (NAND) was:
 
( ( nand ( nand ( nand term_D term_D ) term_D ) ( nand term B ( nand ( nand ( nand
 
term_A term A ) ( nand term_D term_D ) ) ( nand term D term_C ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 1481 
Structural Complexity : 19 
Once again when the circuit is designed by a human, in Sum-of-Products (SOP) 
form, the design is quite different from those generated by the GP-Logic Synthesis 
automation. Reduction for the function f(a,b,c,d) = L(4,6,7,15) using a K-Map yields the 
following: 56 
Figure 3.12 K-map for ga,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) 
CD 00  01  11  10
 
Minimized Equation:
 
ga,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) = bcd + !ab!d = b ( cd + !a!d)
 
Figure 3.13 Tree diagram for f(a,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) 
f(a,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) 
4 
C OR  3-----' C 
57 
Figure 3.14 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d) = 1(4,6,7,15) 
A  >3­
f(a,b,c,d) = E(4,6,7,15) 
B
 
3.1.2.2 5 Variable Functions 
For all five variable input logic synthesis problems, the perfect fitness, without 
account for the number of functions or terminals in the derived logic equation, is 3200. 
The number of input variables was increased from four to five, to determine whether this 
would effect the experiment. 
3.1.2.2.1 Example: f(a,b,c,d,e) = E(5,6,9,10) 
Types of Gates: 
Results: It was found that the best equations, which correctly solved the logic function, 
were obtained in Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR), Case 6 (AND, OR, 
NOT, XOR) and Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT). The fitness results of these successful 
experiments were as follows: Case 7 fitness=3191, Case 6 fitness=3182, Case 1 
fitness=3173, and Case 3 fitness=3071. This logic function seems to have the most 
success with the experiments that have the combination (AND, OR, NOT, etc.) gates. 
Once again, Case 7, which provides the most choices in gates, was the most successful. It 
produced the best results by a good margin. Perfect fitness is 3200. The experiment can 
be viewed graphically as follows: 58 
Figure 3.15 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e) = E(5,6,9,10) using different 
logic gate combinations 
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The best GP for Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) was: 
( ( and ( and ( and ( and ( not ( and term_C term_B ) ) ( or term_C term_B ) ) ( not 
( or term_A term_A ) ) ) ( or ( or termE term_A ) ( or termD term_D ) ) ) ( or ( not 
term_E ) ( not term_D ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 3173 
Structural Complexity : 27 
The best GP for Case 2 (NAND, NOT) was:
 
( ( not ( nand ( not ( nand ( not ( nand ( nand term_D term_E ) ( not term_A ) ) ) ( nand
 
term_C term_B ) ) ) ( nand ( not term_E ) ( not term_D ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 2981 
Structural Complexity : 19 59 
The best GP for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) was:
 
( ( and ( and ( and ( nand ( or term C term_A ) ( nand ( not term_B ) ( not term_A ) ) ) (
 
or term_E term D ) ) ( nand ( not ( not term_D ) ) ( not ( not term_E ) ) ) ) ( or ( not (
 
not term B ) ) ( or term C term A ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 3071
 
Structural Complexity : 29
 
The best GP for Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) was: 
( ( and ( and ( or term E term D ) ( nor ( or term_B term_A ) ( not term C ) ) ) ( or ( nor 
term_D term_D ) ( not  ) ) ) ) term E) ) )
 
Fitness  : 2983
 
Structural Complexity : 17
 
The best GP for Case 5 (AND, NOR) was: 
( ( and ( and ( and term_E term_B ) ( nor term_D term_A ) ) ( nor term_D term C ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 2889 
Structural Complexity :  11 
The best GP for Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) was:
 
( ( and ( xor ( or ( xor term_A term_E ) ( or term_D term A ) ) ( and term_E term_D )
 
) ( and ( not term_A ) ( xor term B term C ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 3182 
Structural Complexity :  18 
The best GP for Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( nor term_A ( nand ( xor term_C term_B ) ( xor term_E term D ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 3191
 
Structural Complexity : 9
 
Figure 3.16 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of ga,b,c,d,e) = U5,6,9,10) using AND, 
OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
f(a, b,c,d ,e) = E(5,6,9,10)  -1 
NAND) 
A 
(XOR  C  XOR )
 
Dr
 60 
Figure 3.17 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) = 1(5,6,9,10) using 
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
D 
f(a,b,c,d,e) =1(5,6,9,10)
 
For comparison, a human design, in SOP form, for this small function looks very 
similar. In fact, working this problem by hand and simplifying using Boolean Algebra, 
produced the following results. 
f(a,b,c,d,e)	  = E(5,6,9,10) 
= a'b'cd'e + a'b'cde' + a'bc'd'e + a'bc'de' 
= a'b'c(d'e + de') + a'bc'(d'e + de') 
= a'b'c(d 0 e) + a'bc' (d G e) 
= (a'b'c + a'bc') (d ® e) 
= a'[(b'c + bc') (d G e)] 
= a'[(b® c) (d G e)] 
Figure 3.18 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e) = 1(5,6,9,10) 
B 
f(a,b,c,d,e) = E(5,6,9,10)
 
E
 
A 
The best GP for Case 8 (NAND) was: 
( ( nand ( nand term _A ( nand term _A term A ) ) ( nand ( nand ( nand ( nand 
( nand ( nand ( nand term B term E ) ( nand term D term B ) ) ( nand term_C 61 
term_C ) ) ( nand ( nand ( nand term_C term_E ) ( nand term_C term_D ) ) 
( nand term_B term_C ) ) ) ( nand term_D term_E ) ) ( nand term _A term_A ) ) 
( nand term _A term_A ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  3059 
Structural Complexity : 41 
3.1.2.2.2 Example: f(a,b,c,d,e) = X(1,2,6,7,9 ,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
Types of Gates: 
Results: Once again, the experiment was conducted on a five variable input 
function, but this logic expression contained more minterms than the previous experiment. 
None of the GP-Logic Synthesis trials with Case 1 through Case 7 gates, developed a 
solution with 100% coverage for this logic function. But all of the experiments yielded 
function equations with high rates of coverage, ranging from 91  to 97%. The fitness 
results for these trials were as follows: Case 2 fitness=3083, Case 3 fitness=3083, Case 4 
fitness=3080, Case 6 fitness=3086, and Case 7 fitness=3087, all with a 97% coverage (31 
of the 32 outputs produced are correct). The deviation between the cases was very 
minimal, however once again, Case 7 which provides the evolutionary mechanisms with 
the most choices, yielded the most efficient equation. The effectiveness ofthe different 
types of GP-Logic Synthesis using different types of gates, can be observed in the 
following performance graph. Perfect fitness is 3200. 62 
Figure 3.19 Function coverage for ga,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using different logic gate combinations 
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The best GP for Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) was: 
( ( and ( or termD ( and term_B term_E ) ) ( not ( and ( not ( and termD term_C ) )
 
term_D ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 2887
 
Structural Complexity : 13
 
The best GP for Case 2 (NAND, NOT) was:
 
( ( nand ( nand ( not ( nand term_E ( not term_D ) ) ) ( nand ( nand term_E term_B ) ( not
 
( not term_C ) ) ) ) ( nand term_C term_D ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 3083 
Structural Complexity : 17 63 
Figure 3.20 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e)  =­
1(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using NAND, NOT gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
NA/s1D 
NAND  NAND  ) 
NAND _)  C  NOT  D 
NAND 1 C  NOT  )  ( NAND 
NIOT  )  E  (  NOT 
Figure 3.21 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) =­
1(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using NAND, NOT gates 
E L 
B 
C 
D 
E  f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22, 
23,25,29,30,31) C
 
D 
The best GP for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) was: 
( ( and ( or ( and term_D term _C ) ( and ( not term_D ) term_E ) ) ( nand ( and ( not 
term D ) term_C ) ( nand term_B term_E ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 3083 
Structural Complexity : 17 64 
C 
Figure 3.22 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) --­
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using AND, OR, NOT, NAND gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
Z(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
L AND 
C NAND  t  OR  ) 
AND  ( NAND  AND  AND 
C C NOT  C NOT 
b  D 
Figure 3.23 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9 ,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using AND, OR, NOT, NAND gates 
D 
B 
E  f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17, 
E  D-­
22,23,25,29,30,31) 
C 
The best GP for Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) was: 
( ( and ( or ( and term D term_C ) ( nor ( not ( not term_D ) ) ( nor ( nand term C ( not 
term_D ) ) ( or term_B term D ) ) ) ) ( or term_E term_D ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 3080 
Structural Complexity : 20 
The best GP for Case 5 (AND, NOR) was:
 
( ( nor ( nor term_D term_E ) ( nor ( nor term_C term_D ) term_C ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 2891
 
Structural Complexity : 9
 65 
The best GP for Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) was:
 
( ( or ( and ( or term_E term_C ) ( xor term D ( not term_C ) ) ) ( and term_C ( and
 
term_E term_B ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 3086
 
Structural Complexity : 14
 
The best GP for Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( not ( or ( nor term_E term_D ) ( nor ( not ( xor term_D term_C ) )
 
( and term_C term_B ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 3087
 
Structural Complexity : 13 
The best GP for Case 8 (NAND) was:
 
( ( nand ( nand term C term_D ) ( nand ( nand ( nand term_B term_C ) ( nand ( nand
 
term C term_C ) ( nand term_D term_E ) ) ) term_E ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 2983 
Structural Complexity : 17 
For comparison, we now observe the hand-calculated, human design, in SOP form 
for this function. Using k-maps to minimize the equation, we obtain the following: 
Figure 3.24 K-map for f(a,b,c,d,e) = 1(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
\CDE
 
AB  000  001
  011  010  110  111  101  100 
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01 
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Using the K-map, the function is simplified, as: 66 
f(a,b,c,d,e)	  = E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
= cd + a'b'de' + c'd'e + bd'e 
= d(c + a'b'e') + d'e(c' + b) 
But only allowing two-input gates, (the handicap currently placed on the GP Logic 
Synthesis Software), 
= d[c+(a'b')e'] + d'e(c'+b) 
Figure 3.25 Schematic for f(a,b,c,d,e) = E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
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f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
D  !(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15, 
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The "Structural Complexity" (calculated as in the GP-Logic Synthesis Software) is 22, 
thus the equivalent fitness would be 3178 (3200 - 22). In this example it is favorable to 
the best GP results (Case 3) of a synthesized circuit with a fitness of 3083 and a structural 
complexity of 17. 
3.1.2.3 6 Variable Functions 
For all six variable input logic synthesis problems, the perfect fitness, without 
account for the number of functions or terminals in the derived logic equation, is 6400. 67 
3.1.2.3.1 Example: f(a,b,c,d,e,t) = 1(1,7,11,21,3©) 
Types of Gates: 
Results: The best function coverage was provided by the Case 8 experiment in 
which only NAND gates were used. The synthesized logic equation for this case 
produced 62 out of the 64 outputs correctly. The fitness of the equation was 6113, with a 
structural complexity of 87, far exceeding that of any other synthesis experiment for this 
function. The next best results were produced by the Case 7 experiment, in which the gate 
selection was (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR). This experiment provided the GP 
with the most choices for gate selection, for the evolutionary process. Yet this problem 
also showed some difficulty for the GP-Logic Synthesis, as coverage only yielded 61 of 
the 64 outputs correct. However, the structural complexity of the equation was only 16. 
(As compared with the Case 8 results, the Case 7 synthesis had one less correct output, 
but used 71 fewer gates/terminals.) The next best results were found in the Case 4 (AND, 
OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) and Case 5 (AND, NOR) experiments.  Both of these trials 
yielded 60 of the 64 outputs correct, and more interestingly each had the same structural 
complexity, consisting of 13 logic gates/inputs. However the actual logic equations were 
quite different. The experiments which achieved 59 of the 64 outputs correct were found 
in Cases 6, 2, and 1. These achieved fitness values within +/-1 point of each other, 
showing close structural complexities. The best fitness results for the preceding described 
experiments, were as follows: Case 8=6113, Case 7 fitness=6084, Case 4 and Case 5 
fitness=5987, and Case 6 fitness=5897, Case 1 fitness=5896, and Case 2 fitness=5895. 
The entire test results can be seen in the following graph. 68 
Figure 3.26 Function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(1,7,11,21,30) using different logic 
gate combinations 
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(Note: In some of the following equations, the logic yields a constant "0" or "1" 
This can notably be seen in the first equation "D and !D", which is non-sensical and will 
always produce a 0. The GP-Logic Synthesis Code does not have  any restrictions in the 
formation of its derived logic equations. It is hypothesized that the GP, by learning an 
easy "0" output, possibly falls into a sort of "trap" in the search space, using the non­
sensical equation as a prime building block for future equations and then cannot improve 
on it.  It is possible that the lack of improvement in further evolution, may be caused by 
the fact that additional gates added onto this existing equation also yield a "0" output, 
while having a higher structural complexity, and thus a lower fitness value. This sort of 69 
"trap" sometimes happens to the GP when a local maxima in the total search space yields a 
relatively high fitness. This result could be prevented with logic function derivation 
restrictions, such as adding constant "0" and "1" outputs and restricting the building 
process of GP tree branches such that "nonsensical" logic choices are not allowable when 
selecting functions and terminals. For example, if the partially built GP tree branch was 
specified as "OR X", then the next terminal choice could not be "X", because the branch 
would translate into the expression "(X OR X)". Similarly, if the partiallybuilt GP tree 
branch was specified as "AND X", then the function and terminal choices "NOT X" would 
also not be allowed since the resulting expression would be "(X AND (NOT X)). 
Experimentation with function derivation restrictions is not included within the scope of 
this thesis. The Genetic Programming expert John Koza states that27: 
The dynamic variability of the computer programs that are developed along 
the way to a solution is also an important feature of genetic programming. 
It would be difficult and unnatural to try to specify or restrict the size and 
shape of the eventual solution in advance. Moreover, advance specification 
or restriction of the size and shape of the solution to a problem narrows the 
window by which the system views the world and might well preclude 
finding the solution to the problem at all. 
For the application of GP-Logic Synthesis, further research needs to be conducted in the 
future, to determine if such function derivation restrictions would severely limit the GP 
process' freedom of choice and interfere with the learning mechanisms, or whether these 
restrictions would prove beneficial in directing the search for optimal solutions.) 
The best GP for Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) was:
 
( ( and ( not term_D ) term_D ) )
 
Fitness  : 5896
 
Structural Complexity : 4
 
The best for Case 2 (NAND, NOT) was: 
( ( not ( nand ( not term_A ) term_A ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5895 
Structural Complexity : 5 
27Koza, p. 75. 70 
The best GP for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) was:
 
( ( and ( not term_F ) term_F ) )
 
Fitness  : 5896
 
Structural Complexity : 4
 
The best GP of all for Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) was: 
( ( not ( nand ( nor ( or term_D term_B ) ( not term_F ) ) ( nor ( or term_A term_C )
 
term_E ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5987
 
Structural Complexity :  13
 
The best GP of all for Case 5 (AND, NOR) was: 
( ( and ( and ( and ( and term_B term_D ) ( nor term_E term_C ) ) ( nor term_A term_A )
 
) term_F ) )
 
Fitness  : 5987
 
Structural Complexity : 13
 
The best GP of all for Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) was:
 
( ( xor term_E term_E ) )
 
Fitness  : 5897
 
Structural Complexity : 3 
The best GP of all for Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( nor ( or ( xor term_E term_D ) ( or ( xor term_B term_A ) ( or term_B term_C ) ) ) (
 
xor ( not term_B ) term_F ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 6084
 
Structural Complexity : 16
 
Figure 3.27 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(1,7,11,21,30) using
 
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates
 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(1,7,11,21,30) 
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Figure 3.28 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(1,7,11,21,30) 
using AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
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The best GP of all for Case 8 (NAND) was:
 
( ( nand ( nand ( nand ( nand term_B term_B ) ( nand term B term D ) )( nand term_B
 
term_B ) ) ( nand ( nand ( nand term B term_C )( nand ( nand ( nand term F term E ) (
 
nand term_F term_D ) )( nand ( nand term_C term_E ) ( nand ( nand term E termB )(
 
nand term_A term_D ) ) ) ) ) ( nand ( nand ( nand ( nand term_E term_D )( nand term_B
 
term_F ) ) ( nand ( nand ( nand term_B term_B )( nand term_C term_E ) ) ( nand ( nand
 
term_A term_C ) ( nand term_F term_C ) ) ) ) ( nand ( nand term_A term_C ) ( nand (
 
nand ( nand( nand term_D term_A ) ( nand ( nand ( nand term_C term E )( nand term_C
 
term E ) ) ( nand term_B term_B ) ) )( nand term_F term_D ) ) ( nand term_A term_C ) )
 
) ) ) ) )
 
Comparison Fitness  : 6113 
Structural Complexity : 87 
(Due to the high structural complexity, the Case 8 circuit tree and schematic are 
not drawn.) 
For comparison purposes, the function was designed by a hand, in SOP form, 
without the GP or any other synthesis software. First to minimize the equation, Boolean 
Algebra was applied: 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f)	  = 1(1,7,11,21,30)
 
= a'b'c'd'e'f + a'b'c'def + a'b'cd'ef + a'bc'de'f + abcdef
 
= ati'c'f(d'e' + de) + a'f(b'cd'e + bc'de') + abcdef
 8 
72 
Simplifying such that only 2-input gates are used (handicap placed on GP-Logic 
Synthesis Software), 
= [(a'b')(c'f)(d'e' + de)] + all(bic)(die) + (bc')(de')] + (ab)(cd)(ef) 
Figure 3.29 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,t) = E(1,7,11,21,30) 
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For comparison, the structural complexity of this circuit is 58 (counting all terminals and 
gates). Since all outputs are correct the fitness is 6342 (6400 - 58). For this example, the 
best GP-Logic Synthesis circuit had 61  out of 64 outputs correct, with a fitness of 6084 
and a Structural Complexity of 16. 73 
3.1. 212 Exatnde:ac4z,c1 , e flfEallktU0,2122k25,21,16A5,511 
Types of Gates: 
Results: This function was GP difficult; none of the experiments with different 
types of gates derived functions which completely satisfied the desired function. The best 
results were produced from the Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) and Case 6 (AND, OR, 
NOT, XOR) experiments, both generating 58 of the 64 outputs correctly, giving a 91% 
coverage. The next best results were found in Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, 
NOR) which has the most logic gate choices and had done very well for other 
experiments. The Case 7 results were 57 of the 64 outputs correct, which can be 
expressed as an 89% function coverage. The results from Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, 
NAND, NOR) and Case 8 (NAND) were 56 correct outputs, with an 88% coverage. 
Overall results for the application of the eight different cases of logic gates applied to the 
function, are shown in the following graph. 74 
Figure 3.30 GP synthesis function coverage for ga,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using different logic gate combinations 
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The best GP for Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) was:
 
( ( and ( and term_B term_D ) ( and ( not term_C ) ( not term_A ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5491
 
Structural Complexity : 9
 
The best GP for Case 2 (NAND, NOT) was:
 
( ( not ( nand ( not term_A ) ( not ( nand ( not ( nand term_B term_D ) ) ( not term_C ) )
 
) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5488 
Structural Complexity : 12 75 
The best GP for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) was:
 
( ( not ( or ( nand ( and ( not term_A ) ( and ( or term_A term D ) ( nand ( or term E
 
term_C ) ( and term _D term _F ) ) ) ) ( or term_C term B ) )( and term B term_C ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5777
 
Structural Complexity : 23
 
Figure 3.31 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using AND, OR, NOT, NAND gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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Figure 3.32 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using AND, OR, NOT, NAND gates 
Ec 
F 
A 
A 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) == 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22, 
B  25,33,36,45,55) 
C 76 
The best GP for Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) was: 
( ( nor ( nor term _E term _D ) ( nand term C ( nor ( or term F term_A ) term B ) ) ) )

Fitness  : 5589
 
Structural Complexity :  11
 
The best GP for Case 5 (AND, NOR) was:
 
( ( and term_C ( and ( nor term_A term_B ) ( nor ( nor term D term_E ) term F ) ) ) )

Fitness  : 5489
 
Structural Complexity  11
 
The best GP for Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) was:
 
( ( and ( xor ( not ( and term E term_A ) ) ( and term_C ( xor ( not term_D ) term_B ) ) )

( not ( or ( xor ( not term_A ) ( or term_B term_C ) )( xor ( not term D ) ( and term D
 
term_F ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5774 
Structural Complexity : 26 
Figure 3.33 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) 
y(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using AND, OR, NOT, XOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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Figure 3.34 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using AND, OR, NOT, XOR gates 
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f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = A 
U10,12,14,20,21,22, 
25,33,36,45,55) 
The best GP for Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( nor ( or ( not ( and term_B term_D ) ) term C ) ( not ( xor ( xor term_A term_C )
 
(nand term_E term_F ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5685
 
Structural Complexity : 15
 
The best GP for Case 8 (NAND) was:
 
( ( nand ( nand ( nand term_F term_D ) ( nand ( nand term_F term_D )( nand term_D
 
term_F ) ) ) ( nand ( nand term F term_F ) ( nand( nand term_F term_D ) ( nand ( nand (
 
nand ( nand ( nand term_D term_B )( nand term_A term_D ) ) ( nand term_D term_C ) ) (
 
nand ( nand term_B term_B ) ( nand ( nand term_D term_C ) ( nand term_D term_F ) ) )
 
)( nand term A term_D ) ) ) ) ) )
 
Comparison Fitness  : 5553
 
Structural Complexity : 47
 
For comparison with the human design of this circuit (in SOP form), a 
simplification of the function is performed using a k-map. --
78 
Figure 3.35 K-map for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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Combining common circled terms, we get the following: 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f)	  =  E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
= a'bcd'e'f + a'b'cef + a'bc'def + a'bc'de' + a'b'cde'f + ab'c'd'e'f + abc'def+ 
ab'cde'f + ab'c'de'f 79 
Applying the GP-Logic Synthesis Software handicap of using only 2-input gates, 
= (a'b)(cd')(e'f) + (a'b')(ce)(f) + (a'b)(c'd)(ef)' + (a'b)(c'd)(e') + 
(a'b')(cd)(eT) + (abl)(c'd')(elf) + (ab)(c'd)(ef) + (ab')(cd)(e'f) + (ab')(c'd)(e'f) 
This circuit is schematically represented as: 
Figure 3.36 Schematic for fta,b,c,d,e,f) = Z(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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Figure 3.36 (Continued) 
P 
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f(a,b,c,d,e,f) 
B- 4
  E(10,12,142021,22,2523,36,45,55) 
Although this circuit is 100% functionally correct, it is quite large. Comparing the design 
methods, the best GP-Logic Synthesis circuit for this function had a fitness of 5774 (58 
out of 64 outputs correct) and a structural complexity of 26. The human designed circuit 
has a fitness of 6271 (64 outputs correct, 6400 - 129) and a structural complexity of 129. 
In summarizing the comparison, for a cost of 6 additional correct outputs, the human 
designed circuit has a structural complexity almost five times that of the synthesized 
circuit. 81 
3.1.2.4  7 Variable Functions 
For all seven variable input logic synthesis problems, the perfect fitness, without 
account for the number of functions or terminals in the derived logic equation, is 12800, 
i.e. 27 x 100. 
3.1.2.4.1 Example: f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = X(20,28,52,60) 
Types of Gates: 
Results: The GP was able to derive equations to completely satisfy this function 
with several different groups of gates. Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR ) 
produced an equation with complete coverage and a structural complexity of 10, within 13 
generations. The Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) experiment yielded an equation with 
complete coverage and a structural complexity of 13, within only 6 generations. The 
experiments for all other cases of gates produced equations with 124 of the 128 outputs 
correct, a 97% coverage, and only small differences in the structural complexities.  Results 
were as follows: Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) fitness=12396, Case 2 (NAND, NOT) 
fitness=12395, Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) fitness=12396, Case 5 (AND, 
NOR) fitness=12395, and Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) fitness=12397.  Yet by further 
examining the equations produced in these experiments, it was found that in these cases 
there is a constant "0" output. This is permissible due to the freedoms allowed the 
evolutionary process. (The four "1's" in the function definition are not covered therefore 
subtracting for their lack of coverage (128 - 4), and then also subtracting for the function 
structural complexity, gives a fitness less than 124 x 100. Perhaps in these cases the GP 
reached a local maxima in the search space and could not find its way to a more global 
optima.) 82 
1.1 
The GP evolutionary function learning process for the different cases of logic 
gates, over a period of 50 generations, can be seen in the following graph. 
Figure 3.37 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = L(20,28,52,60) using 
different logic gate combinations 
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The best GP for Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) was:
 
( ( and term_F ( not term_F ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12396
 
Structural Complexity : 4
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The best GP for Case 2 (NAND, NOT) was:
 
( ( not ( nand term _D ( not term D ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12395
 
Structural Complexity : 5
 
The best GP for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) was: 
( ( not ( or ( nand term _C term_E ) ( nand ( and ( not term_F ) ( not term_A ) ) ( not 
term G ) ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12787 
Structural Complexity  13 
Figure 3.38 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 1(20,28,52,60) using 
AND, OR, NOT, NAND gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = E(20,28,52,60) 
CTR 
(  NOT 
(  AND 
) C­
C NAND  NAND ) 
L NOT 
NOT  ) G 
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Figure 3.39 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 1(20,28,52,60) 
using AND, OR, NOT, NAND gates 
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The best GP for Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( and term A ( not term A ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12396
 
Structural Complexity : 4
 
The best GP for Case 5 (AND, NOR) was:
 
( ( and ( nor term_A term_B ) term_B ) )
 
Fitness  : 12395
 
Structural Complexity : 5
 
The best GP for Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) was:
 
( ( xor term_C term_C ) )
 
Fitness  : 12397
 
Structural Complexity : 3 
The best GP for Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( and ( not term_F ) ( nor ( or term_A term_G ) ( nand term_E term_C  ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12790
 
Structural Complexity : 10
 
Figure 3.40 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = /(20,28,52,60) using
 
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates
 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =
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Figure 3.41 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 1(20,28,52,60) 
using AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR gates 
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f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =

C  E(20,28,52,60)
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The best GP of for Case 8 (NAND) was: 
( ( nand ( nand term_F ( nand term F term_F ) ) ( nand term F ( nand term F term_F ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12289 
Structural Complexity : 11 
These circuit designs must also be compared with that derived by hand (SOP 
form). Simplifying the 7-variable function with Boolean Algebra, gives the following: 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f)	  = 1(20,28,52,60) 
= a'b'cd'efg' + a'b'cdefg' + a'bcd'efg' + a'bcdefg' 
= a'cfg'(b'd'e + b'de + bd'e + bde) 
= a'cfg'[b'e(d + d') + be(d' +d)] 
= a'cfg'[b'e + be]
 
= a'cefg'(b'+b)
 
= a'cefg'
 
But, applying the GP-Logic Synthesis Software restriction of using only 2-input gates, 
= (a'c)(ef)(g) 86 
Figure 3.42 Schematic diagram for (a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = E(20,28,52,60) 
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F  f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = E(20,28,52,60)
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Thus, the human designed circuit has a fitness of 12788 (128 of 128 outputs 
correct, 12800 - 12) and a structural complexity of 12. The best design from the GP-
Logic Synthesis achieved complete function coverage with a fitness of 12790 and a 
structural complexity of 10! (Note that this was accomplished with gates other than just 
the AND, OR, NOT combination and was not SOP form.) 
3.1.2.4.2 Example:  f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = D20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
Types of Gates: 
This function proved more difficult for the GP-Logic Synthesis. Complete 
function coverage was not achieved. The experiment using only nand gates (Case 8) 
produced the best function coverage with a fitness of 12537, indicating that 126 of the 
128 outputs are correct. However, this synthesized logic equation had a structural 
complexity of 63, much higher than any other synthesis equation. The next best results 
gave 123 out of 128 outputs correct, a 96% function coverage. This yield was found in 
Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT), Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR), Case 5 (AND, 
NOR), and Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR). The Structural Complexities among these 
experiments are very similar. This can be seen by examining the fitness values: Case 1 87 
fitness=12289, Case 4 fitness=12289, Case 5 fitness=12289, and Case 6 fitness=12284. 
The results for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) were next best, achieving 121 correct 
outputs (95% coverage), with a fitness=12085. Results over all test cases are shown in 
the following graph. 
Figure 3.43 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using different logic gate combinations 
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The best GP for Case 1 (AND, OR, NOT) was: 
( ( and ( and ( not term_G ) ( not ( or term_A term_F ) ) ) ( and term_E term_C ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12289
 
Structural Complexity : 11
 
Figure 3.44 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g)  =­
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, OR, NOT gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =
 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127)
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C AND )  (  AND  )
 
I NOT  NOT
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Figure 3.45 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g)
 
Z(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, OR, NOT gates
 
A 
F
 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
G  E(20,28,38,39,52,60, 
E  102,103,127) 
The best GP for Case 2 (NAND, NOT) was:
 
( ( not ( nand term_B ( not term_B ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 11895
 
Structural Complexity : 5
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The best GP for Case 3 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND) was:
 
( ( and ( and ( and term_B term_A ) ( and term F term _E ) ) ( nand ( or term_D
 
term_C ) ( and term_F term E ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12085 
Structural Complexity : 15 
The best GP for Case 4 (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( and ( and term E term_F ) ( nor ( nand term _E term B ) (or term_C term D ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12289
 
Structural Complexity : 11
 
Figure 3.46 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of ga,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
AND  ) 
NOR j  AND 
NAND  OR 
Figure 3.47 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of ga,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR gates 
B  1_D3 
C 
I  f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60, 
E  102,103,127) 
F 90 
The best GP for Case 5 (AND, NOR) was: 
( ( and ( and ( nor term_A term_F ) ( nor term _G term F ) ) ( and term _C term_E ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12289 
Structural Complexity : 11 
Figure 3.48 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) -­
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, NOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
AND 
L  AND j  AND 
NOR  NOR 
Figure 3.49 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, NOR gates 
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A  f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
F  L(20,28,38,39,52,60, 
C 
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The best GP for Case 6 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) was: 
( ( and term _B ( and ( and ( not term _D ) ( and ( xor term_E term_D ) ( not ( xor term_F 
term_B ) ) ) ) ( not term_C ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12284 
Structural Complexity : 16 91 
Figure 3.50 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =­
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, OR, NOT, XOR gates 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
C AND 
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AND )  c  NOT 
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E  D  XOR 
Figure 3.51 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using AND, OR, NOT, XOR gates 
D 
D 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =
H>  Z(20,28,38,39,52,60, 
102,103,127) 
B 
The best GP for Case 7 (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) was:
 
( ( xor term _D term D) )
 
Fitness  : 11897
 
Structural Complexity : 3
 
(Note: Function derivation restrictions and constant "0"  or "1" outputs were not
 
implemented in this research.)
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The best GP for Case 8 (NAND) was: 
( ( nand ( nand ( nand term_E ( nand ( nand ( nand ( nand term_E term F )( nand term_E 
term_F ) ) ( nand ( nand term D term_D ) ( nand term C term_E ) ) ) ( nand term E 
(nand term_B term F ) ) ) ) ( nand ( nand term_E term F )( nand term_E term_F ) ) ) ( 
nand ( nand ( nand ( nand term_A term_E )( nand termE term F ) ) ( nand ( nand 
term_A term_E ) ( nand term_E term_F ) ) ) ( nand ( nand term_E term_F ) ( nand ( nand 
term_E term_G )( nand ( nand term_C te r m E ) ( nand term_E term_F ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12537 
Structural Complexity : 63 
The tree and schematic diagrams for this equation (Case 8) are not drawn, due to 
the logic equation's high structural complexity. 
The GP-Logic Synthesis Software derived function designs need to be compared 
to that of the human, hand-calculated design, in SOP form. Boolean Algebra was 
employed to derive a minimization. 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
= a'b'cd'efg' + a'b'cdefg' + a'bc'd'efg' + a'bc'd'efg + a'bcd'efg' +
 
a'bcdefg' + abc'd'efg' + abc'd'efg + abcdefg
 
=a'b'cefg'(d' + d) + a'bc'd'ef(g' + g) + a'bcefg' (d' + d)  +
 
abc'd'ef(g + g') + abcdefg
 
= a'b'cefg' + abc'd'ef + a'bcefg' + abc'd'ef + abcdefg
 
= a'e(b'cfg' + bc'd'f + bcfg') + abef (c'd' + cdg)
 
= a'e[cfg'(b' + b) + bc'd'f] + abef (c'd' + cdg)
 
= a'e[cfg' + bc'd'f] + abef (c'd' + cdg)
 
But, applying the GP Logic Synthesis restriction of 2-input gates,
 
= (a'e)[(cf)(g') + (bc)(d'f)] + (ab)(ef)[c'd' + (cd)g]
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Figure 3.52 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
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This human designed circuit, of course produces 128 of the 128 outputs correctly. 
The structural complexity for the circuit is 42, therefore the fitness is 12758 (12800 - 42). 
In comparison, for this problem the best GP-Logic Synthesis Software synthesized circuit 
scored a fitness of 12284 (123 out of 128 outputs correct), with a structural complexity of 
16. 
3.1.3 Population Sizes 
The GP Logic Synthesis experiments were next conducted using different sizes of 
S-expression (string) populations. The purpose of this inquiry was to get a basic 
understanding of the impact that larger populations, by introducing a greater breeding 94 
selection and perhaps larger diversity into the gene pool, would have on function 
discovery. The study was conducted only on those arbitrarily chosen functions for which 
incomplete solutions (function coverage of less than 100%) were obtained in the 
preceding logic gate study. (All experiments in the previous logic gate study used a 
constant population size of 1000 members.) In this experiment, population sizes were 
varied from 1000 to 5000 members, in +1000 increments. In all experiments, the 
complete set of logic gates (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) were allowed. 
Table 3.2 Test parameters for population size experiments 
Objective:  To study population sizes for GP-Logic Synthesis problems. 
Terminal Set:  4 Variables: A, B, C, D 
5 Variables: A, B, C, D, E 
6 Variables: A, B, C, D, E, F 
7 Variables: A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
Population Sizes:  1000 
2000 
3000 
4000 
Mutation Probability 
Rate  1/1000 
Function Set:  AND, OR, NOT, XOR NAND, NOR 
(all 2-input gates, 
except the 1-input 
NOT gate) 
Fitness Measure:	  +100 points for each correct truth-table output, 
-1 point for each logic gate and terminal in synthesized equation 
(for optimization of structural complexity) 
Criterion:	  Goal: to achieve fitness as close as possible to 2An 
Perfect fitness is (2^n) number of gates/terminals 
(where n is the number of input variables) 
Termination:	  50 Generations 95 
3.1.3.1  5 Variable Functions 
A fitness value of 3200, -1 for each logic gate and input signal expressed in the
 
equation, indicates 100% coverage for a given function.
 
3.1.3.1.1 Example: f(a,b,c,d,e) = yg,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
Population Sizes: 
The logic expression to satisfy the given function was satisfied by several different 
experiments. The experiments with population sizes of 3000 and 4000 produced 
equations with 100% coverage. The structural complexities of these experiments were 
similar.  It is interesting that the experiment with a population size of 5000, synthesized an 
equation which produced 31 of the 32 outputs correctly. However the experiments with 
population sizes of 2000 and 1000 members, produced 30 and 29 correct outputs, 
respectively. To some degree (along with some randomness) these findings support the 
"common sense" notion that larger populations should contain a greater diversity of 
characteristics and consequently, a better ability to produce highly fit solutions. 
The results from all the population experiments on this function, over a 50 
generation period, can be seen in the following graph. 96 
Figure 3.53 GP Synthesis function coverage for ga,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
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The best GP for Case 1 (population size 1000) was:
 
( ( or ( and term D term_C ) ( and term_E ( not ( nor term_C ( xor term E term_D ) ) ) )
 
) )
 
Fitness  : 2888 
Structural Complexity : 12 
The best GP for Case 2 (population size 2000) was:
 
( ( xor ( nand term_C term_D ) ( or term_D ( nand ( nand ( nand term_E term_B )
 
term_C ) term_E ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 2987
 
Structural Complexity : 13
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The best GP for Case 3 (population size 3000) was:
 
( ( nor ( and ( nand ( xor term D term _E ) ( nor ( nor term_C term E ) ( xor term C
 
term_D ) ) ) ( nand ( or term_D term _B ) ( xor ( nand term C term _B )( or term _B
 
term_A ) ) ) ) ( nor ( xor term_D term E ) ( and term _E term_C ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 3169 
Structural Complexity : 31 
Figure 3.54 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using a population of size 3000 
f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
NAND  NAND 
)  XOR )  OR  ) 
CI NAND XOR  NOR  ErMD 98 
Figure 3.55 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
1(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using a population of size 3000 
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The best GP for Case 4 (population size 4000) was: 
( ( nor ( nand ( or ( xor term_D term _E ) ( and term D term _C ) ) ( nand ( xor term_B 
term _E ) ( xor term_C term_D ) ) ) ( nor ( xor term _C term _E ) ( nand ( nor ( not term _A 
) ( and term_B term_B ) ) ( or term _E term_D ) ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 3170 
Structural Complexity : 30 99 
Figure 3.56 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
y(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using a population of size 4000 
f(a,b,c,d,e) =
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Figure 3.57 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
E(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) using a population of size 4000 
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The best GP for Case 5 (population size 5000) was: 
( ( xor ( not ( or ( nor ( nor ( not term C ) term_B ) ( xor term_E term_C ) ) term D ) )
term_C ) ) 
Fitness  : 3087 
Structural Complexity : 13 
For comparison, the human designed schematic for this circuit is shown below.
 
(Re-copied from previous section.)
 
Figure 3.58 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
1(1,2,6,7,9,13,14,15,17,22,23,25,29,30,31) 
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The fitness of this circuit is 3178 (32 out of 32 outputs are produced correctly). The 
"Structural Complexity" is 22. 
3.1.3.1.2 ExanJdeLL(g,b,c_ 
Experiments were not conducted with the function f(a,b,c,d,e) = 1(5,6,9,10) with 
different population sizes since complete function coverage was previously obtained in the 
"types of logic gates" experiments. 101 
3.1.3.2 6 Variable Functions 
A fitness value of 6400, -1 for each logic gate and input signal expressed in the
 
equation, indicates 100% coverage for a given function.
 
b c  e 
Population Sizes: 
The genetic logic synthesis had some difficulty constructing a logic equation to 
satisfy this function. The best equation produced, achieved 62 of the 64 outputs correct, a 
97% function coverage. This achievement came from the trials with population sizes of 
3000 (fitness 6182, structural complexity 18) and 4000 (fitness 6181, structural 
complexity 19).  It was hypothesized that larger populations generally have a greater 
diversity and thus are more capable of achieving a potentially better solution. Surprisingly 
however, this experiment with a population of size 5000 achieved only 61 of the 64 
outputs correctly (95%) coverage. The logic function had a fitness of 6089. But as a 
positive gain in the fitness value would be expected with a larger population (size 5000), 
the structural complexity was only 11, showing a substantially simpler circuit than that 
achieved with the population size 3000 and 4000 trials (structural complexity 18). Thus 
the larger population size of 5000 had better results for the derived equation's 
minimization, as compared to the population size 3000 and 4000 experiments which 
produced their derived equations with a slightly higher function coverage. It is difficult, if 
not impossible, to attribute these particular results to a single factor in the evolutionary 
process. The experiment with a population of size 2000 produced the next best result, 
with the derived equation's truth table matching that of 60 of the 64 function outputs. 
Finally, the experiment with a population of size 1000 had the worst results. (The logic 102 
equation synthesized in this experiment was nonsensical, i.e. "D xor D", creating its own 
constant "0" output. Since the specified function had only five "l's", the constant "0" 
output produced 59 of the 64 outputs correctly, a 92% coverage.) The outcome of the 
overall experiment can be seen in the following chart. 
Figure 3.59 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(1,7,11,21,30) using 
different sized populations 
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The best GP of all for (population size 1000) was:
 
( ( xor term _D term_D ) )
 
Fitness  : 5897
 
Structural Complexity : 3
 103 
(Note: Function derivation restrictions and constant "0"  or "1" outputs were not 
implemented in this research.) 
The best GP of all for (population size 2000) was:
 
( ( and ( nor ( and term_F term_F ) ( nand term D term_B ) ) ( nor ( or term_A (
 
not term_C ) ) ( not term_E ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5985
 
Structural Complexity :  15
 
The best GP of all for (population size 3000) was:
 
( ( nor ( not term_F ) ( nand ( xor ( or term_B term_E ) ( nand term_F term_D ) ) ( nor (
 
or term A term_C ) ( and term_E term B ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 6182 
Structural Complexity : 18 
Figure 3.60 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = Y(1,7,11,21,30) using 
a population of size 3000 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(1,7,11,21,30) 
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Figure 3.61 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(1,7,11,21,30) 
using a population of size 3000 
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f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(1,7,11,21,30)
E
 
B
 
F
 
The best GP of all for (population size 4000) was:
 
( ( nor ( not term F ) ( nand ( nor ( not ( nand term _B term_E ) ) ( xor ( xor term_E
 
term_B ) ( or term_D term_C ) ) ) ( nor term _C term_A ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 6181 
Structural Complexity : 19 
Figure 3.62 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(1,7,11,21,30) using 
a population of size 4000 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = Z(1,7,11,21,30) 
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Figure 3.63 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(1,7,11,21,30) 
using a population of size 4000 
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The best GP of all for (population size 5000) was: 
( ( and ( and term _D term_F ) ( and ( xor term _B term E ) ( nor term _C term_A ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 6089 
Structural Complexity :  11 
For comparison, the human designed schematic, in SOP form, is shown below. 
(Re-copied from the previous section.) The circuit structural complexity is 58, and has a 
fitness of 6342, (6400 - 58). C 
106 
Figure 3.64 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(1,7,11,21,30) 
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3.1.3.2.2 Example: f a b 
Population Sizes: 
In this experiment, the best function coverage was found with a population of size 
5000. This synthesized equation had 59 of the 64 outputs correct, yielding a 92% 
function coverage. The next best results were found with a population size of 4000, 
producing an equation with 58 correct outputs. Decreasing the population size, the 
remainder of the experiments showed decreasing coverage. For populations of size 3000 
and 2000, the best fitness values were 5393 and 5392, respectively, describing equations 
with 54 correct outputs. Finally, the worst logic function coverage was achieved in the 107 
experiment with a population of size 1000. (This trial found a "nonsensical" function 
which always outputs a "0".) These experiments support the hypothesis that larger 
populations produce more highly fit solutions. Results from all of these experiments can 
be seen in the following graph. 
Figure 3.65 GP synthesis function coverage for ga,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using different population sizes 
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The best GP of all for (population size 1000) was:
 
( ( xor term_D term_D ) )
 
Fitness  : 5297
 
Structural Complexity : 3
 108 
The best GP of all for (population size 2000) was: 
( ( and term_D ( nor ( nand ( not term A ) term_B ) term_C ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5392
 
Structural Complexity : 8
 
The best GP of all for (population size 3000) was:
 
( ( nor ( nand term_B term_D ) ( or term _C term A ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5393
 
Structural Complexity : 7
 
The best GP of all for (population size 4000) was:
 
( ( and ( and ( nor term_A term_F ) ( and ( xor term B term_C ) ( or term D term_C ) ) )
 
( not ( nor term D term_E ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5784
 
Structural Complexity : 16
 
The best GP of all for (population size 5000) was: 
( ( and ( and ( xor ( and term D ( or term_B ( nor term _E term F ) ) ) ( and term_F 
term_A ) ) ( nor ( xor ( and ( and term F term A ) term_D ) term C ) ( and term_F 
term_E ) ) ) ( xor term A term_B ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5873 
Structural Complexity : 27 
Figure 3.66 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of ga,b,c,d,e,f) = 
1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using a population of size 5000 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
',(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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Figure 3.67 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using a population of size 5000 
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For comparison purposes, the human design, SOP form circuit schematic is shown 
below. (It is re-copied from the previous section.) 
Figure 3.68 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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Figure 3.68 (Continued) 
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This design has a fitness of 6271 (64 outputs correct, 6400 - 129) and a structural 
complexity of 129. 
3.1.3.3  7 Variable Functions 
A fitness value of 12800, -1 for each logic gate and input signal expressed in the 
equation, indicates 100% coverage for a given function. 112 
3.1.3.3.1 Example: f(a,b,c,d,etf,g)  E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
Population Sizes: 
In this experiment complete function coverage was not attained. The trial with a 
population of size 5000 scored the best fitness, with 124 of the 128 outputs correct, a 
97% coverage. However, the resulting synthesized logic for this test had a structural 
complexity of 21, the largest of all the experiments.  The trials with populations of 2000, 
3000, and 4000, scored the next best function coverage, each of these functions had 123 
correct outputs (96%). All of the structural complexities were comparable, at 9, 10, and 
11 gates/inputs, respectively. The experiment with the worst outcome used a population 
size of 1000. These results had a coverage of 120 outputs (94%) and a structural 
complexity of 14. The overall experimental results can be seen in the following graph. 
Figure 3.69 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) with different sized populations 
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The best GP of all for (population size 1000) was:
 
( ( nor ( not term_A ) ( nand ( and term_B term_C ) ( nor ( nand term_G term_E )
 
( nand term_F term_D ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 11986
 
Structural Complexity : 14
 
The best GP of all for (population size 2000) was: 
( ( and ( and term_C term_E ) ( nor ( or term A term G ) term F ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12291 
Structural Complexity : 9 
The best GP of all for (population size 3000) was:
 
( ( and ( nor ( not term_B ) ( nand term_F term E ) ) ( nor term_C term_D ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12290
 
Structural Complexity : 10
 
The best GP of all for (population size 4000) was: 
( ( nor ( nand term_C term_E ) ( nand ( nor term_A term G ) ( nand term_F term_E ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12289 
Structural Complexity :  11 
The best GP of all for (population size 5000) was:
 
( ( nor ( or ( nand term E ( nor ( xor ( nor ( not ( and term_E term_B ) ) ( or term_D
 
term C ) ) term_F ) term_A ) ) ( not ( xor term_F term_C ) ) ) term_G ) )
 
Fitness  : 12379 
Structural Complexity : 21 114 
Figure 3.70 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =
 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) with population of size 5000
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Figure 3.71 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
I(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) with population of size 5000 
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For comparison purposes, the human designed, SOP form circuit schematic is 
shown below. (Re-copied from the previous section.) 115 
Figure 3.72 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
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This human designed circuit has a fitness of 12758 (128 of 128 outputs are correct) and a 
structural complexity of 42. 
3.1.3.3.2 Example: f(a,bec,d,e,fig) =2120,28,5240) 
The population size experiments were not conducted for the function 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = E(20,28,52,60) since complete function coverage was obtained in the 
previous "types of logic gates" experiments. 116 
3.1.4 Mutation Rates 
The effect of different mutation rates on the GP logic synthesis problem was briefly 
studied. It has been shown28,29,3° that the mutation operator is of minimal importance and 
therefore should be of a low magnitude (i.e. effect a small number of bits within the string 
population). Yet this element of the evolutionary process cannot be eliminated, as it 
introduces a small amount of "randomness" into the genetic pool, thus increasing a 
diversity of traits perhaps not previously present in the population. 
In the following experiments, mutation probability rates of 0, 1/10,000, 1/1,000, 
1/100, 1/10, and 1 were observed. These trials were conducted only on the functions for 
which the synthesis did not previously achieved complete coverage. The complete set of 
logic gates (AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR) were allowed. The population size for 
all experiments was a constant 1000 members. 
Table 3.3 Test parameters for mutation rate experiments. 
Objective:  To study mutation probability rates for GP-Logic Synthesis problems.

Terminal Set:
  6 Variables: A,B,C,D,E,F; 7 Variables:
 
A,B,C,D,E,F,G
 
Population Size:  1000
 
Mutation Prob. Rates:  0, 1/10,000, 1/1,000, 1/100, 1/10, 1 
Function Set:  AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, NOR 
Fitness Measure:  +100 points for each correct truth-table output, 
-1 point for each logic gate and terminal in solution (for optimization of
size) 
Criterion:  Goal: to achieve fitness as close as possible to 2An
 
Perfect fitness is (2^n) - number of gates or
 
terminals,
 
(where n is the number of input variables)
 
Termination:  50 generations 
28Koza, p. 105. 
29Koza, pp. 599-600. 
"Goldberg, p. 33. 117 
3.1.4.1  6 Variable Functions 
A fitness value of 6400, -1 for each logic gate and input signal expressed in the 
equation, indicates 100% coverage for a given function. 
3.1.4.1.1 Example: f(a,b,c,d,e,O=E(1,7,11,21,30) 
Mutation Rates: 
The best results, producing 63 of the 64 function outputs correctly (98% 
coverage), were found in the experiment with a mutation probability rate of 0 (no 
mutation operations are allowed). The synthesized equation's structural complexity was 
27. The next best results, scoring 61 of 64 outputs correct and having a structural 
complexity of 11, was found in the experiment with a mutation probability rate of 1/100. 
The trial with a mutation probability rate of 1/1000 scored 60 correct outputs and a 
structural complexity of 14. Last, the experiments with a mutation probability rate of 
1/10,000, 1/10, and 1 all found 59 of 64 correct outputs. (Note that the derived logic 
found in the case of 1/10,000 mutation was "nonsensical", with the equation "F xor F". 
As previously discussed, GP function derivation restrictions and constant "0" or "1" 
outputs were not implemented in this research.) These outcomes made it very difficult to 
draw any conclusions as to the effect of mutation in the evolutionary learning process. 
The overall experimental results can be seen in the following graph. The best synthesized 
logic equations for each experiment are also listed. 118 
Figure 3.73 GP synthesis function coverage for ga,b,c,d,e,f) = Z(1,7,11,21,30) with 
different mutation rates 
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The best GP for 0 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( and ( xor term_F term_B ) ( and ( not term_A ) ( xor ( nor ( not term_D ) ( nand
 
term_E term_C ) ) ( nor ( not ( and term_F ( not term_A ) ) ) ( xor ( or term_C term_D
 
) ( and term_F termE ) ) ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 6273 
Structural Complexity : 27 119 
Figure 3.74 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(1,7,11,21,30) with 0 
mutation rate 
f(a,b,c,d,e) = Z(1,7,11,21,30) 
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Figure 3.75 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(1,7,11,21,30) 
with 0 mutation rate 
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The best GP for 1/10000 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( xor term _F term  ) )
 
Fitness  : 5897
 
Structural Complexity : 3
 120 
The best GP for 1/1000 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( not ( nand ( not ( or ( or term A term_D ) ( nand term_C term_F ) ) ) ( not term B 
) ) ) term E ) ) 
Fitness  : 5986 
Structural Complexity :  14 
The best GP for 1/100 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( nor ( xor term_E term_C ) term_D ) ( and term_F ( nor term_A term B ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 6089 
Structural Complexity :  11 
The best GP for 1/10 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( and ( nor term C term D ) ( nor ( or term_B term_A ) term _E ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5891
 
Structural Complexity : 9
 
The best GP for 1 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( nor term E term_A ) ( nor term C ( xor term D term B ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5891 
Structural Complexity : 9 
For comparison, the human designed, SOP form schematic is shown below. (Re­
copied from the previous section.) The circuit structural complexity is 58, and has a 
fitness of 6342 (6400 - 58). 121 
Figure 3.76 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(1,7,11,21,30) 
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Mutation Rates: 
As found in the previous types of experiments, this function was GP-difficult. 
With the mutation rate experiments complete coverage for this function was not attained 
by the logic equations derived with different parameters. The synthesized function with 
the best coverage was produced from the experiments with mutation probability rates of 
1/1000 and 1/10. These functions had a coverage of 59 of the 64 outputs correct (92%) 
and similar structural complexities of 27 and 31, respectively. The  experiment with a 
mutation probability rate of 0 (no mutation allowed) scored the second best function 122 
coverage, with 57 correct outputs. The structural complexity of the equation was 21. 
The next results, achieving only 55 correct outputs, were produced from the synthesis 
experiments with mutation probability rates of 1/100 and 1/10,000. The structural 
complexities of these equations were very similar, 8 and 9 respectively. Finally, the 
radical mutation probability rate of 1 produced the worst results; it is hypothesized that 
too much of the "random" element was introduced into the evolutionary process. Most 
notably seen on the graph, the average fitness for this experiment decreases over a number 
of generations. As larger amounts of randomness were introduced into the evolutionary 
process, it had expected results; randomness plays a limited role in the process of Genetic 
Programming. This finding is in agreement with a number of other studies comparing the 
results from a GP versus the extreme case of blind random searches. These research 
endeavors have shown that within the total search space available (except for trivial 
problems), the likelihood of finding optimal random solutions is quite low.  Specifically it 
has been demonstrated that the GP learning technique needs to process significantly fewer 
potential solutions, (the ratio becomes more biased in favor of the GP as the function 
complexity increases), than a random search to produce "good" results31.  The 
performance of all of the mutation rate experiments on this function can be seen in the 
following graph. The best synthesized equations for each mutation probability rate 
experiment are also listed. 
31Koza, Chapter 9: "Nonrandonuiess of Genetic Programming", pp. 205-236. 123 
Figure 3.77 GP synthesis function coverage for ga,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using different mutation rates 
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The best GP for 0 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( nor ( not ( nor term_A term_F ) ) ( nor ( nor ( nand ( nor term_F term_C ) ( and
 
term_D term_B ) ) term_F ) ( and ( not term_B ) ( and term_E term_C ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 5679 
Structural Complexity : 21 
The best GP for 1/10000 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( nor ( or term_C term_A ) ( nor term_C term_B ) ) term_D ) ) 
Fitness  : 5491 
Structural Complexity : 9 124 
The best GP for 1/1000 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( not ( or ( and term _F term _E ) ( xor ( or ( not ( nor term_C term_A ) ) ( not ( and 
term B term _D ) ) ) ( nor ( or ( xor term _A term_F ) ( not ( and term_C term_D ) ) ) ( 
and term C termB ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5873 
Structural Complexity : 27 
Figure 3.78 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using a mutation rate of 1/1000 
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Figure 3.79 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using a mutation rate of 1/1000 
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The best GP for 1/100 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( nor term _A term_C ) ( not ( nand term B term_D ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5492 
Structural Complexity : 8 
The best GP for 1/10 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( and ( or ( and term D term B ) ( or ( and term_D term_C ) ( and term_E term_C ) ) )
 
( nor ( nor ( nor ( nor term F term_C ) ( nor ( nor term_F term _B ) ( nor term_E term C
 
) ) ) ( nor term_F term_C ) ) ( and term _A term_A ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5869 
Structural Complexity : 31 
Figure 3.80 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) =­
1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using a mutation rate of 1/10 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) =
 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55)
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Figure 3.81 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) using a mutation rate of 1/10 
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The best GP for 1 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( and ( not termS ) ( not term_A ) ) ( and term _D term B ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 5391 
Structural Complexity : 9 
For comparison purposes, the human design, SOP form circuit schematic is shown 
below. (It is re-copied from the previous section.) 127 
Figure 3.82 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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Figure 3.82 (Continued) 
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This design has a fitness of 6271 (64 outputs correct, 6400 - 129) and a structural 
complexity of 129. 
3.1.4.2  7 Variable Functions 
A fitness value of 12800, -1 for each logic gate and input signal expressed in the 
equation, indicates 100% coverage for a given function. 129 
3.1.4.2.1 
Mutation Rates: 
This function which had also previously proven difficult, was not completely 
solved (100% coverage) with the GP logic synthesis mutation experiments. The best 
function coverage was found in the synthesis produced by the experiment with a mutation 
probability rate of 1/10. This logic equation had a coverage of 124 of the 128 outputs 
(97%) and a structural complexity of 28 (the largest of all the trials). The next best 
function coverage was found in a number of experiments. The trials with mutation rates 
of 1/1,000, 0, 1, 1/10,000, and 1/100 all produced logic equations with 123 correct 
outputs. The structural complexities of these equations were 9, 10, 10, 16, and 14. These 
results make it very difficult to draw any conclusions about the effect of the mutation rates 
on the logic synthesis function coverage. The overall experimental results can be viewed 
in the following graph of the evolutionary learning process for this function. The best 
function coverage equations for each mutation probability rate trial are listed. 130 
Figure 3.83 GP synthesis function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =
 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using different mutation rates
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The best GP for 0 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( and ( nor term F term A ) ( and ( and term C term_E ) ( not term_G ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  :-12290
 
Structural Complexity :  10
 
The best GP for 1/10000 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( and ( nor ( and term_C term_F ) ( nand term_B term_F ) ) ( nor ( nand ( not term _D ) (
 
not term D ) ) ( not term E ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12284
 
Structural Complexity : 16
 131 
The best GP for 1/1000 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( nor term_G ( or term F term A ) ) ( and term _C term_E ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12291 
Structural Complexity : 9 
The best GP for 1/100 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( nor ( nand term D term B ) ( nand term E term G ) ) ( not ( nand ( and term_F 
term_C ) term_A ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 11986 
Structural Complexity : 14 
The best GP for 1/10 mutation probability rate was:
 
( ( nor ( nand ( not ( and ( xor term_G term_D ) term_D ) ) ( and term E term B ) ) ( or (
 
nor ( and term_F ( nand term E term_D ) ) ( and term_A term_F ) ) ( xor ( and term_G
 
term D ) ( and term_C term E ) ) ) ) )
 
Fitness  : 12372
 
Structural Complexity : 28
 
Figure 3.84 Tree diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using a mutation rate of 1/10 
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Figure 3.85 Schematic diagram for synthesized circuit of f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = 
1(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) using a mutation rate of 1/10 
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The best GP for 1 mutation probability rate was: 
( ( and ( not term_y ) ( nor ( or term _G termA ) ( nand termE terin_C ) ) ) ) 
Fitness  : 12290 
Structural Complexity : 10 
To compare the GP-Logic Synthesis Software derived function designs to that of 
the human, hand-calculated (SOP form) circuit design, the human designed circuit is 
shown below. (Re-copied from the previous section.) 133 
Figure 3.86 Schematic diagram for f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) =1 (20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127) 
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This human designed circuit has a fitness of 12758 (with 128 of 128 outputs correct) and a 
structural complexity of 42. 
3.1.4.2.2 Example: f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = E(20,28,52,60) 
The mutation rates experiments were not conducted on the function f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) 
= 1(20,28,52,60) since complete function coverage was previously obtained in other 
experiments. 134 
3.1.5 Logic Equation "Don't Cares" versus Function Coverage 
Table 3.4 Test parameters for training set size experiments, i.e. "don't cares" versus
 
function coverage
 
Objective:	  To investigate the training set size necessary for function learning. 
This characterizes the learning method's immunity to noise. 
Terminal Set:	  9SYM 
Majority 
F(a,b,c,d,e,f) 
I(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
Population Size:	  1000 
Mutation Probability
 
Rate  1/1000
 
Function Set:  AND, OR, NOT, XOR NAND, NOR
 
(all 2-input gates,
 
except the 1-input
 
NOT gate)
 
Fitness Measure:	  +100 points for each correct truth-table output, 
-1 point for each logic gate and terminal in synthesized equation 
(for optimization of structural complexity) 
Criterion:	  Goal: to achieve fitness as close as possible to 2An 
Perfect fitness is (2^n) - number of gates/terminals 
(where n is the number of input variables) 
Test Conditions:	  Training Sets (portions of original function) from 0-100% of total 
truth table, in 5% increments 
Termination:	  100 Generations 
In this experiment three test files, two benchmarks and one arbitrarily made-up 
function, were used to better understand the training set size necessary for function 
coverage with the GP-Logic Synthesis method. 135 
The first benchmark was the "9sym" test file. This is a standard test file, consisting 
of a completely defined, 9-input, 1-output function, with symmetric properties. As there 
are 29 = 512 test vectors, the file is quite large and has a very long software run-time. 
The second benchmark selected, was the "Majority" function. This is a 5-input, 1-output 
function, which is also a well-defined standard. Finally, the third test function, 
f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) was arbitrarily designed. With 6­
inputs and 1-output, it is slightly larger than the "Majority" benchmark, but not so large as 
the "9sym" file. The function design is completely random, not demonstrating the 
"pattern-ness" or regularity most often observed in real-world engineering problems. 
Additionally, some experience had been gained as the previous experiments (types of logic 
gates, population sizes, mutation rates) had shown this function GP difficult (for complete 
coverage). 
In the first iteration of the experiments, the GP-Logic Synthesis was trained over 
the benchmark's truth table, with a 0% missing portion (don't cares) of the complete 
training set. (This test was identical in manner to that in all the previous experiments.) 
Subsequent tests were then conducted in which the GP was only provided a portion 
(missing from 5 to 100%) of the benchmark truth table during the training session, run for 
a period of 100 generations. The GP derived function which was found to provide the 
best coverage of the training set, at the end of the final generation (100) was then selected. 
The logic outputs produced by the synthesized equation, over the entire range of inputs, 
were then compared to those of the benchmark's truth table. This provided a measure of 
the complete function coverage in relation to the training set. 
It was found that similar behavior in the relation between training set size and 
complete function coverage was observed in all three experiments. 136 
3.1.5.1 9SYM Benchmark 
First, with the "9sym" file, the benchmark coverage was greater than 80% for all 
training sets missing from 0 to 85% of the truth table (i.e. conversely, provided a learning 
set range from 100 to 15% of the complete benchmark). Note that a null training set, 
producing a logic equation composed of randomly selected gates and terminals, yielded a 
benchmark function coverage of 50%, as expected. 
Figure 3.87 Training set size versus complete function coverage for the 9sym test file 
9sym: Training Set Size vs. Complete Function Coverage 
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where the "Missing Portion of Complete Training Set" indicates the number of 
"don't cares" 
The GP-Logic Synthesis derived functions, in all cases yielded 80% or better 
coverage of their own given training sets. In the case of 0% don't cares, the training set 
consisted of 512 (29) vectors, whereas in the experiment with 95% don't cares, the 
training set consisted of only 26 vectors (512 - 512(0.95), whole number portion only), a 137 
much smaller representation. Examining the results, the experiments with smaller training 
set sizes derived functions which achieved higher levels of training set coverages. For 
example, this graph shows that for the experiment with a 95% don't care training set 
(indicated with the diamond yellow marks) consisting of 26 vectors, the GP developed a 
logic equation with 100% coverage of this training set within 8 generations. 
Figure 3.88 Coverage of training sets (with different amounts of don't cares) versus 
generations for the 9sym test file 
9sym: Training Set Coverage 
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3.1.5.2 Majority Benchmark 
For the "Majority" Benchmark, the results of the experiment comparing the 
training set size with the complete function coverage were strikingly similar, despite the 
differences in the benchmarks' characteristics. It was observed that for training sets 138 
missing from 0 to 90% (don't cares) of the complete benchmark, (or conversely, training 
sets that consisted of from 100 to 10% of the benchmark), that complete function 
coverage was 80% or greater. The graph demonstrates that even given a smaller (but 
appropriate) learning set (25 - 32(0.90) = 3 vectors), the GP can infer a good amount of 
the properties of the complete benchmark. 
Figure 3.89 Training set size versus complete function coverage for the Majority test file 
Majority: Training Set Size vs. Complete Function Coverage 
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where the "Missing Portion of Complete Training Set" indicates the number of 
"don't cares" 
The experiments with 0 to 95% don't cares all achieved 87% or greater coverage 
of their own training sets. Predictably the experiments with smaller training sets achieved 
higher coverages of these training sets. These results also demonstrate the probable high 
degree of "patterness" inherent in this benchmark. Finally, the predominant "flatness" 
displayed in this graph indicates that the GP learning process is completed. The cause of 139 
this learning stagnation may be related to the characteristics of the particular training sets 
chosen. 
Figure 3.90 Coverage of training sets (with different amounts of don't cares) versus
 
generations for the Majority test file
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where dc = don't cares 140 
3.1.5.3 6 Variable Function: f(a,b,c,d,ef) = E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
For the final experiment an arbitrary six variable function (used in previous GP 
experiments) was tested. This function is not symmetric or "patterned" as is most often 
the case with natural functions; rather, the minterms were chosen at random. The results 
show that for 0 to 55% of the training set, coverage of the complete benchmark is greater 
than 80%. The required training set size necessary for this amount of complete function 
coverage has a smaller range than that of the previous two experiments (0 to 85% and 0 to 
95%), however the results are similar. With only a small sample (in this experiment, 26 
total vectors - 64(0.55) = 35 vectors), a good amount of the complete benchmark 
coverage can be obtained in the derived logic equation. 
Figure 3.91 Training set size versus complete function coverage for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 
E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
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The coverage achieved by the experiments, of their training sets, was greater than 
80% for all test cases with this function. As expected, the smaller training sets had higher 
coverages. The "flatness" observed in this graph may be indicative of the information 
quality available from the chosen training sets. 
Figure 3.92 Coverage of training sets (with different amounts of don't cares) versus
 
generations for f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = 1(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55)
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where de = don't cares 142 
3.2 General Observations 
From the preceding experiments a number of personal observations were made. 
These observations are based on both experimental evidence, as well as intuition, 
conjecture, and experience. In general, the Genetic Programming demonstrates certain 
trends when applied to the logic synthesis problem. The GP usually tends to do better 
(hereafter defined as achieving a higher function coverage) when there is a larger choice of 
logic gates. In this circumstance it can better choose the gate that meets a specific need by 
either more efficiency (requiring fewer gates) or by effecting a particular part of the logic, 
leading to more correct outputs. (An exception to this generality is sometimes observed in 
the experiments implementing the synthesis with only NAND gates. Such synthesized 
equations can achieve good function coverage, but often have high structural complexities. 
This is explainable since the NAND gate can be used to build any other type of logic gate.) 
The GP also does better with larger sized populations. This provides a bigger pool of 
chromosomes from which the best traits can be selected. Mutation rates  are a real 
balancing act: if they are too high, they create chaos, if they are too low they do not 
provide any diversity just when the evolutionary process is converging. The low mutation 
rate is usually good, except when the genetic process has prematurely converged on a 
local rather than a more global optima in the search space. Upon such an occurrence, the 
GP will behave as if it has fallen into some sort of a "trap" for which no single individual 
within the population can formulate an "escape plan". In the "Don't Cares" versus 
Function Coverage experiments, it was observed that only a small training set is necessary 
for function recognition. The number of experiments in this research was quite small; 
these results may be highly biased by the degree of "pattern-ness" inherent in these 
functions. However since most natural functions do exhibit a high degree of pattern, this 
may not be an issue. 143 
The Schema Theorem can provide some basic understanding of the overall 
mechanics of Genetic Programming. But, in this author's opinion to put this to practical 
use would require extensive analysis of every operation on every string! (This type of 
analysis would be difficult and the subject of pure, rather than applied GP research.) It is 
for these reasons that it is felt that the empirical experimental evidence is a good, practical, 
and effective manner for an understanding of the genetic operators' effectiveness for a 
particular application. 144 
CHAPTER 4: THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS & VERIFICATIONS TO GENETIC 
LOGIC MINIMIZATIONS 
4.1 GP-Logic Synthesis Coverage with an XOR Correction Function 
The resulting synthesized logic equations from all the previous experiments 
typically produced function coverages of greater than or equal to 88%. (Minimum 
function coverage was 81%; maximum function coverage was 100%.) While this degree 
of function coverage is quite good for machine learning applications, it is not acceptable 
for logic synthesis problems in which 100% function coverage is both necessary and 
expected. In an effort to achieve a higher function coverage, a reiterative XOR 
Correction Function was developed32 and incorporated into the GP-Logic Synthesis 
Software. The algorithm and flowchart detailing this method follow: 
32Personal conversation with Dr. Marek Perkowski (of Portland State University), June 1995. 145 
Figure 4.1 Flowchart of software for GP Logic Synthesis with an XOR Correction 
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4.1.1 Algorithm for XOR Correction Function 
XOR Correction Function Algorithm 
1. The GP-Logic Synthesis Software derives a logic equation, FGp, which attempts to
 
cover the original truth table, FTT.
 
2. If FGp covers FTT, within G generations, then there is 100% coverage and an XOR
 
Correction Function is unnecessary. Go to Step 14.
 
3. If FGp does not cover FTT, within G generations, then an XOR Correction Function is 
necessary. Continue to Step 4. 
4. To derive an XOR Correction Function truth table, FCORR, FGp (the GP derived 
logic function from Step 1) and FTT (the original truth table) are combined with an XOR 
gate. 
FCORR FGP  FTT 
5. The FCORR truth table and FGp derived logic equation are saved. 
6. If the FCORR truth table is all 0's, then go to Step 14. 
7. The correction truth table FCORR, becomes the new truth table FTT(new), for 
deriving logic equations. 
FTT(new)  FCORR 
8. The GP-Logic Synthesis Software derives a new logic equation, FGP(new), which 
attempts to cover the new truth table FTT(new) 
9. If FGP(new) covers FTT(new), within G generations, then there is  100% coverage and 
an XOR Correction Function is unnecessary. Go to Step 14. 
10. If FGP(new) does not cover FTT(new), then an XOR Correction Function is 
necessary. Continue to Step 11. 
11. To derive an XOR Correction Function truth table, FCORR(new), FGP(new) is 
combined with FTT(new) using an XOR gate. 
FCORR(new)  FGP(new) 0 FTT(new) 147 
12. The FCORR(new) truth table and FGp(new) derived logic equation are saved. 
13. If the FCORR(new) truth table is not equal to 0, then repeat Steps 6-12 until (1) 
FCORR(new) = 0, (2) the original function coverage is an acceptable amount, or (3) a 
specified number of correction function iterations have been conducted. 
14. The complete derived function is an XOR of FGp and the FccaR correction 
functions. 
FTT FGP  (FCORR)n 
Subsequent correction functions are formed by 
FCORR (FGP(new)  [FCORR(new)]n) 
where 
n = a number of functions 
Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of XOR Correction Function 
Fgp  (N Iterations)
 
Fcorr
 
Ftt(new)
Ftt 
Fcorr(new) 
Fgp 148 
4.1.2 XOR Correction Function Example 
As a hand-calculable example of the XOR Correction Function technique, the 
following k-map is given (or alternatively a truth table can be used) as FTT, the original 
function to be derived. 
Figure 4.3 K-map of original function for XOR Correction Function example 
cd 
ab  0-0  0-1  1 -1  1 -0 
0-0  1  0 
0-1  0  1  1  -­
1 -1  0  0  1 
1 -0  0  -­ 1  -­
where "--" indicates a don't care 
FTT, Original Function 
!ad + bc!d + !bd FTT 
The hypothetical GP derived logic equation, FGp is summarized in the following k-map: 
Figure 4.4 K-map of the hypothetical GP derived function 
cd 
ab  0-0  0-1  1 -1  1 -0 
0-0  0  1  1  0 
0-1  0  0  1  0 
1 -1  0  0  1  1 
1 -0  0  1  1  0 
FGp, GP-Logic Synthesis Derived Equation 
FGp  cd + !a!bd + abc + a!bd 149 
The XOR Correction Function is deemed necessary since the hypothetical GP-Logic 
Synthesis Equation, FGp does not cover the original function, FTT. This k-map (or 
alternatively a truth table in software) is created by combining the corresponding locations 
of FTT with the FGp k-maps using XOR gates. Note that: 
-- 0+0 = -­
-- 1 = -­
where "--" indicates a don't care 
Figure 4.5 K-map of XOR Correction (original function xor GP derived function) 
cd 
ab  0-0  0-1  1 -1  1 -0 
0-0  0  0 
0-1  0  1  0 
1 -1  0  1  0 
1 -0  0 
FCORR FTT  FGP 
FCORR = !ab!cd + abcd 
Since FCORR # 0, the results are assigned to FTT(new). 
FTT(new) FCORR 
For the purposes of this example, let's assume that the GP-Logic Synthesis Software 
derives this new truth table, i.e. FGP(new)  FTT(new). 150 
Figure 4.6 K-map of new, hypothetically GP derived function 
cd 
a b  0-0  0-1  1 -1  1 -0 
0-0  0  0  0  0 
0-1  0  1  0  0 
1 -1  0  0  1  0 
1 -0  0  0  0  0 
FGp(new) = !ab!cd + abcd 
Since FTT(new) and FGp(new) are equivalent, the correction function FCORR(new) is 
null. 
FCORR(new)  FGP(new)  FTT(new) 
FCORR(new) = (!ab!cd + abcd)  (!ab!cd + abcd) 
FCORR(new)  0 
Finally the entire derived logic equation is assembled, as the FGp and FCORR terms are 
combined with XOR gates. 
FTT FGP  (FGP(new) O FCORR(new))  ( FGp(new) O FCORR(new))n 
In this example, we have:
 
FGp = cd + !a!bd + abc + a!bd
 
FCORR = !ab!cd + abcd
 
where,
 
FCORR FGP(new)  FCORR(new) 
FGp(new)  !ab!cd + abcd 
FCORR(new)  0 
If we examine each of these functions and perform the necessary XOR operations within 
the resultant k-map, the following is derived: 151 
Figure 4.7 Resultant K-map for example XOR Correction Function 
cd 
ab  0-0  0-1  1 -1  1 -0 
0-0 0  1  1 0 
0-1  0 0 0 1 = 1  1  0 
1 -1  0  0 1 G 1 = 0  1 
1 -0 o  1  1 0 
FTT(derived  = !ad + abc!d + !bd 
This is favorably compared to the original function k-map and logic equation. (See Figure 
4.3.) So, the process is completed, otherwise, the algorithm is reiterated. Small 
differences are due only to the "don't cares" in the originally specified function. 
Figure 4.8 Final K-map for XOR Correction Function example 
cd 
ab  0-0  0-1  1 -1  1 -0 
0-0  1  0 
0-1  0  1  1 
1 -1  0  0  1 
1 -0  0 
where  indicates a don't care 
FTT, Original Function 
!ad + bc!d + !bd FTT 
4.1.3 XOR Correction Function GP-Logic Synthesis Results 
Initial experiments with the XOR Correction Function Algorithm were conducted 
on the functions which were previously found to be GP difficult, i.e. function coverage 
was not complete in any of the logic gate, population size, or mutation rate experiments of 
the earlier research. (Although one extra seven variable function which was previously 152 
solved was used to enlarge and compare this new synthesis technique.) The standard 
genetic operator variables were set, at the same values as in the previous experiments, as 
is shown: 
Population Size  : 1000 
Number Of Generations  : 50 
Number Of ADFs  : 0 
Creation Type  : Ramped Half and Half 
Maximum Depth at creation  : 10 
Maximum Depth at Crossover  : 35 
Number To Mutate  : 1000 
The software was allowed to run until either the synthesized logic equation achieved 
complete function coverage or 100 (arbitrarily decided) correction circuits had been 
constructed (included in this count whether or not they improve function coverage), 
whichever came first. The software was also designed such that correction circuits which 
either did not improve or decreased the total function coverage, (from the initial synthesis 
and previous correction circuit logic equations), were not accepted into the queue of 
applicable correction circuits. Finally, upon completion of the software run, the complete 
equations are "built" by combining together the initial (correction circuit 0) and all 
subsequent correction circuits with XOR gates. For example, a complete logic equation 
for a synthesis in which complete function coverage was achieved with two correction 
circuits would have the following format: 
f(a,b,c, ...) = (correction circuit 0) xor (correction circuit 1) xor (correction circuit 2) 
4.1.3.1 6 Variable Functions 
As in the previous experiments, for the six variable functions, a perfect fitness 
without account for the number of input variables or logic gates is 26 x 100 = 6400. 153 
4.1.3.1.1 f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(1,7,11,21,30) 
Applying the XOR Correction Software to this function, full coverage was 
achieved with four correction circuits. The results are shown: 
The best GP for correction circuit 0 was:
 
( ( nor ( nand ( xor term B term_C ) ( nor term _F term A ) ) ( not term D ) ) )
 
Correctness  : 57 / 64
 
Fitness  : 5690
 
Structural Complexity : 10
 
The best GP for correction circuit 1 was:
 
( ( and ( and ( nor term B term_C ) ( nor ( not term A ) ( not ( or term E term D ) ) ) ) (
 
not ( or term F term_E ) ) ) )
 
Correctness  : 58 / 64
 
Fitness  : 5784
 
Structural Complexity : 16
 
The best GP for correction circuit 2 was: 
( ( and ( and ( xor ( nor term C term E ) ( not term F) ) ( nandterm A term D ) ) ( and 
( and ( not ( xor term D term B ) ) ( xor ( or term D term A ) ( not term F ) ) ) ( xor ( 
nor term C term E ) ( and term_E term C ) ) ) ) ) 
Correctness  : 61 / 64 
Fitness  : 6070 
Structural Complexity : 30 
The best GP for correction circuit 3 was:
 
( ( and ( xor ( not term_D ) ( nor term_C term_C ) ) ( nor ( not term F ) ( nand
 
( xor term C term E ) ( nor ( xor term E term A ) ( not term_B ) ) ) ) ) )
 
Correctness  : 63 / 64 
Fitness  : 6280 
Structural Complexity : 20 
The best GP for correction circuit 4 was: 
( ( nor ( nand ( nor term B term_E ) ( and term_A term C ) ) ( nand term_D term_F ) ) ) 
Correctness  : 64 / 64 
Fitness  : 6389 
Structural Complexity : 11 154 
The complete logic equation combining the correction circuit equations 0-4 with 
XOR gates (underlined) is as follows: 
[( ( nor ( nand ( xor term B term_C ) ( nor term F term_A ) ) ( not term_D ) ) )] xor [( ( 
and ( and ( nor term_B term C ) ( nor ( not term A ) ( not ( or term E term D) ) ) ) ( 
not ( or term_F term E ) ) ) )] xor R ( and ( and ( xor ( nor term_C term E ) ( not term_F 
) ) ( nand term_A term_D ) ) ( and ( and ( not ( xor term_D term B ) ) ( xor ( or term D 
term A ) ( not term F ) ) ) ( xor ( nor term_C term_E ) ( and term E term_C ) ) ) ) )] xor 
[( ( and ( xor ( not term D ) ( nor term_C term C ) ) ( nor ( not term F ) ( nand ( xor 
term C term_E ) ( nor ( xor term_E term A ) ( not term_B ) ) ) ) ) )] xor [( ( nor ( nand ( 
nor term_B term_E ) ( and term_A term C ) ) ( nand term D term F ) ) )] 
Structural Complexity: 87 
4.1.3.1.2  f(a,b,c,d,e,f) = E(10,12,14,20,21,22,25,33,36,45,55) 
Using the XOR Correction Circuit Software, again full function coverage was 
achieved in a rather short amount of time. The software actually formulated seven 
correction circuits, however the correction circuits 4 through 6 did not improve the 
function coverage of the synthesized logic, and were thus omitted from the solution. 
Results were as follows: 
The best GP for correction circuit 0 was: 
( ( nand ( or ( nand ( or term D term A ) ( not term A ) ) ( nand ( xor term_C term_B ) ( 
nand term_F term F ) ) ) ( nand ( not term_E ) ( and ( not term_B ) ( and ( and term_A 
term_F ) ( xor ( not term_D ) ( or term_C term B ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Correctness  : 59 / 64 
Fitness  : 5869 
Structural Complexity : 31 
The best GP for correction circuit 1 was: 
( ( not ( or ( or ( not term_F ) ( nand term_B term_D ) ) ( xor (or term_C term A ) ( and 
( nand term C term_F ) ( or term_E term_C ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Correctness  : 61 / 64 
Fitness  : 6081 
Structural Complexity : 19 155 
The best GP for correction circuit 2 was:
 
( ( nor ( or term_E ( nand ( xor term A term_B ) term B ) ) ( nand term F ( xor ( or
 
term_D term_C ) term_D ) ) ) )
 
Correctness  : 62 / 64
 
Fitness  6185
 
Structural Complexity :  15
 
The best GP for correction circuit 3 was:
 
( ( nor ( or term_C term_F ) ( or ( not term_A ) ( nand term D ( nor term E term_B ) ) )
 
) )
 
Correctness  : 63 / 64 
Fitness  : 6288 
Structural Complexity  12 
The best GP for correction circuit 7 was: 
( ( and term E ( and ( nor ( or term_A term_B ) ( nor term_C term A ) ) ( nor term_D 
term F ) ) ) ) 
Correctness  : 64 / 64 
Fitness  : 6387 
Structural Complexity :  13 
4.1.3.2  7 Variable Functions 
More XOR Correction Function synthesis experiments were conducted on seven 
variable functions. Perfect fitness for these experiments, without account for the number 
of input variables or logic gates, is 27 x 100 = 12800. 
4.1.3.2.1  f(a,b,c,d,e,f,g) = E(20,28,52,60) 
Complete coverage was previously achieved for this function in the "types of logic 
gates" experiments, but the experiment was repeated for additional experimental data. 
The results showed that the XOR Correction Function can be ignored when not necessary 
for function coverage. 156 
The best GP for correction circuit 0 was: 
( ( and ( and ( xor term_C term_F ) ( not term_A ) ) ( nor term_F ( nand ( nand term_E 
term_G ) ( xor term_F term_E ) ) ) ) ) 
Correctness  : 128 / 128 
Fitness  : 12784 
Structural Complexity : 16 
4.1.3.2.2  f(a,b,c,d,e,1,2) = E(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,1272 
This function which had eluded complete coverage by synthesis in the logic gate, 
population size, and mutation rate experiments again showed some difficulty for the 
Genetic Program. Using the XOR Correction Circuit Software complete function 
coverage was finally achieved after the creation of 10 correction circuits. However it can 
be seen that there was a good deal of difficulty in producing quality correction equations 
since correction circuits 1-4 and 6-9 were rejected. Results are as follows: 
The best GP for correction circuit 0 was:
 
( ( not ( or ( nand term E term C ) ( or ( and term_C term_F ) ( or term_G term_A ) ) ) )
 
Correctness  : 123 / 128 
Fitness  : 12288 
Structural Complexity : 12 
The best GP for correction circuit 5 was:
 
( ( and ( and term E term_B ) ( nor ( or ( and term F term_C ) term D ) ( not term F ) )
 
) )
 
Correctness  : 127 / 128 
Fitness  : 12688 
Structural Complexity : 12 
The best GP for correction circuit 10 was:
 
( ( nor ( or ( xor term C term_D ) ( nor ( and term_F term_D ) ( not term_B ) ) ) ( or (
 
not term B ) ( or ( xor term G term_E ) ( nand term_E term_A ) ) ) ) )
 
Correctness  : 128 / 128
 
Fitness  : 12779
 
Structural Complexity : 21
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XOR Correction Circuit Result Summary 
All of the experiments conducted using the XOR Correction Circuit Software were 
completely successful, as the synthesized logic equations achieved 100% coverage of the 
given functions. However to have a better measure of this algorithm's true merit, a much 
larger experimental test suite must be applied. Within this proposed test suite, standard 
logic benchmarks would be the most appropriate input data. As the function coverage 
becomes more difficult for the Genetic Programming XOR Correction Circuit technique, 
it should be considered how to mathematically prove that the method will always be 
successful. It is proposed that instead of artificially limiting the number of constructed 
correction circuits, that another approach be taken. Current ideas would be to allow the 
software to continue constructing correction circuits for an arbitrary amount of run-time. 
When this time period has been completed, the software would then examine which " l's" 
are still remaining in the correction circuit "fix-it" (truth-table) list. One could then "hard­
code" by "naming" (i.e. AB!CD) the particular input variables necessary for achieving the 
desired output and then treat each of these as XOR Correction Circuits. Thus, complete 
function coverage would always be ensured. Additionally, the current high structural 
complexity which is typical of the synthesized logic produced by the XOR Correction 
Circuit Software needs to be optimized to produce more efficiently described circuits. 
More research will be conducted in the future; it is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
4.2 Logic Minimization: Generalized Reed-Muller Forms and the PSU Algorithm 
Complete (100%) function coverage is currently not guaranteed with the GP-
Logic Synthesis paradigm, as can be observed from the previous experimental results.  But 
it seemed that the demonstrated merit of the GP approach was good enough such that it 
warranted a different implementation which would always produce full coverage. It was 158 
for this reason that logic minimization, rather than synthesis became the focus of further 
research" 
For digital logic design, the AND-XOR implementation has been shown to be 
economical, generally requiring fewer gates and connections than that of AND-OR logic. 
The gate structure also provides for an ease of testability, making it desirable for FPGA 
designs. There are several different classifications of AND-XOR expressions34. The most 
restrictive classification is the Positive Polarity Reed-Muller (PPRM) expression form. 
This type of equation is canonical, with less than or equal to 211 positive literals, having the 
form: 
f= ao C  a2x2 C ...0 anxn  a12xix2  a13xix3@  an_Lnxn_ixn 
al 2...nx1x2x3.--xn 
where, a's are binary constants. 
Inclusive of the PPRM types of expressions, another classification of AND-XOR 
equations is the Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller (FPRM) form. The FPRM expression can 
contain either positive or negative terms, but not a mixture. The expression is canonical, 
having unique coefficients, but often requires fewer terms than the PPRM form. To 
formulate the FPRM expression, either positive or negative Davio expansions are 
substituted for each variable xi (i=1,2,3,  n). The Davio expansions, for an arbitrary 
logic function, f(xi,x2,x3,...,xn), where f0 = f(0,x2,x3,...xn), and fi=f(1,x2,x3,...xn), and 
f2 = fo e fl, are: 
Positive Davio:  1' 1 *10 E9 x112 
Negative Davio:  f=  Ixif2 
33Personal conversation with Dr. Marek Perkowski, May 1995.
 
34Tsutomu Sasao, Marek A. Perkowski, EXOR Logic Synthesis (Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers,
 
pre-publication draft version, Class Lecture Notes Package 9 Edition, 1995), pp. 19-42.
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Shannon Expansion:  f = !xifo U+ xlfl 
For example35 the FPRM for the expression of the equation, 
f= x x2x3x4  !x !x2!x3 !x4 
is made, by the substitution for each of the x's as follows: 
!xi = xi G 1 
!x2 = x2 G 1 
x3 = ¶x3 G 1 
x4 = !x4 e 1 
Thus, 
f = x x2x3x4. (D !xi !x2 !x3 !x4. 
f = xix2(!x3 G 1)*(!x4 G 1) G (xi 0 1)(x2 G 1)!x3!x4 
f= xix2(1 G !x3 G !x4  !x3!x4) G (1 G xiG x2 G xlx2)!x3!x4 
f= xix2 G xix2!x3 0 xix2!x4 G !x3!x4 G xi!x3!x4 G x2!x3!x4 
The next more general AND-XOR expression classification, which incorporates 
the FPRMs and PPRMs, is the Generalized Reed-Muller (GRM) form. The GRM is a 
canonical expression, which allows complete freedom as to the polarity of each term. 
Thus for an n-variable function there are n211-1 literals and 2'  '(n-1) polarities. The 
GRM expansion of an n-variable function is shown as: 
f= ao 8 alxi G  anxn G a12x1x2 G a13x1x3 G ...® an_ixnxn_i e ...8 
al2...nx1x2xn 
where, 
35Ibid, p. 22. 160 
xi represents either polarity in the equation:
 
xi = (xi ED 8)
 
5 = 0 for positive polarity
 
8 = 1 for negative polarity
 
Finally, the most general classification of AND-XOR equations, including the 
PPRMs, FPRMs, and GRMs classifications, is the Exclusive-Or-Sum-of-Products (ESOP) 
expression. While the ESOP form is not a canonical expression, there are no restrictions 
on the terms. 
The relations between the AND-XOR expression classifications, are shown in the 
following diagram36. The most restrictive classifications are in the center of the concentric 
ellipses, while the more general classifications are shown on outer ellipses. Note that the 
classifications shown in the outer ellipses include the classification types shown on the 
included, inner ellipses. 
Figure 4.9 Expression classifications 
36Personal conversation with Dr. Marek Perkowski, June 1995. 161 
At Portland State University (PSU) an already highly successful heuristic 
algorithm37,38 was previously developed for the minimization of Generalized Reed-Muller 
(GRM) form equations. The GRM equation form has been proven difficult to minimize, 
as no exact minimization method (other than an exhaustive search) has been devised. But, 
exhaustive search methods are time consuming, making an effective, high-quality, 
approximate minimization method very attractive. It was theorized that the Genetic 
Algorithm evolutionary learning technique used in conjunction with the PSU method for 
GRM optimization, would produce a GRM minimization algorithm that would be an 
improvement in the quality of optimizations produced by other heuristic techniques. 
First this GRM minimization method will be summarized and then a new technique 
incorporating it with the Genetic Algorithm will be fully detailed. 
The goal of the PSU algorithm was to develop a method for minimizing the 
number of terms in a GRM expression. For an n-variable function there  are 2n2A(11-1) 
forms; the minimization search space is very large. Each xi may be expressed with the 
complementary expansion: 
xi = (xi O+ 8) 
where, 
8 = {OM 
The collection of the 8s is the equation's polarity set. 
37Xiaoqiang Zeng, Marek Perkowski, Karen Dill, and Andisheh Sarabi, "Approximate Minimization of 
Generalized Reed-Muller Forms", Proc. Reed-Muller '95, IFIP WG 10.5 Workshop on Applications of the 
Reed-Muller Expansion in Circuit Design, August 27-29, 1995, Makuhari, Chiba, Japan, p. 224. 
38Personal conversation with Dr. Marek Perkowski, June 1995. 162 
This expansion is expressed by the substitutions of 
x=xSO 
!x=x0' 1 
But, a recursive complementary expansion of terms within an equation, may or may not 
reduce the number of expression terms. 
In a method developed (and software encoded) by Xiaoqiang Zeng of the PSU 
Team, the GRM equation minimization is heuristically explored by examining the 
function's polarity set. Given a function (and its included polarity), one bit in the polarity 
of one term is changed. This is referred to as the Adjacent Polarity GRM Expansion. A 
number of complementary expansions (substitutions described above) are applied to the 
selected term, for which the polarity change is desired, until the term is fully expanded into 
a form in which all of its (expanded) terms match the corresponding polarities of the 
original function (except the "polarity change term"). This expansion for the "polarity 
change term" is then substituted back into the original GRM expression. The original 
GRM expression may or may not be simplified. This process (of changing the polarity in a 
single term), is repeated as many times as desired, in Gray Code order. 
A simple, hand-workable example is given39 as the following: 
f= 1 ®x3 o x3x4  x2x3 O !xi c, Nix3 o xix2x3 O xi!x2N3N4 
where we want to change the polarity of the last term from xl !x2!x3 !x4 to xi !x2!x3x4. 
The original function can be broken into two parts for convenience: 
f  fl@ f2 
39Zeng, et al., p. 223. 163 
where, 
= 1 G x3 G x3x4  x2x3 G !xi 0 !xix3 0 xix2x3 
f2 = xi !x2!x3 !x4 
We can transform f2 to the desired polarity by a number of recursive 
complementary expansions (until all term polarities match the original function, except the 
"change polarity term" has the new polarity). This process is done by the expansion 
substitutions of x = x  0 and !x = x  1. The operation can be performed either with a 
term complementary expansion diagram (tree)40 or algebraically as follows: 
= xi !x2!x3 !x,4 f2 
f2  = xi !x2!x3(x4 0 1) 
f2  = xi !x2!x3x4 0 xi !x2!x3  {Note: 1st term is the new "polarity change term", 
2nd term does not match the corresponding term's 
polarity in the original equation. } 
f2  = xi !x2,x3x,4 G xi !x2(x3 G 1) 
= xi !x2!x3x4 G xi !x2x3 0x1 !x2 f2 
{Note: 2nd and 3rd terms do not match original 
polarity. } 
f2  = x !x2!x3x4. 0 xi !x2 e xix3(x2 e 1) 
f2  = x1 !x2!x3x4 0 x1!x2 G X 1 X2 X3 G x1x3 
{Note: 3rd term now matches the original polarity, 
but the 4th term does not.} 
f2  = xi !x2!x3x4 0 x1 !x2 ® x1x2x3  (!x1  1)(!x3 G 1) 
f2  = xi !x2!x3x4 G x !x2 G xi x2x3 0 !xi !x3 G !xi ® !x3© 1 
{Note: The 4th and 5th terms match, but the 6th 
term does not.} 
40Zeng, et al., p. 224. 164 
= X1 !X2!X3X,4  X1 !X2  x1x2x3  !X 1 !x3 G !xi G 1 ®x3® 1 f2 
{Note: Simplifying...} 
= xi !x2!x3x4 G xi !x2 G xix2x3 Et) !xi !x3G x3 0 !xi f2 
{Note: We can simplify terms 2 and 6.} 
f2  = xi !x2!x3x4 G xix2x3 G !xi !x30 x3 G (xi ED 1) 0 xi(x2 G 1) 
f2  = xi !x2!x3x4 G xix2x3 G !xi !x3 ® x3 ® xi ® 1 0 xix2 0 xi 
{Note: Simplifying, terms 5 and 8 cancel. } 
=  !x2!x3x4 G xix2x3 G !xi !x3® x3 G 1  xix2 f2 
{Note: Re-arranging terms... } 
f2  = 1 G x3 G !xi !x3 G xix2 G xix2x3 (4) xi !x2!x3x4 
Solving, 
f= flED f2 
f= (1 ®x3 G x3x4  x2x3 G !xi G !xlx3 G xix2x3) ®(1 G x3  !xi!x3 G xix2 
xix2x3 0 xi !x2!x3x4)  {Note: Equation simplifies to... } 
f= x3x4  x2x3 G !xi G xix2 ED xi !x2!x3x4 
This hand-calculated example of the PSU algorithm has demonstrated a reduction 
of function cost, by minimizing the original equation from eight to only five terms. 
Software written in C, to implement this algorithm was previously written at PSU. 
Software file inputs are of the Consistent Generalized Reed-Muller (CGRM) form, a 
minimal fixed-polarity AND/XOR canonical representation of the function. The term-wise 
complementary expansion operation (algebraic expansion by term substitution, shown 
above) is performed in software, where Stack A contains the descendent nodes while 165 
Stack B contains the terminal (no further expansion necessary) nodes. The algorithm for 
this local quasi-minimum GRM software, called 1GRMIMIN is given as follows41: 
For an n-variable function in GRM form: 
f = fe = To 10 Ti  Tj  ...  T2An_i
 
where,
 
Tj = bi  ...xiei...xnen
 
x1 e 1  ze2
 
with,
 
Coefficient Set:
 
f(bob l ...bj  b2An_ )
 
and
 
Term-wise Polarity Set:
 
{40,41,- -8Tj, ,...8T2An-1}
 
and
 
Cost:
 
Cost(fe) = 4.0 to 2An'l (bp
 
4.2.1 Algorithm for Quasi-Minimization of the GRM Expansion 
Algorithm for Quasi-Minimization of the GRM Expansion 
1. Let fe be the initial GRM form. Let j:=2n - 1. finin:=fe 
2. If bj = 0, no matter how we select the polarities of literals in Tj, the cost function 
remains unchanged. j:=j-1. Goto step 2. 
3. If br 0. Arrange the term-wise polarity set 8Ti in Gray Code order, calculate all GRM 
forms under each polarity set of term Tj. Select the one which has the best cost function. 
Let fe be the resulting optimal GRM form. Then the term-wise polarity set of fe is 
{8T0,8T 1,...8Tj, ,...8T2An- 1 
41Zeng, et al., p. 225. 166 
4. Let fe:=fe, j: j -1. fmin:=fe. Goto step 2. 
5. After applying the above procedure to all terms we have a GRM form fpassi with the 
optimal cost of this pass. 
6. If cost(fpassl) < cost(fmin), then fmin  f :=-passl, fel=fpassl, goto step 1. 
7. If cost(f- passl) < cost(fe) then exit. 
As more optimal expressions are produced from this algorithm, it is these 
expressions which are the basis for further optimizations, in successive iterations. The 
time and computational complexity of this algorithm are described as42: 
For an n-variable function, the maximum number of literals in a product 
term is n. Thus for each iteration at most 211 GRM expansions are 
calculated. For an n input function with t product terms, the upper bound 
of expansions calculated is t2n. Therefore, the time complexity... is O(t2n). 
The algorithm finds a local minimum (in the search space)... 
Thus the heuristic algorithm is much quicker than an exhaustive search through all 
GRM forms. 
Minimization performance conducted over a 110 (MCNC) benchmark test 
suite had favorable results for the 1GR1V1M1N algorithm. The minimization of the 
number of terms was shown to be always better than or equal to the results from 
exact CGRMIN. In fifty-two cases the results were equal to and in eleven cases 
better than those produced by EXORCISM, the top ESOP minimizer43. (These 
results are later detailed in tabular form.) 
42Zeng, et al., p. 226. 
43Zeng, et al., p. 229. 167 
4.2.2 Logic Minimization Comparison Standards: MCNC Benchmarks, 
CGRMIN Software, and EXORCISM Software 
The MCNC (Microelectronics Center of North Carolina) Benchmarks are a 
set of public domain benchmarks available to researchers for the purpose of 
providing a standard for evaluating optimization techniques. The benchmark suite 
originating at the 1993 International Logic Synthesis Workshop is available under 
the ftp/pub/benchmark/LGSynth93 directory at "mcnc.mcnc.org" and may be 
accessed by anonymous ftp. 
CGRMIN and EXORCISM are both AND-XOR minimizing software 
developed at Portland State University. As defined": 
CGRMIN takes as input a disjoint cube representation of a two-
valued, completely-specified, multiple-output Boolean function and 
produces a minimal fixed-polarity AND/XOR canonical representation of 
that function, known also as (the) Consistent Generalized Reed-Muller 
(CGRM) form. It can produce both exact and heuristic minimal 
representations. The algorithms are based on the features of the array of 
disjoint cubes representing the function and rely on a fast method to 
generate the representations in different fixed polarities. 
EXORCISM-MV-2 takes an ESOP or a disjoint (all cubes or 
product terms are unique) SOP as input. The function can be binary input 
or multiple-valued input, single output or multiple output, completely or 
incompletely specified. If the function is a multiple output function, the 
algorithm will translate it to a multiple-valued input description. If the 
function is incompletely specified, the program will separate it to an array 
of ON-cubes and an array of DC-cubes. The final result will be a minimal 
or near minimal logically equivalent set of product terms to represent the 
ON-array and optionally terms which lie in the DC-array. 
44Portland State University, Electrical Engineering Computer System, Online Manuals, /stash/polo/man. 168 
4.3 The Basic Genetic GRM Minimizer (GA-GRM) 
The Genetic Algorithm and the GRM minimizer software (1GRMMIN) were 
initially combined in a very simple fashion (GA-GRM). In this design, the Genetic 
Algorithm was used as the entire polarity vector search engine and only a small 
"computation" portion of the 1GRMMIN was incorporated for the purposes of calculating 
the new function coefficients and fitness (cost). Consequently, all of the polarity vector 
searching process is attributable to the Genetic Algorithm only. In this light, the results 
from the GA-GRM Software can be directly compared with the 1GRMMIN Software,  as 
separate and different methods (genetic versus a heuristic algorithm) for GRM function 
minimization. 
A flowchart and the detailed algorithm description for the basic GA-GRM 
Software are shown. 3 
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Figure 4.10 Flowchart for GA-GRM Software 
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Figure 4.10 (Continued) 
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4.3.1 Basic GA-GRM Algorithm 
GA-GRM Algorithm 
1. The GA function creates (strings) a population of polarity vectors, without fitness 
values, for the current generation. (Polarity vectors, of both the GA and PSU-Algorithm 
creation types, define the polarity of the terms in GRM equations.) 171 
2. A single polarity vector is chosen from the population. 
3. The GA created polarity vector is compared to the 1GRMMIN (PSU GRM 
Computation) starting polarity vector. 
4. If the polarity vectors are equivalent, goto Step 8. 
5. If the polarity vectors are not equivalent, the PSU Computation Function polarity 
vector is changed by a single bit, in Gray Code order. 
6. If the REINTEGRATE BEST option is selected, given the new polarity vector, the 
PSU Computation Function calculates the equation's coefficients (his) and fitness (cost). 
Then the new polarity vector is assigned as the new "starting polarity vector" for the PSU 
Computation Function. If the REINTEGRATE BEST option is not selected, the 
equation coefficients (bps) and fitness (cost) for the new ("intermediate") polarity vector 
are not calculated until Step 8. 
7. Goto Step 3. 
8. Given the new polarity vector, the PSU Computation Function calculates the equation's 
coefficients (b. (bps) and fitness (cost). Then the new polarity vector is assigned as the new 
"starting polarity vector". 
9. The new polarity vector and its corresponding fitness become members of the GA 
population. 
10. Steps 2-9 are repeated until each individual polarity vector in the population has been 
assigned a fitness value. 
11. Continue with the Genetic Algorithm evolutionary process (Reproduction, Crossover, 
and Mutation) for the current generation. 
12. If the current generation (preset number) is not equal to the final generation, repeat 
Steps 1-11. 
13. If the current generation is the final generation, the process is finished. 172 
In this software implementation, a simple Genetic Algorithm, rather than a Genetic 
Program was executed. The GA software (written by Karen Dill) consisted of the three 
genetic operators, Reproduction, Crossover, and Mutation. These operators acted on the 
polarity vector string. While the GA and GP are similar in that they share the same basic 
theory and operators, the tree data structure of the GP was unnecessary for this 
application. 
Over a set of ten benchmark files a number of experiments were conducted with 
different parameters, to test out the capabilities of the new GA-GRM code. The following 
lists the parameters under experimentation and held constant, for these tests. All notations 
for the results are this author's. The results list the number of terms after minimization and 
then the GA generation of the achievement. For example, 7(95) indicates that the 
minimization process found the best results with 7 terms at generation 95. 
4.3.2 Intermediate String Fitness Evaluation Experiment 
First, a new feature was incorporated into the GRM Software, controlled by the 
variable "REINTEGRATE_BEST". With this feature the GA search process was changed 
such that the fitness values of "intermediate" chromosomes, strings located between the 
starting string and the string generated by the GA, are examined. As the algorithm works, 
the GA creates a polarity vector (member of the population). The starting polarity vector 
and its corresponding fitness value, from the PSU "Computation" Function already exist. 
In order to calculate the fitness of the new, GA created polarity vector, a single bit is 
"flipped" in the starting polarity vector (in Gray Code order) and the new cost or fitness 
value is calculated, again. The process of changing a bit and checking the fitness value of 
the new vector is repeated until the new GA created polarity vector is found. This new 
software feature, examines the fitness values of all these intermediate polarity vectors. 173 
(Previously the fitness values of "intermediate" strings were ignored.) If an "intermediate" 
polarity vector has a better fitness than the starting, other "intermediate", or final (GA 
created) vectors, that new "best" polarity vector string replaces the GA created polarity 
vector in the population. Thus by this process the ordinary GA search space is enlarged, 
while not impairing the GA operations. 
Experiments were conducted both with and without the REINTEGRATE BEST 
feature. The evolutionary run parameters were set as follows: 
Constants: 
Mutation  = 0.01 
Crossover  = 0.60 
Population Size = 200 
Run Period  = 100 Generations 
*Orig fill  = 20 
(* Explained in later experiments) 
The results of the minimizations on several benchmark functions are shown in 
comparison with those achieved by thelGRMMIN (PSU Algorithm) and EXORCISM. 
Table 4.1 Benchmark test file minimizations with1GRMMIN and EXORCISM Software 
Function rVar 1GRIVIMIN  EXCSM rib=1  rib=0 
BW14  5  4  4 4(2)  4(7) 
BW15  5  2  3 2(0)  2(0) 
RD53  5  12  15 9(37)  9(4) 
5X01  7  8  6 8(6)  7(55) 
5X2  7  15  10 15(45)  14(49) 
5X3  7  12  9 12(18)  11(39) 
F501  8  17  11  17(52)  16(94) 
F52  8  12  9 10(42)  10(95) 
F53  8  9  7 8(0)  8(7) 
9SYM  9  129  58  150(21) 161(40) 174 
Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Notes: 
var = number of benchmark input variables 
rib = REINTEGRATE BEST 
In all test cases, with the exception of the 9SYM benchmark, the GA-GRM 
Software with both the rib=0 and rib=1 settings, produced minimizations with less than or 
equal the number of terms produced by the PSU IGRMMIN Software alone. The results 
were not so favorably compared with that of the EXORCISM Minimizer. Previous 
research has shown that the PSU 1GRMMIN Software was able to find minimizations 
better than or equal to that of EXORCISM in 63 of 110 cases for MCNC Benchmark 
Functions45. 
From these results it can also be observed that when the REINTEGRATE BEST 
variable is not used (rib = 0) in the minimization process, the number of terms is less than 
or equal to that produced when the examination of the "intermediate" strings and their 
fitness values is implemented (rib = 1). Although counter-intuitive, this shows that 
randomly enlarging the GA search space does not aid the evolutionary process. However 
since the addition of the "reintegrate_best" feature does not interfere with the GA, 
produces results which are nearly equal or only slightly worse than without the feature, 
and has the possibility to promote the development of difficult minimization results, the 
reintegrate_best option was included in the remainder of these GA-GRM experiments. 
45Zeng, et al., p. 229. 175 
4.3.3 Initializing the Original Population Experiments 
Another experiment was conducted to determine the effects of initializing the 
original population of polarity vectors in the GA-GRM Software. The variable used for 
this operation was "orig fill". This variable was set at different amounts, ranging from 10 
to 90% of the population size. All of the pre-loaded polarity vectors were identical and 
taken from the input file (polarity vector to be minimized). This assures that the GA­
GRM software minimization should always produce a result with a number of terms that is 
less than or equal to the initial problem. Otherwise starting with all random polarity 
vectors for the minimization, we do not have the assurance that the results will necessarily 
be better than or equal to the initial file. The experimental results were as follows. 
Table 4.2 Benchmark test file minimizations with different initializations of original 
populations 
Constants: 
Mutation  = 0.01 
Crossover  = 0.60 
Population Size  = 200 
REINTEGRATE_BEST  =  1 
Run Period  = 100 Generations 
Function  Var IGRMMIN  EXCSM Orig_Fill 
Percentile 
10%  25%  50%  75%  90% 
BW14  5  4  4  4(2)  4(13)  4(8)  4(12)  4(3) 
BW15  5  2  3  2(0)  2(1)  2(1)  2(2)  2(5) 
RD53  5  12  15  9(37)  9(70)  9(84)  9(93)  9(661 
5X01  7  8  6  8(6)  7(59)  8(7)  7(94)  7(431 
5X2  7  15  10  15(45)  15(55)  15(55)  15(90)  16(82) 
5X3  7  12  9  12(18)  12(20)  12(60)  11(67)  12(17) 
F501  8  17  11  17(52)  17(93)  18(59)  17(55)  17(46) 
F52  8  12  9  10(42)  11(93)  11(43)  12(26)  12(20) 
F53  8  9  7  8(0)  9(8)  9(5)  8(10)  8(44) 
9SYM  9  129  58  150(21)  149(93)  150(18)  151(24)  151(9) 176 
Table 4.2 (Continued) 
Note: 
var = number of benchmark input variables 
From these results, there was no strong evidence to support a theory that 
increasing the number of copies of the original polarity vector in the initial population 
produced better minimizations. Therefore in further experiments, the "orig fill" variable 
was kept at 10% the total population size (20 copies of the initial polarity vector, in the 
original population of these experiments in the cases of a population of size 200). This 
feature was included only as a small precautionary measure to give better assurance that 
the minimization results would always be better than or equal to that of the input file. 
4.3.4 Population Size Experiments 
Another set of experiments were conducted in order to determine if the size of the 
population would effect the results of the GA-GRM Software minimizations. Results 
were compared between experiments with population of sizes 200 and 500 strings. 
Table 4.3 Benchmark test file minimizations with population size experiments 
Constants: 
Mutation  = 0.01 
Crossover  = 0.60 
REINTEGRATE BEST  = 1 
= 10% population size 
Run Period  = 100 Generations 177 
Table 4.3 (Continued)
 
Function  Var 1GRMMIN EXCSM  Population Size =
 
200  500 
BW14  5  4  4  4(2)  4(2) 
BW15  5  2  3  2(0)  2(0) 
RD53  5  12  15  9(37)  9(7) 
5X01  7  8  6  8(6)  7(81) 
5X2  7  15  10  15(45)  15(53) 
5X3  7  12  9  12(18)  12(15) 
F501  8  17  11  17(52)  17(38) 
F52  8  12  9  10(42)  10(69) 
F53  8  9  7  8(0)  7(98) 
9SYM  9  129  58  150(21)  149(59) 
Note: 
var = number of benchmark input variables 
In three of the ten test cases (5X01, F53, and 9SYM), the experiments with a 
population of size 500 produced minimizations of one fewer term than that of the 
experiments with a population of size 200. In the other seven test cases, the experiments 
produced minimizations with the same number of terms. (Note that the number of 
generations (shown in parenthesis) taken to achieve these results is included only as a 
point of curiosity, and is not relevant to the merit of the results, (i.e. it may be due to a 
number of factors, including random number selections, etc.)). Thus, from these 
experiments it cannot be concluded that increasing the population size makes a significant 
difference in the minimization results achieved by the GA-GRM Software. 
4.3.5 Crossover Probability Rate Experiments 
Since the crossover operation is central to the evolutionary process, the effects of 
different rates of crossover on the GA-GRM minimization were studied. A number of 178 
experiments were conducted on the ten MCNC Benchmark set, with crossover probability 
rates ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 (probability always occurring).  The results were as 
follows: 
Table 4.4 Benchmark test file minimizations with crossover probability experiments 
Constants: 
Mutation  = 0.01 
REINTEGRATE BEST  =1 
= 10% population size 
Run Period  100 Generations 
Function  Var IGRMMIN  EXCSM  Crossover Probability Rate 
0.20  0.40  0.60  0.80  1.00 
BW14  5  4  4  4(6)  4(12)  4(2)  4(8)  4(11) 
BW15 5  2  3  2(0)  2(0)  2(0)  2(2)  2(0) 
RD53  5  12  15  9(5)  9(73)  937)  11(0)  11(0) 
5X01  7  8  6  8(4)  7(20)  8(6)  7(51)  8(5) 
5X2  7  15  10  15(64)  15(72)  15(45)  15(53)  15(59) 
5X3  7  12  9  12(20)  12(24)  12(18)  12(28)  12(13) 
F501  8  17  11  17(57)  17(50)  17(52)  16(54)  16(42)
F52  8  12  9  12(21)  10(54)  10(42)  12(16)  12(10)
F53 8  9 7  9(2)  9(0)  8(0)  8(9)  8(15) 
9SYM  9  129  58  150(90)  152(97)  150(21)  151(17)  151(31) 
Number of experimental results 
better than other cases:  2  4 3  3 2 
Examining the results from these experiments, the minimizations produced at 
different crossover probability rates are actually quite similar. However, to determine if 
there was a preferred crossover rate, the number of experimental results which achieved 
better minimizations than the other rates, were tallied for each crossover probability rate 
column. For example, in the 0.20 (i.e. crossover occurs with a probability of 20% of the 
time in the genetic process) Crossover Probability Rate Column, the results for the RD53 
and 9SYM Benchmarks, were the minimum in their respective rows, therefore the column 179 
was given a "2" for performance ("Number of experimental results better than other 
cases"). Similarly, in the 0.60 Crossover Probability Rate Column, minimum results were 
found for the RD53, F52, F53, and 9SYM cases, resulting in a "4" for performance. With 
this small sample, we can observe a slight preference for a moderate crossover probability 
rate of 0.6  .  This crossover probability rating was used in further experiments. 
4.3.6 Mutation Probability Experiments 
Further experiments were conducted with these benchmarks to determine the 
effect of the mutation probability rate on the minimization results. In these experiments, 
the mutation rates were varied from 0 (no mutation), to 1 bit inversion in 10,000, 1,000, 
100, and 10 bits. The experimental results were as follows: 
Table 4.5 Benchmark test file minimizations with mutation probability experiments 
Constants: 
Mutation  = 0.01 
REINTEGRATE_BEST  =1 
Orig_fill  = 10% population size 
Run Period  = 100 Generations 
Function  Var IGRNIMIN  EXCSM  Mutation Probability Rate 
0  1/10,000  1/1,000  1/100  1/10 
BW14  5  4  4  4(9)  5(54)  4(2)  4(2)  4(1) 
BW15  5  2  3  2(1)  2(0)  2(3)  2(0)  2(0) 
RD53  5  12  15  10(1)  10(1)  9(6)  9(37)  11(2) 
5X01  7  8  6  9(0)  8(2)  8(34)  8(6)  8(1) 
5X2  7  15  10  28(4)  19(80)  18(93)  15(45)  22(23) 
5X3  7  12  9  15(0)  13(21)  12(51)  12(18)  13(7) 180 
Table 4.5 (Continued) 
F501  8  17  11  24(23)  18(90)  17(45)  17(52)  23(64) 
F52  8  12  9  16(25)  16(25)  12(31)  10(42)  12(53) 
F53  8  9  7  9(9)  10(29)  9(78)  8(0)  8(23) 
9SYM  9  129  58  158(9)  129(97)  127(84)  150(21)  163(46) 
Number of experimental results 
better than other cases:  1  1  6  8  3 
Although the mutation operator has been shown to be of lesser importance in the 
evolutionary genetic process, the results from this experiment showed some differences 
when the mutation rate varied from extreme values. Tallying the cases in which the 
minimizations were better (smaller) than or equal to other mutation rate experiments, 
produced the last row of the table. Hence, for this empirical study it was determined that 
the mutation probability rate of 1/100 (0.01) produced the best results. This mutation 
value was used in all the other types of experiments. 
4.3.7 Summary: Overall Results for 10-Benchmark Experimental Test Suite 
To illustrate the performance of the GA-GRM software in comparison with the 
PSU 1GRMMIN and the EXORCISM software, a summary table was constructed. (The 
generation in which the minimizations were achieved with the GA-GRM software, are 
shown in parenthesis. These are included only as a fact of curiosity, which has no 
pertinence to the research conclusions.) The column containing the GA-GRM software 
data contains only the best results taken from the combination of the above experiments. 
Results were as follows: 181 
Table 4.6 Best minimization results for 10-Benchmark experimental test suite 
Function Var IGRMMIN EXCSM  Best Results 
GA-GRM 
SW 
BW14  5  4  4  4(1) 
BW15  5  2  3  2(0) 
RD53  5  12  15  9(4) 
5X01  7  8  6  7(20) 
5X2  7  15  10  14(49) 
5X3  7  12  9  8(0) 
F501  8  17  11  16(42) 
F52  8  12  9  10(42) 
F53  8  9  7  7(98) 
9SYM  9  129  58  127(84) 
It can be observed that the GA-GRM Software results compare quite favorably 
with those of the other minimizers. 
As compared to the PSU1GRMMIN Software, the GA-GRM Software found 
better function minimizations in eight (RD53, 5X01, 5X2, 5X3, F501, F52, F53, 9SYM) 
of the ten test cases. The results from GA-GRM for two of the experiments (BW14 and 
BW15) produced results equal to those of1GRIVIMIN. Therefore it was shown that for 
the entire benchmark suite, the GA-GRM always produced minimizations better than or 
equal to those of1GRAMIN. 
Comparing the results of the GA-GRM versus the EXORCISM minimizations, it 
was found that the GA-GRM produced better results in only three (BW15, RD53, and 
5X3) experiments. Equivalent minimizations were made in two (BW14 and F53) 
experiments. For this experimental sampling, the GA-GRM Software gives results better 
than or equal to EXORCISM in half (five out of ten) the benchmarks. 182 
4.3.8 GA-GRM Software Performance over a 100 MCNC Benchmark Test Suite 
To better determine the overall performance of the GA-GRM Software, with 
generalized evolutionary parameters (i.e. mutation and crossover probability rates, 
population size, etc.), it was necessary to compare the minimization results of this 
software to other software minimizers, over a standard set of benchmarks. The PSU 
research information46 detailing the minimizations results of the 1GRMMIN (PSU 
Algorithm), EXORCISM, and CGRMIN for a set of 110 MCNC benchmarks provided  a 
good performance measure. (However, of this testing suite, only 100 benchmarks could 
be used for comparison purposes due to the current GA-GRM Software limitations in the 
number of input variables and its restriction that the logic functions only have a single 
output.) In these experiments, the evolutionary parameters were set at constant values, as 
follows: 
Constants: 
Mutation  = 0.01 
Crossover  = 0.6 
REINTEGRATE BEST = 1 
Orig_fill  = 10% population size 
Run Period  = 100 Generations 
Comparing the minimizations of the GA-GRM versus the 1GRMIIVIIN (original 
PSU algorithm) Software, in 18 of the 100 benchmarks, the GA-GRM Software achieved 
better minimizations (having fewer terms) than that of1GRMMIN. Minimizations ofan 
additional 65 benchmarks from the test suite had equal results with both types of software. 
Therefore it can be said that in 83 of the 100 test cases, the GA-GRM Software achieved 
minimization results better than or equal to the 1GRMMIN Software. 
46Xiaoqiang Zeng, Marek Perkowski, Karen Dill, and Andisheh Sarabi, "Approximate Minimization of 
Generalized Reed-Muller Forms", Draft Version. 183 
The performance comparison of EXORCISM versus GA-GRM minimization 
software produced similar results over the same 100 benchmarks. In 10 experiments the 
GA-GRM minimizations had fewer terms than that of EXORCISM. The number of terms 
following minimization by GA-GRM and EXORCISM was equal, for 55 experiments. 
Summarizing then, in 65 of the 100 test cases, the GA-GRM Software produced function 
minimizations over the benchmark suite with the number of terms less than or equal to that 
produced by EXORCISM software. 
Finally, the GA-GRM Software was also compared with CGRMIN. By 
definition47: 
CGRMIN takes as input a disjoint cube representation of a two-valued, 
completely-specified, multiple-output Boolean function and produces a 
minimal fixed-polarity AND/XOR canonical representation of that 
function, known also as Consistent Generalized Reed-Muller (CGRM) 
form. 
Experiments performed on the same 100 benchmark suite had positive results. In 
64 experiments the minimization produced by GA-GRM had fewer terms than that of 
CGRMIN. An additional 21 cases produced minimizations of equal size for both the GA­
GRM and CGRMIN Software. Therefore in 85 of the 100 test cases, the GA-GRM 
Software minimizations were better than or equal to those of the CGRMIN Software. 
These experiments have compared the function minimizations of the GA-GRM, 
EXORCISM, and CGRMIN Software over a test suite of 100 single-output, MCNC 
benchmark test suite. All experimental results have indicated that for the majority oftests, 
47Portland State University, Electrical Engineering Computer System, Online Manuals, /stash/polo/man. 184 
the GA-GRM Software produces reduced functions with minimizations better (fewer 
terms) than or equal to that of the other software tools. 
A table detailing the MCNC benchmark function names, number of input variables, 
and minimizations for the various types of software, is given following the next section. 
4.4 The Genetic Best-Bound GRM Minimization Software (GA-GRM+BB) 
A modification of the GA-GRM software was also developed which combined the 
genetic search with the "best-bound" search method used exclusively in the 1GRMMIN 
Software. This new software was called GA-GRM+BB. In this technique, the current 
best polarity vectors, developed by the GA, are used as "seeds" for the best-bounds 
search. In the best-bounds search, starting with the partial polarity vector string 
representing the largest term in the GRM, a single bit is changed (per iteration) and the 
cost of the new polarity vector is calculated. This process is repeated for all terms within 
the GRM and all polarity combinations. The best polarity vector, whether created from 
the Genetic Algorithm or the best-bounds search, is replaced into the polarity vector string 
population. The goal of the GA-GRM+BB Algorithm, is to combine the strengths of both 
the Genetic Algorithm (a searching method incorporating evolutionary, random, and 
machine learning principles) with that of a best-bounds search (a formal, orderly, and time 
consuming method). A flowchart and the detailed algorithm description are shown. 185 
Figure 4.11 Flowchart for GA-GRM+BB Software 
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Figure 4.11 (Continued) 
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4.4.1 The Basic GA-GRM+BB Algorithm 
1. The GA function creates (strings) a population of polarity vectors, without fitness 
values, for the current generation. (Polarity vectors, of both the GA and PSU-Algorithm 
creation types, define the polarity of the terms in GRM equations.) 
2. A single polarity vector is chosen from the population. 
3. The GA created polarity vector is compared to the 1GRIVIMIN (PSU GRM 
Computation) starting polarity vector. 
4. If the polarity vectors are equivalent, goto Step 8. 
5. If the polarity vectors are not equivalent, the PSU Computation Function polarity 
vector is changed by a single bit, in Gray Code order. 
6. If the REINTEGRATE_BEST option is selected, given the new polarity vector, the 
PSU Computation Function calculates the equation's coefficients (bps) and fitness (cost). 
Then the new polarity vector is assigned as the new "starting polarity vector" for the PSU 
Computation Function. If the REINTEGRATE_BEST option is not selected, the 
equation coefficients (bp) and fitness (cost) for the new ("intermediate") polarity vector 
are not calculated until Step 8. 
7. Goto Step 3. 
8. Given the new polarity vector, the PSU Computation Function calculates the equation's 
coefficients (1)­ (bps) and fitness (cost). Then the new polarity vector is assigned as the new 
"starting polarity vector". 
9. The new polarity vector and its corresponding fitness become members of the GA 
population. 
10. Steps 2-9 are repeated until each individual polarity vector in the population has been 
assigned a fitness value. 
11. If a new "best" fitness polarity vector been discovered in the current generation then 
goto Step 12. 188 
12. The current "best" fitness polarity vector serves as a starting point "seed" for the PSU 
1GRMMIN Algorithm's "Best-Bounds" Search Function, the original (and only) 
optimization method for the IGRMMIN Software. From the given polarity vector, which 
defines a GRM equation, starting at the largest term, the bits representing the polarity of 
the term are changed 1-bit at a time and the function cost of the new polarity vector is 
evaluated. 
13. The process (Step 12) is repeated for all terms and their bit representations. 
14. The best, as determined by cost, polarity vector and its fitness are substituted back
 
into the Genetic Algorithm string population.
 
15. Continue with the Genetic Algorithm evolutionary process (Reproduction, Crossover, 
and Mutation) for the current generation. 
16. If the current generation is not equal to the final generation, repeat steps 1-15. 
17. If the current generation is the final generation, the algorithm is finished. 
With the exception of the best-bounds search, the GA-GRM+BB Software is the
 
same as the GA-GRM Software.
 
4.4.2 Software Performance over a 100 MCNC Benchmark Test Suite 
The minimization methods were tested over a 100 MCNC Benchmark Suite for 
comparison using the GA-GRM, 1GRMMIN (PSU Algorithm), EXORCISM, and 
CGRMIN Software. It should be noted here, that this comparison is between very 
different types of minimizers. (But since similar types of minimizers don't exist, there 
really is no choice.) The EXORCISM minimization software is known as the top ESOP 
automated reduction method. The CGRMIN Software is more restrictive, as it minimizes 
only FPRM logic equations. The GA-GRM and GA-GRM+BB Software minimize GRM 
equations. Recalling the inclusions of the AND-XOR equation types within different 189 
categories, illustrated in Figure 4.9, the PPRM form is the most restrictive equation form, 
followed by the FPRM, GRM, and finally the ESOP as the least restrictive forms. Most 
notably, the ESOP category includes the GRM, FPRM and PPRM equation forms. 
Similarly, the GRM form includes the FPRM and PPRM types. Therefore, the 
EXORCISM Software, minimizing general ESOPs, has the most flexibility for reduction 
options in developing minimized equations. The GA-GRM and GA-GRM+BB Software 
(as GRM minimizers) also have more freedoms than the CGRMIN Software (as an FPRM 
minimizer). The GRM equations should always be reduced to less than or equal the 
number of terms of an equivalent FPRM equation. As such, it is obvious that the results 
from the GA software are much better than those of CGRMIN. Also with this viewpoint, 
it is quite notable that in a large number of cases the results from the GA software were 
better than, equivalent, or very close to those achieved by EXORCISM,  a minimizer with 
a much less restrictive equation form. 
As in the GA-GRM experiments, the evolutionary parameters for the GA­
GRM+BB Software were set at constant values, as follows: 
Constants: 
Mutation  = 0.01 
Crossover  = 0.6 
REINTEGRATE_BEST  = 1 
Orig fill  = 10% population size 
Run Period  = 100 Generations 
In all cases, the minimization results using the GA-GRM+BB Software were 
nearly identical to those of the GA-GRM Software. Comparing the minimizations of the 
GA-GRM+BB Software versus the 1GRMMIN (original PSU algorithm) Software, in 20 
(versus 18 for the GA-GRM Software) of the 100 benchmark experiments better results 
were obtained. An additional 64 benchmarks (versus 65 for the GA-GRM Software) had 190 
equivalent minimizations with the GA-GRM+BB and 1GRMMIN Software. Therefore in 
84 (versus 83 for GA-GRM Software) of 100 test cases, the GA-GRM+BB Software 
achieved minimizations better than or equal to those of1GRMMIN Software. As 
compared to EXORCISM, the GA-GRM+BB achieved superior minimization results in 10 
(same for GA-GRM software) of the 100 benchmark test cases. In 54 experiments 
(versus 55 for GA-GRM) the minimizations of GA-GRM+BB and EXORCISM were 
equivalent. This gives an overall achievement level for the GA-GRM+BB Software of 64 
(versus 65 for GA-GRM) out of 100 benchmark minimizations having results better than 
or equal to that of EXORCISM. Finally, examining the results from the comparison of the 
GA-GRM+BB versus CGRMIN minimizations, it was found that GA-GRM+BB displayed 
a superior performance in 64 (same for GA-GRM) of the 100 cases. Minimizations 
between GA-GRM+BB (and GA-GRM) and CGRMIN in an additional 21 cases were 
equivalent. Thus 85 (same for GA-GRM) of 100 benchmarks had better than or equal 
minimizations employing the GA-GRM+BB Software than that achieved with CGRMIN 
Software. Thus from this set of experiments over a 100 function benchmark suite, it has 
been shown that in the majority of cases, the GA-GRM+BB and GA-GRM Software both 
achieve minimization results better than or equal to that of1GRMMIN, EXORCISM, and 
CGRMIN Software. 
Very little performance differences were found between the GA-GRM and GA­
GRM+BB minimization algorithms. This suggests that the "best-bounds" searching is 
unnecessary or even redundant to the genetic search process. This hypothesis is also 
supported by the similar results discovered with the REINTEGRATE BEST feature. 
When the REINTEGRATE BEST feature was employed in GA-GRM, it allowed the 
software to evaluate the fitness values of "intermediate" bit strings. Results both with and 
without the feature were similar. Evidence from both types of experiments suggest that 
the introduction of well intentioned, randomness into the genetic process are actually of 191 
very little aid at all, as the evolutionary search mechanism is itself a directed search, 
incorporating feedback into its own process of machine learning. 
A table displaying the detailed results of the function minimizations, over the 100 
MCNC Benchmark Test Suite for the GA-GRM+BB, GA-GRM, IGRMMIN, 
EXORCISM, and CGRMIN Software, is shown below. 
Table 4.7 Function minimizations over the MCNC benchmark test suite for the GA­
GRM+BB, GA-GRM,1GRIVIMIN, EXORCISM, and CGRMIN Software 
Test Results 
Number of terms after function minimization 
Function  Var  IGRMMIN  EXORCISM  CGRMIN  GA_GRM  GA_GRM+BB 
5x01  7  8  6  12  8(4)  7(35) 
5x1  7  23  33  61  xx  xx 
5x10  7  2  3  2  2(0)  2(0) 
5x2  7  15  10  30  15(39)  14(71) 
5x3  7  12  9  19  12(9)  12(2) 
5x4  7  9  7  11  9(2)  8(19) 
5x5  7  5  5  7  5(0)  5(0) 
5x6  7  4  3  4  3(0)  3(0) 
5x7  7  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
5xpl  7  20  32  61  xx  xx 
bw01  5  7  5  12  5(42)  6(3) 
bw10  5  2  3  4  2(0)  2(0) 
bwll  5  2  2  2  2(0)  2(0) 
bw12  5  3  4  6  3(4)  3(1) 
bw13  5  2  3  4  2(0)  2(0) 
bw14  5  4  4  8  4(1)  4(5) 
bw15  5  2  3  6  2(3)  2(1) 
bw16  5  3  3  4  3(0)  3(0) 
bw17  5  2  3  4  2(0)  2(0) 
bwl8  5  5  5  5  5(0)  5(0) 
bw19  5  4  4  7  4(2)  4(0) 
bw2  5  3  3  4  3(0)  3(0) 192 
Table 4.7 (Continued) 
bw20  5  5  5  7  5(7)  5(5) 
bw21  5  3  3  5  3(0)  3(0) 
bw23  5  5  5  9  5(5)  5(0) 
bw24  5  5  5  7  5(9)  5(54) 
bw25  5  4  4  8  4(0)  4(3) 
bw26  5  6  5  8  5(6)  5(6) 
bw27  5  5  4  6  4(8)  4(2) 
bw3  5  4  4  6  4(0)  4(0) 
bw4  5  5  4  7  4(2)  4(5) 
bw5  5  5  4  8  5(4)  5(2) 
bw6  5  3  4  6  3(0)  3(0) 
bw7  5  5  5  10  5(11)  5(10) 
bw8  5  3  3  3  3(0)  3(0) 
bw9  5  4  3  5  3(0)  3(0) 
9sym  9  129  58  173  151(92)  130(1) 
cm152a  11  8  8  27  8(22)  8(1) 
conl  7  10  9  17  7(8)  7(1) 
con 1 1  7  5  5  9  5(7)  5(1) 
conl2  7  5  4  8  4(28)  4(5) 
f21  4  3  3  3  3(0)  3(0) 
f22  4  3  3  3  3(0)  3(0) 
f23  4  3  3  3  3(0)  3(0) 
f24  4  3  3  3  3(0)  3(0) 
f501  8  17  11  31  16(88)  17(69) 
f52  8  12  9  19  10(87)  9(91) 
f53  8  9  7  11  7(85)  8(30) 
f34  8  5  5  7  5(0)  5(0) 
155  8  4  3  4  3(0)  3(0) 
156  8  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
137  8  2  2  2  2(0)  2(0) 
majority  5  5  5  7  5(1)  5(1) 
misex20  6  19  7  62  xx  xx 
misex2l  6  9  8  16  10(69)  9(38) 
misex22  6  6  6  10  6(8)  6(3) 
misex23  6  5  5  7  5(2)  5(2) 
misex24  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex25  6  6  5  9  5(53)  5(88) 193 
Table 4.7 (Continued) 
misex26  6  5  5  7  5(0)  5(4) 
misex27  5  6  5  9  6(0)  6(1) 
misex4l  5  6  5  9  6(0)  6(0) 
misex42  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex43  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex44  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex45  5  5  4  6  5(1)  5(0) 
misex47  11  7  4  18  xx  xx 
misex48  6  8  8  16  8(10)  8(18) 
misex49  6  7  6  10  6(12)  6(20) 
misex50  6  5  5  7  5(8)  5(5) 
misex5l  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex52  6  6  5  9  5(7)  6(1) 
misex53  6  4  5  6  4(2)  4(0) 
misex54  6  9  8  16  11(4)  11(1) 
misex55  6  6  6  10  6(5)  6(23) 
misex56  6  5  5  7  5(3)  5(3) 
misex57  6  6  5  9  5(22)  5(43) 
misex58  6  5  5  7  5(1)  5(1) 
misex62  10  17  7  50  70(0)  xx 
misex63  10  20  7  84  xx  xx 
misex64  10  6  4  28  xx  xx 
misex66  5  5  4  6  5(0)  4(26) 
misex67  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex68  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex69  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex70  5  6  5  9  6(1)  6(1) 
misex7l  5  5  4  6  5(0)  5(1) 
misex72  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex73  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex74  4  2  2  2  3(0)  3(0) 
misex75  5  6  5  9  6(1)  6(0) 
rd53  5  12  15  20  9(14)  9(4) 
rd531  5  5  5  5  5(0)  5(0) 
rd532  5  5  5  5  5(0)  5(0) 
rd533  5  10  8  10  10(0)  10(0) 
rd731  7  21  15  2  21(0)  21(0) 194 
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rd732  7  7  7  7  7(0)  7(0) 
rd733  7  35  24  35  35(0)  35(0) 
rd842  8  8  8  8  8(0)  8(0) 
rd844  8  70  32  70  70(0)  70(0) 
sam  5  7  5  12  5(12)  5(68) 
sao21  10  13  10  36  xx  xx 
sao22  10  19  13  52  xx  )0( 
sao23  10  16  12  47  xx  xx 
sao24  10  24  11  55  xx  xx 
xor5  5  5  5  5  5(0)  5(0) 
z41  7  15  15  15  15(1)  15(0) 
z42  7  9  9  9  9(0)  9(0) 
z43  7  5  5  5  5(0)  5(0) 
z44  7  3  3  3  3(0)  3(0) 195 
CHAPTER 5: THESIS CONCLUSIONS
 
This research has presented the new applications of Genetic Algorithm and Genetic 
Program driven synthesis and minimization of digital logic. The methods developed herein 
are an advancement in the emerging field of Evolvable Hardware, which may significantly 
change the logic design methodology of the future. 
As a fully automated design technique, Evolvable Hardware is a new technology 
on the forefront of current research. When this technology is developed it promises to 
automatically produce highly complex hardware circuits which architecturally adapt to 
environmental variables, as necessary. By its very nature, this technology will produce 
designs which are highly fault tolerant, quick to implement, and take advantage of 
complex architectures. This high speed learning technology will significantly reduce and 
may eliminate most of the engineering manpower necessary for integrated circuit design. 
Also since this is a hardware rather than a software technology, the execution speed of the 
evolved logic will be very fast. At maturity the technology will enable automated 
construction of "mega" ASICs, consisting of millions of logic gates. This technology has 
the potential to revolutionize the electronics industry. 
Last year (October 1995) the Logic Systems Group of the Swiss Federal Institute 
of Technology of Lausanne (EPFL) organized the First Evolvable Hardware Workshop, in 
which current technology and ideas in this emerging field were presented. To date there 
are only three other research groups in the world working in the field of Evolvable 
Hardware. Few papers and even fewer details are available on the results of this research. 
Most of this work has been done in Japan. In 1994 at the Electrotechnical (ETL) 
Laboratory in Japan, Tetsuya Higuchi led a research group which successfully 196 
demonstrated the 6-multiplexor (four inputs, two control lines, and one output signal line) 
design evolved (extrinsically) with a Genetic Algorithm for implementation on a Lattice 
GAL16Z8 chip. The group was also successful in producing a 3-bit counter and a four-
state finite state machine. More recently the ETL Research Group has been granted a 
million dollars by MITI (Japanese government funded research) to produce an ASIC 
capable of intrinsic (on-board) evolution using the GA, by March 1997. Meanwhile a 
second research team at the ATR Human Information Processing Research Laboratories 
in Kyoto, Japan, led by Hitoshi Hemmi has applied the Genetic Programming technique to 
extrinsic evolvable hardware. The result of this work was the evolution of a binary adder 
in a (NTT specific) Hardware Description Language. Information regarding this design 
has yet to be published. A third group with other fruitful research in EHW technology is 
located at the University of Sussex, in the U.K., with research being conducted by Inman 
Harvey, Philip Husbands, and Adrian Thompson. This team has evolved a software 
simulation of a 4kHz oscillator design, with logic gates, for an FPGA configuration. 
Although the logic did not conform to its design specifications of being a 1kHz oscillator 
producing a square wave, rather than a spike train of slightly different frequencies, this 
demonstrated the rough applicability of the design methodology. Additionally this group 
used a Genetic Algorithm to evolve a simple, robotics controller, to provide their robot 
with wall-avoidance behavior. The results were successful and demonstrated the viability 
of their proposed Dynamic State Machine Architecture. The current and future focus of 
research from the Sussex Group is to evolve analog control systems and work with 
intrinsic EHW. 
The research in this thesis is the first of its kind, to the best of this author's 
knowledge. In the first phase of the research, a unique method of utilizing Genetic 
Programming to solve logic synthesis problems was developed. These logic synthesis 
functions are more complex than those of previous research. The goal of this work was to 197 
make a first step toward the extrinsic evolution of digital ASIC design with software 
simulation. It was also the first empirical study of the factors affecting the performance of 
a GP-Logic Synthesis process, and as such, provides for a better understanding of the 
mechanisms involved in synthesized logic function coverage. The study included 
variations in the types of logic gates allowed by the synthesis, the size of bit string 
populations, the amount of mutation probability rates, and the logic function training set 
size necessary for function coverage. A number of experiments demonstrated that 
variations in the genetic operator parameters impacted the ability of the synthesis to 
achieve full function coverage. General observations for typical conditions which had a 
higher probability for achieving complete function coverage were made. It was found that 
the GP-Logic Synthesis generally achieves better performance with a large selection of 
logic gates available for synthesis, i.e. AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NAND, and NOR. 
However, the universal gate NAND alone did sometimes achieve good results. 
Experiments varying the bit string population sizes generally showed that improved 
function coverage was also achieved with larger sized populations. It is hypothesized that 
this is due to the fact that larger populations increase the total pool of genetic diversity of 
the chromosome strings, increasing the number of available traits and characteristics. 
However, these larger populations significantly slow the rate of evolution, by increasing 
the necessary computations. Observing different mutation rates in the evolutionary 
experiments, results were not so well defined. Generally it was found that small mutation 
rates introduce an appropriate amount of diversity not already available in the population. 
But mutation rates must be kept moderate. If mutation rates are too small, no diversity is 
available as the evolutionary process converges; if mutation rates are too large, 
unbounded diversity has the potential to create chaos in the search-space landscape. 
Introducing "don't cares" to the synthesized function technique, it was observed that only 
small training sets are necessary for function recognition. In all experiments conducted, 
80% complete function coverage was achieved with data training sets missing from 55­198 
90% of their complete truth tables. These results may be biased by the amount of 
"pattern-ness" present in the test functions. However the vast majority of natural 
functions do exhibit a high degree of pattern, so this should not be an issue. 
Over the entirety of the logic synthesis experiments conducted using the GP-Logic 
Synthesis technique, function coverage ranged from 88-100%. These results were 
relatively good, but nothing less than complete function coverage can be accepted outside 
of the realm of pure research. To advance the research toward an automated synthesis 
method which can guarantee function coverage, an XOR Correction Function was 
developed which works in conjunction with the original GP-Logic Synthesis. In this 
technique, the GP-Logic Synthesis devises a synthesized logic function as done previously. 
This synthesized equation is then compared over the range of all possible inputs against 
the truth table of the desired function. Differences between the synthesized logic and the 
truth table are found with an XOR gate. If the function coverage of the synthesized logic 
is not complete, the results produced by the xor of the original synthesized logic and the 
truth table, over the range of all possible inputs, produce a new truth table. A number of 
correction circuits may be produced as the GP-Logic Synthesis reiteratively attempts to 
produce logic which covers the specified function. Results over several standard logic 
benchmarks and an arbitrarily designed function achieved 100% function coverage with 
less than five correction circuits, using the new XOR Correction Function GP Logic-
Synthesis method. This algorithm is the first of its kind; it "guarantees" results, ensuring 
by high probability the convergence of the heuristic methods of artificial evolution 
encompassed by Genetic Programming. 
The new application of logic minimization using a Genetic Algorithm was also 
invented within this research. As the AND-XOR equation classification is generally more 
economical than AND-OR logic, requiring fewer logic gates and fewer interconnections, it 199 
is a frequent candidate for minimization research. The AND-XOR classification of 
Generalized Reed-Muller Equations was selected for this research since it is quite general, 
having few form restrictions, and a good heuristic algorithm implemented in software was 
already available from Portland State University. Combining the Genetic Algorithm with 
the PSU ICGRMMIN Software to produce the GA-GRM Code, the results compared 
favorably to several of the top AND-XOR minimizing software packages when tested 
over a 100 MCNC Benchmark Test Suite. As compared with the original PSU Software, 
GA-GRM produced better or equal minimization results in 83 of 100 test cases. (It is 
notable that over a 110 function benchmark test suite, the original PSU Software 
produced 31% better minimizations than ESPRESSO, the popular AND-OR minimizer48.) 
As compared to EXORCISM, the top ESOP minimizing software, the GA-GRM 
produced better or equal minimization results in 65 of 100 test cases. Comparing the 
minimizations of GA-GRM versus CGRMIN, the top FPRM minimizing software, GA­
GRM produced minimizations better or equal in 85 of 100 test cases. As a rule GRM 
equations should always be reduced to less than or equal the number of terms of an 
equivalent FPRM equation. As such, the results from the GA-GRM Software are much 
better than those of CGRMIN, and quite notably comparable to those of EXORCISM, a 
minimizer with the much less restrictive ESOP form. With this degree of testing and 
comparison, the GA-GRM has proven its merit as a function minimizing tool. 
Future research will continue to focus on improved logic synthesis and 
minimization performance. The capability for synthesizing sequential logic (finite state 
machines) will be developed. Following which, the GP-Logic Synthesis will be adapted to 
different device architectures. The capability to download this synthesized logic, in 
machine language will also be provided. This will allow the synthesis to be realized in 
48Xiaoqiang Zeng, Marek Perkowski, Karen Dill, and Andisheh Sarabi, "Approximate Minimization of 
Generalized Reed-Muller Forms", Proc. Reed-Muller '95, IFIP WG 10.5 Workshop on Applications of the 
Reed-Muller Expansion in Circuit Design, August 27-29, 1995, Makuhari, Chiba, Japan, p. 229. 200 
readily usable hardware, such as a FPGA or PLD. Another focus of future work is a 
formal mathematical proof that the reiterated XOR Correction Function combined with 
the GP-Logic Synthesis will guarantee with high probability complete function coverage. 
With these advancements the GP-Logic Synthesis technique will be a ready tool for design 
technology in industry. The new design techniques presented within this thesis will then 
revolutionize engineering by developing ASICs through evolutionary synthesis and 
minimization. 201 
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